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LEWIS, Griomaval, Tealasdale Slabs: 
Comes the Breanish - 275m HVS**. R. and C. Anderson. 16th July, 1998. 

65 

Start rightofLochlan at the right side ofthe small overlaps, at the same point as The 
Scroll - the cairn mentioned in the guidebook was dismantled to stand on to keep 
the feet dry . A fine direct line. 
I. 55m 4c. Step right and climb straight up to the left-trending weakness of The 
Scroll, then continue straight up on to a quartzy protuberance. Climb a thin crack 
past a small , narrow wedged block to reach a white slab (Lochlan and The Scroll 
belay over to the left) and continue straight up passing a block on its right side to 
belay higher up beneath an overlap at the top of a short, right-facing corner (good 
wires in a horizontal in the overlap). A superb and generally well protected pitch 
on perfect rock. 
2. 55m Sa. This pitch goes up the middle of the main seepage area and although it 
can be climbed fairly direct when wet, it would be much better if dry. Step left and 
pull onto the white, quartzy slab above the overlap, then climb straight to the left 
end of an overlap with a pointed bit in its middle. Climb the bulge on the left, just 
left of a thin crack (possibly easier farther right if dry) and continue to a short, 
overlapped corner. Climb this, or if wet step right and move over a small overlap, 
onto a smooth white slab. A few thin moves gain a small quartz overlap (gear) . Step 
left, back into the top of the corner, then follow slabs, holds and quartzy seams to 
a small grass ledge. Gain a grassy, horizontal break and move right to a short, left
facing corner. 
3. 55m 4b. Step up right, then go up and follow thin cracks in a quartzy line trending 
up right, passing over a crackline to reach a more obvious crackline. Climb the 
crack for a short way to a small ledge just short ofthe grassy rake of Golden Gully. 
4. 55m Sa. Move right along the ledge a little, then climb up and slightly right 
heading for a twin quartzy crackline in the left side of the headwall. Make tricky 
moves up the cracks and continue to reach a ledge occupied by some blocks. 
5. 55m. Move right, then climb easily to a wide crack and up to the summit cairn. 

HARRIS, Sron Ulladale: 
The Beautiful South -75m E7. D. Turnbull, J. Arran. 22nd May, 1998. 
Start up a left-trending open groove to the right of Crackhead. 
I. 25m 5b. Climb into the groove and continue to a good stance in an alcove beneath 
a narrow roof beneath blank rock. 
2. 20m 6b. Move up right to a flake and hidden PR (very poor). Make bold moves 
up to the bulge (PR), then move immediately left to a 120" overhanging wall. Climb 
this with difficulty to easier ground leading to corners above. 
3. 30m 5c. Move up and rightwards up blank corners, then back left to join the easy 
exit ramp. 
Note: Climbed ground up in one day; pitch 2 was worked. The Scoop and Stone 
were also repeated. 

LEWIS SEA CLIFFS, Aird Griamanish (Sheet 13, MR 994213): 
D. Collier and 1. Hartley note short crags rising straight off the beach near Aird 
Griamanish with variable rock quality , some of which could g ive hard routes given 

Awumll colours of Cui Mor from Stac Pollaidh. Photo: David Ritchie. 

(Lef t): Stob Coire Sgreamhach. Glell Coe. Photo: DOllald Bellllet. 
Sgurr all Fhidhleir alld Ben More Coigach from Stac Pollaidh. Photo: David Ritchie. 
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time to dry out. One-and-a-half hours' approach walk. One route climbed, 
Obskua, 12m Severe 4a, 28th May 1997, which ascends a thin quartz flake to the 
left of an overhangi ng arete. 

The Hooded Wall (SMCJ 1998): 
Black Edged - 30m VS 4c*. R. and C. Anderson. II th July, 1998. 
A short crack left of Paint it Black leads onto the arete of the fin which is followed 
to a finish up left. 

Pitch Black - 30m E2 6a. R. and C. Anderson. II th July , 1998. 
The flared, left-leaning groove behind the abseil leads awkwardly to Black is 
Black , up which a finish is made. 

lslivig Geo (N B 982 275): 
This Geo, due west of lslivig and just north of a cairn on the skyline, is a narrow 
inlet 150m long and 25m high. Easily reached by walking down into it, the initial 
section ofthe Geo is non-tidal. Unfortunately, despite the south-facing wall being 
sunny, sheltered and appearing to be one continuous wall of good looking rock, it 
is loose and disappointing, hence the reason why only one route was climbed, 
another was backed off. For those less discerning and not so worried by looseness 
there are a number of lines to go at. There are, however, much bigger and more 
dangerous loose cliffs to climb on, so a trip here is probably not worthwhile. 

Disappointmellt A rete - 25m HVS 4c. R. and C. Anderson. 14th July, 1998. 
The first section of wall ends at an arete where the wall steps back and continues 
out to the end of the geo. Climb the arete on its right side. 

Aurora Geo: 
Wonder Wall - 30m E4 6a** . D. Etherington (unsec.). May, 1998. 
Start from the left-hand end of the ledge at the foot of Newton's Law. Go directly 
up to a sloping ledge and move right to the right-hand end of an overhang. Make 
moves up a thin crack to a small quartz band, move back left for 3m and make 
difficult moves up a thin crack trending rightwards. Strenuous. Pre-placed gear 
used and graded for that. 

The Cioch Wall: 
A. N. Other - 20m VS 4c. A. Cunningham, L. Hughes. 10th May, 1998. 
Climb the crackline to the right of Anonymous. 

Rubh'an Taroin (North Bay): 
Less Awkward thall the Principle- 30m E3 6a. D. Etherington, G. Reid. May , 1998. 
Start in the next bay to the right of Twelve Years On. Climb out of the left-hand side 
of the bay through a steep roof crack. Follow the crack up and leftwards to the arete 
just to the right of Twelve Years On. Move up and right into a V-groove, followed 
directly to the top with great interest. 
Note: The route wou ld seem to be the same as Achevalier (SMCJ 1998, p562) but 
with a different start. 

Mungarstadh Area, Geodh an't Slaucain: 
Follow the track that leads from the road to Mungarstadh sands, cross the beach and 
go up the slope on the opposite side. The next bay is Geodh an't Slaucain. On the 
left side of the geo (facing out) is an obvious fin of rock at MR 0055 3095 which 
givesthe following . 
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Morning Star - 25m VS 4b** K. Archer, A. Norton. 6th August, 1998. 
AcceGG ic from tho north corner of the geo at very low tido in calm conditione or, 
much more like ly, by absei l down the line of the route (back ropeG needed) . From 
the undercut base of the fin, pull around the cea'oVard face and climb it just ri ght of 
the arete. Gain the arete above a niche and follow it. 

Rabbit Wall Area (MR 0040 3105 to 0045 3110): 
From the Morning Star area follow the edge of Geodh an ' t Slaucain northwards. 
In front is a small rise with two small peaks. Go over thi s and drop down to a level 
grassy ridge which runs out to sea . This is Rudha Geodh an ' t Slaucai n, with a small 
stack, Stacca Chais, at the seaward cnd. Map and photo-diagram provided. At the 
seaward end, abseil down a corner on the north side. From the abseil (facing in), 
scramble left to the base of a cracked slab leading to a corne r and overhang: 
Mercy Killing - 22m El 5b** . A. Norton , K. Archer. 8th August, 1998. 
Follow the cracked slab to the corner (wet) and up thi s to the overhang. Traverse 
right and pull up into a worrying-looking crack to finish. 

ffi t 's Loose Leveret-20m V. Diff. A. Norton, K. Archer. 7th August, 1998. 
TlIe CUI lie) uf llIe , lab gi \le, a cauliuus escape ) uult'. Fulluw llIt' L'U)Il~r, tlI t: 1I VII tv 
a rib and up easy but loose ground . 

Fah's The Word - 20m VS 4c. K. Archer, C. Archer. 12th August, 1998. 
Leftagain I Om is a slabby corner with an overhung cracked rib. Climb up to the rib, 
then turn it on the right. Follow a groove to small ledges. make an awkward pull 
on to the upper slab which leads to the top. 

Loose Luke - 20m V. Diff. A. orton, L. Norton. 12th August, 1998. 
Follow a slabby blunt arete 3m left again, then step left to finish up the headwal l. 

Scramble left again and the nelll two routes can be Geen on the impressive ceries of 
overhung slabs that form a small geo. AcceGs is by absei l down the arcte of the left 
wall, which gives the line of: 

A Poodle Called MaL/rice - 22m Severe**. K. Archer. A. Norton. 10th August. 
1998. 
Climb the blocky arete on its right side into a corner that leads to a slab. Follow thi s, 
then up the left wa ll to finish. 

The Ecclesall Road - 50m E2*** . A. Norton, K. Archer (alt. ). 14th August, 1998. 
The classic of the crag. Start from a small pedeGtal 5m up from tho Gtart of Poodl o. 
I. 25m Sa. Descend a ramp on the left wall towards the left corner. Gain this. then 
follow the back of the second slab to a corner below an overhung groove. 
2. 25m 5b. Mako difficult moves to gain the arcte of the right wall and traverse 
round the arcte into a niche. TraverGe rightwards along a brenk (mediocre 
protection) to where the break meets easier ground . 

NORTH UIST, Leac na Hoe Point (MR 980 725): 
Summertime Grooves - 20m Severe 4a* R. Carter, C. Ravey. 20th April , 1998. 
Start 3m ri ght of Spark, climb the '.vall to a ledge, then continue straight up into a 
thin crack recess to an overhang which is surmounted at the ri ght hand side. 
Continue straight up to the top. 

Two Step - 20m VS 4c. C. Ravey , R. Carter. 20th April. 1998. 
Start 4m right of Summertime Grooves. Climb the wall to a fl ake, continue up the 
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wall to a bo}( groove, then malee a difficult move up to a curved cracle which is 
followed to the top. 

Weary Teary-20m V. Diff. R. Crater, C. Ravey. 22nd April , 1998. 
Start 6m right of Two Step. Climb a crack to a sloping ledge at 6m. Climb left and 
up on big holds to the bace of a left clanting cracle which ic followed to the top on 
loose holds. 

Dolphin Wall- 20m HVS 5a*. R . Carter, C. Ravey. 23rd April, 1998. 
Start I m right of the rounded arcte. Climb the broleen cracldine up to a small ledge 
(strenuous). Fini sh straight up. 

NOTE: Jex's Midnight Runners was felt to be H. Severe 4b as opposed to VS 4c. 

Loch Thacleit (Map Ref 948 710) : 
Maceo's Cat Scratch - 12m Severe 4a. R. Carter. 14th January, 1998. 
Start 3m right of an obviouc gully with a chockctone. Climb the right hand cracle 
(crux), then aecend on good holdc pact heather at 8m and continue up on dirty holds . 

SOUTH UIST, Beinn Mhor, Hellisdale Buttress: 
Curley Wurly Cuckoo - 40m El 5a. C. Ravey, E. Stewart. 12th May, 1998. 
The middle of the buttress which is si tuated to the left of the farthest right gully. 
Start loft of centro of the buttrecc and follow holds ri s ing rightwards to a steeper 
Geotion . Surmount this on small but good holds (crUJ() on to the slab above. Climb 
to a break at the bottom of a steep wall and follow thi s leftwards to below a groove 
with hollow flakes. Move up the groove and f1a1ces to finish on broken ground. 

PABBAY, Banded Geo: 
Fools Rush Out - 30m El 5b*. P. Thorburn , R. Carnpbell. 27th May, 1998. 
The flake cracks in the wall left ofChocaholic. A ramp left of the belay would give 
a good second pitch. From a ledge 12m up, follow the right-slanting cracks across 
the brown wall to a thin break. Climb the thin flake above and left, then traverse 
right under a roof to belay. Finish by Chocaholic (E2 5b). 

Left of Endolphin Rush is a crackline; left aga in is a large very steep brown wall 
with a low roof slanting up left. Abseil from a belay belov,' two blocks on the path 
(60m) to a ledge on the left, or traverse in (Iow tide). The route overhangs II m in 
45m. 

Ship of Fools - 45m E5 6b***. P . Thorburn , R. Campbell. 28th May, 1998. 
From the easy ramp, climb boldly up biotite to gain the roof 4m left of its lowest 
point. Gain the flake above the lip with difficulty , move up left to cross the bulge 
by some flakes , then continue straight up until the rock become compact (calcite) . 
Move up right, then back left through a bulge, then move up right again and pull 
through a bulge to a flake. Step right past a detached flake into the black niche. Step 
right and climb straight up to belay on a slab. Scramble to the top. 

Poop Deck: 
Thursday's Setting Sunrise - 30m E5 6a* * P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. 28th May, 
1998. 
The central crackline left of Bogus Asylum Seekers. Make one move up the right
hand crack, then traverse left to a niche (alternatively, step into the boulder in the 
pool and up the crack). Make difficult and committing moves to ajug, then climb 
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the crack direct to a break (Friend#4). A flange on the left gains the lip, pull up right, 
then take parallel cracks on the left to the top. 

One Last Look - 2Sm E4 6a/b**. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. 29th May, 1998. 
At the left end of the wall i ~ a ~ hallow recess with a large pegmatite vein on the right 
wall. C limb to a man-size spike, follow cracks up the recess, then hand traverse 
right through the roof. Make hard moves into a scoop to gain a hole on the right, 
step left and go direct to the top. 

Pink Wall: 
Raiders of the Last Auk- 80m E3***. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. 26th May, 1998. 
Climb~ the central groo ... e and cracklinc. Ab~e il down the line (us for Tomorrow 
People) and lasso the cracked block (bird free) . 
I. 20m Sc. From the block, climb the tricky wall on the left to gain a hanging right
facing groovc. Climb it and the cracks abovc on the right to belay 011 the left end 
of a narrow ledge. 
2. 20m Sb. Climb the steepening groove above, then make a long traverse left to a 
vertical crack, climbed to a ledge. 
3. 40m Sa. From the right end of the ledge, follow In Profundum Lacu to the top. 

In Profundum Lacu - 80m E4***. R. Campbell , P. Thorburn. 26th May, 1998. 
The next line to the right. 
I. 20m 6a. Step right off the block to gain cracks and follow them into a hanging 
V-groove (crux). Climb up and left to a long narrow ledge. Take a hanging belay 
off the right end (no belays above). 
2. 20m Sc. Make awkward move~ up a crack on the right, then gain a left· facing 
flake. Traverse left and gain a pegmatite flake above the bulge. Continue up left to 
gain and c limb a bottomless groove. 
3. 40m Sa. Climb a crack on the right and continue to a steep blocky left-facing 
groove. Climb this and straight up to the top. 

The most di stincti ... e feature of the right hand side of the wall is ularge left· facing 
hanging corner. The next route gains and follows this. 
A Cormorant 's Out of the Question, Then? - 8Sm ES***. R. Campbell, P. 
Thorburn. 2Sth May, 1998. 
Start below and right of a series of strange flakes under the corner. 
I. 20m 5c. Gain and climb the flakes, then foliO'. ... the dimini shing flake line on the 
right to a break. Traverse left, gain the easy corner and belay half way up. 
2. 2Sm 6b. From the top of the corner (FriendIt1), traverse left to a craclc in the roof. 
Go up this and make hard moves to pegmatite flakes. From a vertical flake, undercut 
left to ga in a diagonal line of jugs. Follow these to belay in a break. 
3. 10m 5b. Step left, then climb a steepening to make un awkward pull left on to a 
shelf. Continue up a groove to another shelf. Traverse left below a steep wall with 
a loose flake, then step left around a lichenous arete. Go straight up to the top. 

The Ancient Mariners - 85m ES***. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. 2Sth May, 1998. 
This route climbs the cracks right of the hanging corner. Start in the same place. 
I. 40m 6a. Climb the flakes and make a hard pull right before the break. Climb the 
cracks above until a flared crack is encountered . Climb the groove to the right, then 
traverse left to gain the pegmatite flakes . Follow these past a pair of spikes to the 
break. Traverse right and belay under a groove with a short wide crack. 
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2. 4SII1 Sa. Climb the grvove to a ledge, then continue in the same line joining The 
Guga to finish. 

Big Block Sloc: 
Let Sleeping Storks Lie-25m E5 6a**. P. Thorburn , R. Campbell. 27th May, 1998. 
enjoyable bold climbing up the Il-ft arCte of the weJ ge. The crux j, protected by 
microwires, but the route is low in the grade. Belay as for Lifeline and follow its 
initial crack ac it curVOG round to tho aroto. Climb the right wall of tho moto, thon 
ctop round to a good hold on the left Gide, under the overlap. Gain a small groove 
above(crux), then follow ittothe break. Cl imbthe right side to the ledge, then finish 
up the left side of the arete. 

MING ULA Y, Guarsey 8eag: 
Haunt of Seals - 50m El 5b*** . L. Thomas, M. Turner, G. Latter (on-sight). 1st 
June, 1998. 
Scramble down and left frolll the left cnd of the long ledge at the base of most of 
the routes to belay on a small ledge. Step left off the belay. Climb the wall directly 
toa niche below thedictinctive thin crack in the middle of the wall (ri ght of the right 
slllllTing corner of Oh o. Normlln 's Due Rark Tomorrow' Climh 'hp. rrark (goorl 
slllall wires) toa slanting break, and follow this rightwards, then dircetly up the wall 
to a big break. Finish up the black wall just left of a corner. 

Hill YOll Hoe- 50m E4 6a**. G. Latter, M. Turner, L. Thomas (on-sight). I st June, 
1998. 
Start boneath the right facing groovo on the right cide of tho pillar of OGcian 
Boulevard. Climb the groove, pulling Glightly leftwardG to large Gloping holdG on 
Thl' Il'rlgl' (rrnx) P"II right anrlup Thr rrllek TO Thl' long lerlgr on O~~illn Roull'vllrrl 
MI)vP ,Iiglltly kftwatJ, t'lI gouJ flat lIolds on tlt~ wall abuve, tllt'11 fittblt dirt'I.·lly . 

Save Our Soles - 60m E6**. M. Turner, L. Thomas, G. Latter (on-sight). I st June, 
1998. 
Good climbing up the right Gide of the wall taken by LOGt SoulG. Start on ledgeG on 
the far right. 
I. 40m Se. Stcp down right into a groove and follow the groove anJ cracks directly 
to the prominent quartz niche with a crack in the back. Pull out right and head up 
To 11 smll ll tlllke, thl'n strllight ttp on perfrrt juggy roek to a good Il'rlgl' henellth thl' 
roof. 
2. 20ttt GIJ. Mr..ve easily up I iglH to a bleak tteal lltt' I ight end oflhe I UUr. Reach uut 
to a good flat hold half-.vay out (Rock 1t3 in a horizontal Glot) , then make hmd moveG 
to reach and pull over the lip. Easily to finish. 

Three routeG on the Go uth facing wall of a geo immediately north of CuarGey Beng 
(photo diagram provided). The goo faceG weGt, and iG between Baigh Shloiteadh (to 
the east) and Guarsaigh Morand Beag(to the west). MR Sheet31 , 553 844 (the head 
of the geo, where one can scramble in to Wurst is at 554845). 
Wursr - 20m Diff. K. Hannavy, R. McCaffrey. 27th April , 1998. 
tkal the hcad of the geo and approached by scrambling ill from it. Stdlt dt a IcJgl
JUGt left of an obvioUG damp Gtopped corner. Go ctraight up the wall to the left of 
the corner for about 10m to a lodgo. Move to tho loft ond of the ledge and Gtrnight 
up the wall above. 
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Th e Schnook - 20m V. Diff. K. Hannavy, R. McCaffrey. 27th April , 1998. 
In thcccntrc of thc wall is an obvious corner. f o llow the sigmo ida l crac k in the ncxt 
corner ri ght of the obvious one (approached by abse il ). 

EaslIspeaslIs/emn'lsqllee:uz - 20m Diff. K . Hannavy. R. McCaffrey. 27th April , 
1998. 
A left to right slanting crack in the wall to the left of the obv i ou ~ corner. Approached 
by same abseil. 

Dun Mingulay (MR 534 820): 
Les Voyageurs - 120m E3*** M. Turner, G. Latte r, L. Thomas (on-s ight ). 2nd 
June, 1998 . 
A fine direc t line up the cli ffju~t right of the arch at the north cnd. Start beneath ea~y 
open grooves 10m right of the end of the ledges. 
I . ISm 4 b. Tre nd up le ft wards to a large ledge at the base of a fl ake c rack. 
2. 30m Sb . Follow the fl ake crack to its top to bel ay on small foot-ledges . 
3. 3Sm Sc. Climb the wall , moving rightwards to a g roove. Climb the groove to a 
~mall corner under a roof. Traver~e right to break through the roo f~ on huge ho ld~ . 

Fo llow the big crack back left to belay. 
1. 10m Sb. Step left and round ~ome huge flake~ to pull out right at 10m onto the 
wall at prominent spiky fl akes. Continue up the wall to be neath a s lim smooth 
groove. Tra\'e r~e loft 5m and c limb the wall above on good holds, casing towards 
the top. 
Note: K. Howett and H. Harris c limbed a s imil ar line the previous week, although 
the las t pitch was diffe rent , ca lled The Hurried Path . 

Pe/fec I Monslers - I SOm E7***. M. Turner, G . Latte r, L. Tho mas ( I PA; on sight). 
4th and 5th June, 1998. 
An outrageou~ l y e)( poGed route fo ll owing Ol diOlgonOl I line ri ghtward~ through the 
impress ive roofed arch at the north end o f the c liff, to pping out above the apex. 
A bseil as fo r Children of the Te mpest. 
I. 50111 Se. Po ll ow a line o f sha llow grooves and cracks to undercut right dt a 
di agonal lino of cmalle r roof"G. 6m beneath the main roof Gystem . Bolay on fl at spiko 
and nuts in the left-most of two grooves. directl y beneath the bi g roof. 
2. 20m 6b. Move up to the main roof. Undercut right to a j ammed block j ug, then 
laulIl:1i UWI llie lUuflu a guuujug uvel llie lip (the fingel lluillt:, lhe way!), thell ~ lell 
out right to a cramped peg and nut belay on the 'Nail , on the lip of the large hori zo ntal 
roof. A spectacul ar pitch. 
3. 20111 Gw. The awesome overil ,ulgillg slallling lUu rtl:Ulllel. Ulluen:ul, briuge VI 
w hatever seems right to good nut be lay at a small foot-ledge whe re it becomes a 
vertical corner. Gear good - Fri ends up to 3 and couple of PR' s. ( I rest po int taken 
near the e nd of this pitch). 
4. ISm 6a. C limb the cha rt bl ack corner to the roof, the n undercut thi ~ rightward~ 
to pull ro und into a slim cracked groove. C limb thi s, pulling leftwards over the 
bul ge on good holds. Step le ft and up to be lay (Friend #2+ , #3 and hex #8) under 
the roof above. 
5 .15 111 6a. Another truly awesome pitch sUGtained and pum p)'. Traver~e right 
a long theobvio us juggy handra il fo r Sill , then pull lip thl uugh tile roo rto gai n dguod 
knee bar re~ t on a horizonta l spi ke. Psyche up and launch ~ traight up on perfect 
monste rs jugs to fini sh up an immaculate vertical wall on good ho lds. 
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Sula - lOOm E2***. M . Turner, G. Latter, L. Thomas (on-sight). 3rd June, 1998. 
l\ wonderful direct route up the centre ofthe cliff, at a surprisingly rea~onab l e grade 
for the ground covered. Stalt I Om left of The Silkie, at a shallow square-cut groove 
directly be low a tri angular roof at ISm . 
I. 30m Sb. Climb the right side of the groove then head up towards a fl aky crack 
at ISm (Srn right of triangular roof). Move into a shallow groove (spike) and climb 
to the break. Traverse right a few metres past a bomber hidden runner (Rock #8) 
to a goo<:l nut belay over the roof at the apex of a triangul ar roof. 
'2 . 10m Sb . Climb straight up past good fl akes to a delicate section which leads to 
a small overl ap (good wires) . Continue straight up, moving slightl y right before 
surmounting a nose ofrock below the steep section. Climb the huge fl akes in a · .... ild 
positi on to pull onto a vertical wall with big holds (Srn left of the quartz groove of 
The Silkie). Pull up the wall to a ye llow ledge and belay. 
3. 30m Sa. Climb the steep juggy wall to the top. 

Seal Song Geo: 
The extensive geo just north of the headland of Rubha Li ath . 

North Wall (MR NL 551 815): 
l\ good, fa irl y extensive south· fac ing wall set bacle from easy angled tidal ledges. 
Descent: Scramblc down an easy grassy rake, then a short rock step (easier descents 
further west) to a large flat shelfwith a prominent large block perched immediately 
above the top of the crag. Abseil down to good ledges at the base. 

Fergus Sings the Blues - 3S m E4 6a**. G. Latter, F. Murray (on-sight). 3rd June, 
1998 . 
Excellent sustained climbing breaking through the roof on the right side of the crag. 
Start at tho baso of the corner. 10ve up and leftwardG along a good fl ake handra il. 
Climb the wall above paGt some good horizontal slots to the roof. Pull out right to 
two good undercut fl akes, then make a long reach to a good break (Friends #2+, #3). 
rull up thc wall above on jugs, then left and fo llow slabby twin cracks. Pin ish quite 
boldly up the steady impending wall above. 

Delayed Reaction - 30m El Sc** . L. Thomas, M. Turner, G. Latter (on sight). 3rd 
June, 1998. 
The prominent hanging crack on the right side of the wall , gained via the lower 
corner. Climb the corner on good holds to a huge platfo rm on the r ight. Traverse 
left on good holds to gaio the crack. Follow the crack, the crux bein g saved for the 
final moves to gain good holds just short of the top. 

Arnamul Promontary: 
Mingulay Magic - 7S m E l ***. M . Davies, G. E. Little (aIL). 27th May, 1998. 
Start below a break in bulg ing rock about ISm right of the crack up tho right side 
of the pillar (taken by Lament to the Abyss). 
I. 1Sm Sa. Climb up through the break and then directly up to a I urge ledge below 
roofs. 
2 . 30m Sb. Climb the big corner to below the main roof, then move right to an 
exposed edge. Climb straight up to fini sh. A brilliant pitch. 

The Green Eyed Dragon Slayers - 80m E2*. G . E. Little, M. Davies (aIL). 28th 
May, 1998. 
An obvious fault defines the left side of the pillar with a di stinc ti ve wide slot 
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through the roof about 25m up. This is the line ofthe route. The route name derives 
from two eye-like holes full of stagnant g reen slime at its base. 
I . 35m 5c. Gain and climb the fault with strenuous moves through a bulge and 
surprisi ngly less demanding c limbing th rough the slot to a good ledge j ust left of 
a guillimot colony. 
2. 25 m 5b. Ascend the green corner above for a few metres until a swi ng out right 
g ives access to a hangi ng rib. Climb this in an exposed situation to reach a wide 
ledge. 
3. 20m 4c .Climb straight up to finish. 

The Fulmar Monty - 75 m E3 *. M. Davies, G. E. Little (alt. ). 28th May, 1998. 
Start about 25m right of the cracks up the right side of the pillar taken by Lament 
to the Abyss. 
I . 45m 5c. Climb up to and through a left-facing groove with tepped roof to a 
small ledge. Move up and right, then back left, then straight up to a good ledge. 
2. 30m 4c. Take a direct line up the sligh tly vegetated wall on good holds. 

The Black DykeAffair-70m HVS*. G. E. Little, M . Davies (alt.). 28th May, 1998. 
Thi s obvious left-trending di agonal fault lies well to the left of the pill ar where the 
access ledge begins to fade. 
I . 45m 5a. Climb the fau lt with interes t until a section of black dyke gives awkward 
moves and access on to a wide sloping ledge on the right. 
2. 25m 4b. The flared chimney above holds some dubious blocks, so step across to 
the left side and ascend a steep wall on good jugs to finish. 

BERNERA Y, Barra Head, Giants Pipes (MR 557 794): 
This striking cli ff, composed of a series of huge ribs and corners, lies on the west 
side of Barra Head and faces due south. Access is by abseil (90m) and is dependent 
upon calm seas. 
Barra HeadGames- I05m E3 *** . G. E. Little, K. Howett(alt. ). 3 1st May, 1997. 
A route of immense character, virtually bird free and comparable in quality to 
Prophesy of Drowning on Pabbay. Start on a sea-washed ledge at the foot of the 
western most and most distinctive of the main corner systems. This is gained by 
abseiling from a large square block, well back from the cliff edge, then swi nging 
in to gain the ledge. 
I. 20m 5b. Enter and boldl y climb the off-width slot (left and parallel to a deep 
chimney) to reach a ledge. Make difficult moves into a V-recess . Move out on to 
the right edge of the recess (effect ively into the chimney), then traverse left across 
a slabby wall under a roof, moving up to take a belay at a ledge on the edge. 
2. 40m 5c. Pull up into a hanging groove, step right into a short corner, then right 
again to gain a projecting ledge (crux). Move up and left back into the main corner. 
Climb it over a series of bulges to enter a red open-book corner and belay on a ledge 
a few metres below its capping ledge. A brilliant pitch! 
3. 45 m 5b. Continue up the corner to the roof, then traverse right on to an exposed 
edge. Reach left and climb a hanging groove holding an hourglass-shaped plaque. 
Step left and climb a left-trending diagonal crack. Step left again on to an arete, then 
back right through a bulge to continue by the line of least resistance to the top, 
finishing at the point of the absei l. 

The Great Auk - 90m El ** *. G. E. Little, M. Davies (alt. ). 24th May, 1998. 
This amazing line takes the central and largest corner system at a remarkably 
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friendly grade. Abseil from the big square block well back from the edge taking a 
line between the two main corner systems to belay in a roof-capped slot a safe 
distance above the sea. 
I. 40m Sb. Ascend the slot, then move out on to the left edge to reach the base of 
an immaculate slim corner. Climb it to its capping roof, then pull out right and step 
right to a big flat-topped flake - excellent. 
2. SOm Sa. Climb straight up, then move left into the base of the main corner. Climb 
this, crossing a bulge, to the capping roofs. Bypass the roof by ascending the 
strenuous right wall , then continue to the top. 

Eye of the Eagle - 9Sm E3***. G. E. Little, M. Davies (aIL). 25th May, 1998. 
This excellent route lies to the left of the central corner system taken by The Great 
Auk, tackling the left wall of its main corner. Abseil from the big square block to 
end up at the base of the guano-splashed pillar immediately left of the roof-capped 
slot taken by The Great Auk. 
I. 20m 4c. Ascend the crackline on the left edge of the pillar (overlooking the deep 
recess taken by Barra Head Games) to reach a good stance above. 
2. 3Sm Sc. Climb a short corner to a slim vertical rib between the two cracklines. 
Climb the rib to its capping roof. Pull right, then strenuously back left to follow the 
continuation rib and wall above to belay on a small ledge next to a large shaky flake 
- a sustained pitch. 
3. 40m 6a. Move up, then step left on to fragile-looking flakes. From their top, make 
thin moves to a break (crux), then continue over a series of bulges to the top. 

Creag na Beiste: 
At/antic Affront - 17Sm E3 *. G. E. Little, M. Davies (aiL). 26th May, 1998. 
The vast south-facing wall on the north side ofSloc na Beiste is, with the exception 
of a great shield of slabby grey rock , heavily colonised by birds. This route climbs 
the grey shield and the upper two tiers by a largely bird-free line. Abseil from a flat 
flake (thread) down to the main terrace (passing the upper terrace) - about 80m. 
Abseil down the grey shield to obvious ledges some 2Sm above the sea-about 7Sm. 
I. 2Sm 4c. Climb a left-trending line to the top of a semi-detached pillar. 
2. 40m Sc. Mantelshelf from the top of the pillar, then traverse right for Sm to the 
baseofthin vertical cracks. Climb these with increasing difficulty until a horizontal 
traverse left leads to a distinctive (side-on) W-shaped flake. Ascend this and the 
thin slabby wall above until possible to traverse up and left to ledges by the corner
crack (forming the right side of a huge semi-detached pillar - the most obvious 
feature on the whole face). 
3. 2Sm Sa. Ascend the groove to the right of the corner, step back into the corner 
and climb it to exit on to the main terrace to the left of a guillimot colony. 
4. 40m Sc. Pull up directly at a nose, then step right to avoid a bulge. Move left above 
the bulge and then climb trending generally leftwards up a series of steep walls to 
gai n the upper terrace. 
5. 4Sm 4c. Follow the obvious diagonal fault up right to an exciting exit over big 
wedged blocks. Finish up easy ground. 

RUM, Trallvai, Longship Crag: 
Neptune 's Disco-30m El Sb. L. 10hnston, A. Brooks, M. Collins. 2nd May, 1998. 
Go awkwardly up the right-hand side of the detached arete to the right of Breenge 
on to the pedestal , then up the arete starting at the left (quite necky). 
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The Ancients of Mu mu - 30m VS Sa. M. Collins, L. Johnston , A. Brooks. 2nd May, 
1998. 
Follow a crackline and groove system up the rounded arete to the left of the V
groove of Breenge. Sustained and well protected. 

MULL, BALMEANACH: 
Red Drupelets - 22m E3 5c*. C. Moody, C. Black. 2nd July, 1998. 
Start at the same place as Yellow Snail, follow the fault up left past the right end 
of the overhang then step left above it. Continue straight up over another bulgejust 
left of some big pockets. Climb slightly left to the top. 

SCOOR: 
Hot Tin Roof- ISm El 5b. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning. 23rd May , 1998. 
On the wall opposite Bluebell Blues is a steep flake which finishes below a ledge. 
Climb the flake then gain the ledge, move left and climb the arete. 

ARDTUN, Creag Eilean an Duilisg: 
Gong Bird - ISm E2 5c/6a*. C. Moody. A. Soloist 27th June, 1998. 
The finger crack left of Eye Of Toad (SMCJ 1997). Step leftat the topon to heather, 
then an easy fin ish. 

Parakeet Of Th e Baskervilles - 20m El 5b. C. Moody, B. Taylor. 6th September, 
1998. 
Right of the 5m pillar (right of 10nathan Livingston Dodo) are short fallen pillars. 
Starton top of these. Climb the corner crack which bends right and avoids a vertical 
wall. Move right again and climb past some loose blocks. 

Waterfall Wall: 
Roadrunner- 20m E2/3 5c* C. Moody, A. Soloist. 27th June, 1998. 
Gain the top of the block left of Sheryl Crow. Above is a blank corner; climb the 
crack left of it which soon gets thin. Move left for protection, step back right, climb 
up then step left above the gear (it might be possible to continue straight up from 
the first gear). Continue up the fault line slightly leftwards and where the angle 
eases (at a right-facing corner crack), step right and climb eas il y to the top. 

The Green Hill: 
Free The Torosay Five - 10m E l 5b*. C. Moody, M. Burgess. 
Twin cracks right of Splash. Might be HVS as the top was wet. 

IONA, Phort Bhan, Tolkein Crag: 
Unnamed - 20m VS 4b. C. Moody, M. Burgess. 15th August. 1998. 
Climb the two big boulders at the right end of the crag. then the centre of the red 
slab. 

Goirtean Beag (MR 263 246): 
Walking north past the left side ofTolkien Crag a long rocky hillock is ahead. Walk 
down the corridor left of it and squeeze past the boulder. The slab is just right. About 
five minutes from Tolkien. 
Close To The Edge - 20m VS 4b. C. Moody, M. Burgess. 15th August, 1998. 
Start on the boulder at the left side of the slab. Pull out right past a bulge, then move 
left and climb up left of a line of thrift to a steeper finish. 
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Fragile - 20m VS 4b. C. Moody, M. Burgess. 15th August, 1998. 
Start at the right side of the slab. Follow the crack up left easily and finish up a 
wide crack/flake. 

Unnamed - 12m Severe. 
The shallow chimney right of the slab. 

CREAG LIATH (MR 472 392): 
This is a small dolerite crag on the north side of Loch Na Keal. It lies close to the 
shore in the trees and faces south. The smell of rotting carcasses might prevent 
climbing in spring. Drive towards Ulva Ferry from the head of Loch Na Keal and 
stop just after the high point on the road when the crag is directly below. 
Sloeworm - 18m El Sb**. C. Moody, B. Taylor, C. Black 4th September, 1998. 
An obvious line. Climb a finger crack past the overhangs then climb the wider 
crack past the rowan. 

LAGG, ISLE OF JURA: 
A I a-minute walk in an easterly direction over Cnoc na Moine from the road 
between Gatehouse and Lagg leads to some huge overlapping slabs which sweep 
majestically into the sea (MR 594 775). The southern edge of one of these forms 
a long lam-high sandstone wall which offers some excellent short climbs. Routes 
were climbed on 12th December, 1996 and 15th-16th April, 1997 by M. Shaw, 
M. Bagness, M. Boyle, D. Ritchie, R. Rozga and C. Rozga. 

Caruus Wall: 
Routes described from left to right are: 
Snakes and Adders - V. Diff. The slab on the left. 
No Smoke Without Fire - v. Diff. The chimney right of the slab. 
McLever the Robber - Severe. The crack up the middle of the central wall. 
Orange Skyline - H. Severe. The right side of the wall. 
Coastal Capers - V. Diff. The left edge of the undercut wall. 
Hot Spot Spider- HVS Sa. Start just right of Coastal Capers, climb up and traverse 
right, then finish up a fault in an overlap. 
Holy Terrors - HVS Sa. The prominent crack through the overhang. 
Shenanigan - V. Diff. The left-slanting crack. 
Shilly Shally - V. Diff. The crack to the top. 

Above and left of Camus Wall is an east-facing square-shaped wall with some 
routes. Left to right: 
Devil's Dwarf- VS 4c. Climb the crack, traverse right and continue up. 
Stapull Crom --VS 4c. The tiwn cracks. 
Black Fairy - HVS Sa. The right-slanting groove. Hand traverse to the edge and 
up. 
Black Fairy Variations: 
I. HVS Sa. From the same starting point, continue straight up the layback crack 
and break out right avoiding Devil's Dwarf. 
2. HVS Sa. Gain the start of the hand traverse, but continue straight up the crack. 
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SGURR NA H-UAMHA: 
West Gully - Ill. M. Shaw. 11 th February, 1999. 
Good climbing fo llowing the summer line. 

Cuill Climb - 2S0m IlII11. M. Shaw. 22nd February, 1999 . 
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This takes the curving snow chute on the NE fl ank and begins with an icefall which 
lies 30m right of a short overhanging wall that run s up the buttress edge. High on 
the route the snow chute straightens and eventuall y meets the upper slabs. At thi s 
po int move out left and up grooves to fini sh directl y on the summit. 

SGURR NAN GILLEAN, Third Pinnacle: 
Feusaig de 'n t-Sneachd - 80m III. R. Bervie, M . E. Moran. 13th March, 1999 . 
Climbs the ramp line running left across the face of the Third Pinnac le, starting 
lOOm up 3/4 Gull y. Finish up a short buttress to the crest of the ridge. Needs a good 
banking of snow. 

AM BASTEIR, North Face: 
The following two routes expl ore the left to ri ght slanting ledge systems on the 
North Face. They were climbed when the face was thickly hoared but with 
consolidated snow on the ledges. Although with only short harder sections, both 
routes offered fine situations with good belays but poor protection in places. There 
appear to be some discrepancies with the current guidebook. The di agram of Am 
Basteir suggests that Am Basteir Chimney takes the obvious chimney on the 
steepest section of the face. However the summer route The Squeeze Box (SMCJ 
1998) foll ows this same chimney. Am BasteirChimney and North Face Route must 
start much further left on less steep ground , and therefore White Spirit may be a 
winter ascent of much of North Face Route. 
Note: Agreed by A. Nisbet, who initi ally thought The Squeeze Box looked 
impressive for a V. Diff, but later came to the same conclusion. 
The Deadline - 19Sm IlIA. D. Ritchie, M. Shaw. 8th March, 1999. 
1. 30m .Start j ust left of the lowest rocks. Climb a short ice pitch, then snow. 
2. SOm. Move right and up easy ground to a large ledge system ri sing from the left. 
3. 4S m. Move right, climb a corner and right-slanting chimney (crux) to gain the 
upper ledge system, not obvious from below, and an alcove. 
4 . SOm. C limb the ramp past a pinnacle. 
S. 20m. Continue up the ramp to fini sh at the notch on the east ridge of Am Basteir. 

White Sp irit - 260m IV,S. D. Ritchie, M. Shaw. 9th M arch, 1999 . 
Start some SOm right of The Deadline at achimney immedi ately left of a steep black 
wall. 
1. 40m. C limb the chimney and shallow gully above. 
2. 40m. C limb easier ground and a snow slope to below a steep chimney. 
3. SOm. Traverse hard right fo llowing the obvious ledge system fo r 40m. Climb a 
corner to gain a higher ledge system. 
4 . SOm. Fo llow thi s fault rightwards over broken ground and ledges to a chimney 
(The Squeeze Box). 
S. 40m. C limb the chimney and fault above to fini sh just sho rt of the summit. 
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COIR' A' GHRUNNDA: 
Rapid Progress - 40m HVS Sa** M. Lates, C. Scott. July, 1998. 
An obvious crackline ISm to the right of Cuckoo Groove (Guide, p 163). Constantly 
interesting climbing with a steep move to finish. Finish up the Sm continuation 
above. 

SGURR NA STRI: 
Lost Chord - 180m V. Diff. J. Gillespie, A. Currie. June, 1998. 
The climb takes the line of least resistance above the Bad Step. Climb from the 
middle of the traverse on the Bad Step in four pitches. 

MARSCO: 
A lit Fiac/an Dearg - ISOm IV ,3. S. Helmore, R. Williams. 24th February, 1999. 
MR S03 2S4. The route is a waterfall cut into a lOm-wide dyke on the west flank 
of Mars co and requires a low freezing level for several days to form. The upper half 
is visible from the Sligachan hotel. The difficulties begin at an altitude of 37Sm, 
with a steep 2Sm pitch out of the small gorge. After two more pitches, scramble up 
the frozen stream bed to the upper west s lopes of Marsco. 

CLACH GLAS, West Face: 
Pen elope - 70m V,6. D. Ritchie, M. Shaw. 6th December, 1998. 
By the summer route. Although short, this route offered fine climbing, a superb 
outlook and a fine finish directly at the summit of Clach Glas. 

Arch Gully- 190m rv,s. D. Ritchie , M. Shaw. 10th March, 1999. 
By the summer route in 4 pitches. The overhanging start was avoided on the left 
with some thin mixed climbing. The second pitch was climbed round the huge 
chockstone. The top two pitches under the arch were banked out and straightfor
ward. Better conditions would ease the initial difficulties. 

Bealach Buttresses: 
The Cailliach - 130m IV,4. D. Ritchie, M. Shaw. 16th January, 1999. 
Climbs the left-hand of the two parallel faults on the east-facing buttress south of 
the Clach Glas -Sgurr nan Each col, left ofSlighe a' Bhodaich (SMCJ 1998, pS90). 
Avoid the initial rocks by starting up Slighe a' Bhodaich until below its initial 
steepening, then follow an obvious ledge left to gain the left-hand fault line. Follow 
this over highly-vegetated ground to easier climbing and a finish on the main ridge 
of Clach Glas. 

ELGOL, Schoolhouse Buttress: 
No Excuses - 6m VS Sa. N. Hockley, A. Eakins. 20th March, 1998. 
At the right-hand end of the crag (nearest the school) is a large niche under an 
obvious nose. 
The thin vertical crack 2mleft is reached by reachy moves (harder for the short) and 
followed to the top. 

Maggoty Mutton - 20m El Sb. C. Pasteur, A. Hume, A. Matthewson, J .May. 
September, 1998. 
Climb overhanging wafers as for Wafer Wall , then move right on a ledge to the 
prow. Ascend this via an overhanging crack to gain a final tapering corner. 
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STRA THAIRD, Suidhe Biorach: 
Hovis - 30m E6. D. Turnbull , J. Arran (flashed on-sight, ground up). 24th May , 
1998. 
Start beneath the roof 10m right of Mothers Pride 
I. ISm 5b. Weave up through overhanging breaks and ledges to bel ay underthe roof 
just right of the only line of weakness . 
2. ISm 6b. Move left and gain the lip using small flakes. A very difficult heel 
hooking/mantel manoeuvre gains a precarious standing position on the lip where 
bold moves lead first left then right up the blank wall. 

NOTE: M. Lates and J. M. Norman climbed the fau lt through the right-hand end 
of the overhangs to the right of Mother's Pride on 17th May, 1996. It was ca lled 
Cameron's Climb, E2 5c, and precedes one or both of the routes in SMCJ 1998, P 
590. 

NEIST, The Upper Crag, Financial Sector: 
The following routes lie between A Fist Full of Doll arite and Wall Street. 
Gampy's Wallet - 30m E2 5c**. E. Ash, T. Bridgeland. 23rd May, 1998. 
Start at the large corner left of Wall Street. Climb the corner to below the large roof. 
Move left on good holds to gain the base of a prominent groove. Climb this to a rest, 
then launch over the capping bulge (the finish may share some ground with Wall 
Street). 

The following two climbs are on the seaward face of the buttress with the leaning 
pinnacle on its left. Start from a belay on top of the pinnacle. 
Piggy Bank - 25m E3 5c*** T. Bridgeland , E. Ash . 23rd May, 1998. 
A brilliant route taking the groove in the right side of the face. From the belay, step 
down and pull round the arete onto the face. Move up to two good pockets then 
continue boldly rightwards to the base of a curving ramp. Follow this , then move 
up and right to gain the groove, which provides a fine upper half. 

Gammy's Purse - 25m E2 5c**. E. Ash, T. Bridgeland. 23rd May, 1998 . 
Takes the crack and groove in the left side of the face. Follow Piggy Bank to the 
pockets. Move out left above the belay to gain thecrack. Climb this then move right 
to the bottom of the groove, which is followed to the top. 

Cumhann Geodha: 
Between Bay 4 and Conductor Cove is a long narrow geo, with an extensive series 
of groove lines on the south-west facing wall . Descent is by abseil from a block well 
back from the edge, down the wall just left (looking in) of Quite Fatigued. The 
following three routes are all situated above the large ledge at the left (north-west) 
end. 
Th e Old Warden- ISm HVS 5a*. G. Latter, J. Rabey. 4th April, 1998. 
The left-facing corner crack at the left side of the pillar. After some ledges, step 
right and finish up a hand crack in the arete. 

Quite Fatigued- ISm HVS 5b*. G. Latter,l . Rabey , D. Rabey, L.Gordon-Canning. 
8th April, 1998. 
The groove on the right side of the pillar, easing in its upper half. 

Before the Deluge - ISm H. Severe 4b*. G. Latter, 1. Rabey, D. Rabey, L.Gordon
Canning. 8th April, 1998. 
The left-hand of two narrow chimney-cracks. 
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The Lower Crag, Poverty Point (SMC) 1998): 
Chugger 's Elbow - 20m Severe. C. Moody. 15th November, 1998. 
The wall left of Broken Wing (SMCJ 1998). Broken Wing is the crack at the right 
end of the wall (V. Diff). Superlager For Breakfast (SMCJ 1998) is probably HVS 
Sa. 

The Lower Crag, Destitution Point: 
The next prominent headland a few hundred metres north of Poverty Point (SMCJ 
1998, P 592). The following routes are found on the south face which contains a 
steep corner with a slabby right wall. A steep prow sits to the left of the corner. 
Cogless - 20m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, M. MacLeod. 15th November, 1998. 
Makes for the hanging groove in the upper section of the south end of the prow. Start 
from wide ledges and climb a crack just left of the right edge. Step right below a 
bulge and enter the groove which is fo llowed to the top. 

Man ofStraw-20m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, M. MacLeod , C. Moody. 14th November, 
1998. 
Climbs the clean slab on the back wall to the right of the corner. Abseil to ledges 
close to the corner. Climb cracks in the lower section then move right to the edge 
of the slab . Continue up the edge, then step right below the short head wall into a 
corner to finish. 

The following are left to others for their precise location: 
Half-a-mile to the north of Supercharger beneath upper cliffs by the sea. Start at a 
wave-cut platform 80yd right of a sea arch. 
One Way Bottle - 30m E5 6b. C. Wentworth, A. Scott. May, 1996. 
Climb an arete past thin cracks right then back left to a ledge on the arete (peg) . 
Climb the arete to the top. 

Bavaria - 30m E4 6a. A. Scott, C. Wentworth. May, 1996. 
Start just right of the sea arch. Climb a slabby arete up and left. Pull through a small 
bulge to finish straight up the wall above." 

STAFFIN BUTTRESSES: 
These routes are at the right end of the buttresses, just south of Staffin Slip Buttress. 
The best approach is from above. Go up the grassy slope south of Staffin Slip 
Buttress and abseil in or scramble down just north of the routes. 
What Did The Greeks Ever Do For Us ? - 20m HVS 5a*. C. Moody , L. Gordon
Canning. 9th May, 1998. 
At the right-hand side is a pillar with an overhang high up. Climb the crack on the 
left. 

Hippy Complex - 25m E2 5b*. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning. 10th May , 1998. 
Farther left are two corner cracks either side of a rectangular roof. Climb the twin 
grooves right of the corners. There are a couple of suspect flakes low down . 

Wild Garlic - 25m E2/3 5c**. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning. 10th May, 1998. 
The corner past the right side of the roof. 

Melon Crack - El 5b. M. Lates, W. Gordon-Canning. July 98. 
A crack farther left with a wide section high up. 

Andy Nelsoll on 'Route 11 Direct' (VI.6). Cam Dearg Bullress, Ben Nevis. Photo: David Ritchie. 
(Lefl): Early allempt: Dave Cuthbertson on his willter test-piece, 'The Due/' (XI, 9), Stab Coire IlOll 

Lochaill , Glell Coe. Photo: Rab Allderson. 

Austrian Christiall Piccolruazon 'Gemini ' (VI, 6), Cam Dearg BUltress, Bell Nevis. Photo: Graeme Ellle. 
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Licking Nett les - 30m E3 5c*** C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning, M. McLeod. 12th 
June, 1998 . 
Left of Melon Crack are two chimneys. Climb the hand crack left of these. 

The following route is about 400m south of the above (d iagram provided) and is 
the c1eanest-Iooking line hereabouts: 
Total Recoil- 45m E2 5b** . M. Lates, R. Pepe. October, 1998. 
Approach by abseiling from a thin but solid fence post some 20m back from the 
cli ff top. The line has an obvious right to left dog leg at 20m (belay taken here). 

ST AFFIN SLIP: 
Sunear- 20m HVS 5a*. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning, M. McLeod. 12th June, 
1998. 
Left of East Chimney Crack, walk up the hill to reach a crack with a shallow gully 
on the left and a bl ack streak to the right. Climb the right side of the fl ake and 
continue up the crack; near the top move left on to a rib. Easy for the grade. 

COIRE LALLADALE: 
An icefall climbed on the cliffs north of The Storr (unsure of re lation to summer 
routes): 
Finished at Last- 120m V,6. M. Lates and partner (pitch I) on 25th December, 
1996; M. Lates, M. Francis (pitches 2 and 3) on 9th January, 1997. 
Climbs the leftmost steep icefall. 
I . Start at the right-hand side of a huge slab of ice. Ri se leftwards to the centre to 
fin ish up the curtain of ice which is necessary to turn the overhang. Escape left was 
used here. 
2. Huge up turned cups of ice remained of the old ice. These were climbed 
awkwardly for 12m after which mixed climbing took the corner on the left. 
3. Follow slabs of ice for 12m to below vertical ice. This was too thin and skirted 
on the left-hand side. 

GLEN LORGASDAL SEA STACKS: 
About 3km north-west ofldri gill Pont lie two 35m sea stacks in a bay where the 
Lorgasdal river falls 80m down vertical basalt cliffs (MR 22 138 1). Approach from 
Orbost taki ng the good path to Idrig ill Point and MacLeod 's Maidens. Continue 
north-west along the coast to reach the Glen Lorgasdal waterfall (about three 
hours). The stacks were reached by an 80m absei l from a large boulder 50m north 
of the waterfall. From the boulder beach, the South Stack was reached by a 25m 
swim. Thi s was followed by a lOOm swi m to the North Stack. A long approach, 
difficult access, compulsory swim and suspect rock all add up to a challenging sea
stack experience. 
South Stack- 35m HVS 4a. S. Richardson, G. Muhlemann . 26th September, 1998. 
Climb a left-fac ing corner in the centre of the seaward face to reach steep grass. 
Scramble up this to reach the south edge of the stack, step left and climb a short wall 
to the rock blade summit. Very loose in its upper section . 

North Stack - 35 m El 4c . G. Muhlemann, S. Richardson . 26th September, 1998. 
I . 25 m. Climb a corner on the left side of the seaward face for IOm then move up 
and left across the vertical left wall on huge holds to reach the north arete of the 
stack. Continue up thi s to reach an easing below the summi t tower. 
2. I Om. Cracks on the seaward face (loose) lead to the summit ridge. Climb thi s 
gingerl y to the summit block. 
Mark Garthwaite soloing 'The Conger ' (E2 5e), Connor Cove, SlI'anage. Photo: Cartlllvaite Collection. 

(LeJt): Neil Stevenson on theftrst aseelll oJ 'Ishmael ' (E3 5e), Skerray sea cliffs. Photo: Roger Webb. 
Robin MeAllister on theftrst aseelll oJ 'Moon SaJari ' (E3 5e), Creagh Chlas, SI/'{/thconnon. Photo: Andrew 
Fraser. 
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NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 
SOUTH AND WEST (VOLUME ONE) 

SGURR AN LOCHAIN: 
Enchanted Falls - I50m Ill. N. Tay lor. 22nd December, 1996. 
The stream cascading from the NE Coire of Sgurr an Lochain passes th rough an 
enchanting rav ine (to jo in the Allt a' Choire Reith). For much of its length it is 
enclosed by slabby walls and is inescapable. Needs a good freeze. 

THE SADDLE: 
Forcan Double Direct - 450m and 4 .S km Ill . Kinta il MRT party. March 1990. 
The purest variation on a much-l oved class ic. Start from the nose of the ridge. Hug 
the line of the main ridge, picking your line so that you can always see over the top 
of the ridge. Res ist the publi shed descent route by the leg-breaking dyke . Descend 
by reversing the route along the ridge. For max imum atmosphere, do under 
moonl ight. 

BEINN FHADA, Sgurr a' Choire Ghairbh: 
Guide's Rib - l OOm IY,6. G. Ettle, 1. Lya ll , R. Mil ne. 27th December, 1996. 
Based on the summer line, thi s g ives an exc iting outing. The steepes t section is 
ascended on the right; the final sec tion is taken on the left. 

GLEN ELCHAIG, Cragaig (M R 992 273): 
Several gneiss crags on a south-fac ing hill. Stop at the car park and walk or cycle 
four miles to the c li ffs; dri ving fa rther will jeopard ise future access. Next to the 
track is a steep wall , Arabi an Wall . Higher up s lightly right is The Cioch, higher 
and ri ght again are The Tongues. Left of these is the main wa ll which faces down 
the glen catching the afternoon sun . Other routes have been climbed . 

Arabian Wall : 
The left wall has a long overhang; the crack at the left end is Sm Severe. 
Un named- ISm HYS Sa*' C. Moody, R. Lupton, L. Gordon-Canning, W . Gordon
Canning. ISth April , 1995 . 
Climb the left arete of the main wall , keeping on the left side . Near the top move 
farther away from the arete. Sticking to the arete would probably be E2. 

Fritillary - 25111 E3 6a*. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning. ISth June, 1995. 
In the upper central part of the main wall is a prominent crack containing a tree. Start 
below thi G, JUGt left of a black Gtreak. C limb a thin crack to a break (Fr#!I), then 
continue up , Iightly left to gain and climb a bottor crack. Fini Gh up the prominent 
crack past the tree. 

The Cioch: 
Pine Processionary - 25m Severe. C. Moody, L. Gordon-Canning. 15th April , 
1995. 
The fault line at the left side of the crag which is shaped like an in verted S. 

Drinking With The Priest - 25m E I 5b. W . Gordon-Canning, L. Gordon-Canning. 
17th April , 1995. 
Right of Pine Process ionary is a detached looking fl ake/block. Gain the fl ake then 
climb up the left side o f it , the top section of the climb being easy. 
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Middle Tongue: 
This is broken into three slabs. Routes on The Tongues usually involve padding 
with very little protection, therefore soloing is a good idea. First ascentionists 
unknown. 
St. Andrew's Slab - 40m V. Diff*' 
The left slab has a cross low down formed by a vein and a crack. Climb straight up 
through this. 

Shining - 50m Severe/VS *. 
Up and left from the last route is shining slab with a crack running up left. The base 
of the slab forms a wall. Climb cracks to ga in the slab at a moss streak, step left and 
follow the crack up left. 

Boomerang - 30m Diff. 
The slab round right of St. Andrew's slab. Move up slightly rightwards then 
continue up slightly leftwards. 

Right Tongue: 
Blaneo - lOOm Moderate. 
Follow the slab slightly leftwards to the top, there is a grass ledge at a third height. 

DUNCRAIG (CREAG AN DUISILG), Western Cliff: 
No Stars No Moon No Nothing - 150m E4. 1. Dring, J. Codling (alt. , on sight). 23rd 
May, 1998. 
Features the fine hanging corner at the right-hand side of the crag. More direct 
variations look possible, particularly a more direct finish up a fine groove line 
starting at the base of the grassy ramp but which would require some c leaning 
effort. Start at a flake-crack at the lowest point in the buttress. 
I . 20m 5b. Climb the flake-crack to a ledge (peg runner). Step left and go up a steep 
wall to below a roof. 
2. 25m Sa. Traverse right under the roof passing a peg runner, step down and then 
go diagonally right up a fault to the base of the corner. Traverse 6m left to a ledge 
and two-peg belay. 
3. 35m 6a. Step back into the corner and go up this passing a peg to a small niche 
(peg). The overlap above is the crux . Exit up the left wall to a grassy alcove. 
4 . 45m 4c. Step up left to gain a grassy ramp. Go up this to a short vertical crack 
down and left of a large fl ake. 
5. 25m5a. Go up the flake (Friend#4) to its end . Hand traverse left and mantelshelf 
on to a ledge. Continue to the left arete and go up this (peg) to grassy bays. 

GLAS BHEINN: 
Right-Hand Gully - 150m Ill. R. Webb, . Wilson. March, 1999. 
The gully bounding the right end of the crag. 

SGORR RUADH: 
Raeburn 's Buttress - 130m to shou lder V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 14th 
January, 1999. 
A line close to the crest right of Narrow Gully. Start at the foot of the crest at the 
base of the right wall of Narrow Gully. 
I. 25m. Climb the steep crest, thin moves but several peg runners. particularly 
blades, to a big ledge. Move 5m right to a ramp which cuts through the steep wall 
above. 
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2. 20m. Climb the ramp to a bigger boulder-strewn ledge. 
3. 85m. Climb a series of grooves, close to or just right of the crest, then easy ground 
to the shoulder 

Raeburn 's Buttress, Variation - 160m to shoulder V,6. R. McAllister, A. Nisbet. 
16th April , 1998. 
A different line until the easy ground near the shoulder. Start at the same place. 
I . 20m. Traverse horizontally right along a narrow ledge. 
2. 25m. Find a left-slanting flakey line leading to a bigger ledge. 
3. 25m. Traverse right and climb two short steep walls to a big terrace. 
4. 45m. Climb easier ground just right of the crest. 
5. 45m. Climb the crest to the shoulder. 

MEALL NAN CEAPAIREAN, North Face: 
Stressful Buttress - 180m IV,5. A. Nisbet (backroped). 6th November, 1998. 
The steep central section of the face forms a nose between a big bowl on the left and 
steep broken ground on the right. A ramp leads up right from the bowl to the crest 
of the nose at about half height. The nose is also cut horizontally and near its base 
by parallel ledges close together. Climb a short gully to reach the left end of the 
upper ledge. Find a way through the steep turfy ground above to reach the ramp and 
follow it until just short ofthe crest. A fairly direct line keeping left of the crest was 
taken, involving some short difficult walls, to finish at the top of the crest. 

MEALLGORM: 
Shamrock Gully-300m Ill . U. Mu1cahy, S. McMurrow, A. Nisbet. 10th February, 
1999. 
The well-defined gully which starts near the base of Global Warming but angles 
rightwards up the large eastern buttress. Climb the gully for two pitches, then make 
an easy traverse right to reach the base of the long well defined section . Below the 
Spiral Terrace there is a short vertical pitch avoided using the rib on the right, 
otherwise the gully is followed. 

Trident Gully, Central Branch III ( 1999) - S. McMurrow, M. E. Moran. 9th 
February, I 999 
From the fork, climb the central branch, which contains several short steps and one 
15m barrier near the top, climbed by a chimney. 

NOTE: Trident Gully, Right Branch was climbed by a more direct variation at III 
by M. E. Moran , D. Otteson and L. Wells on 10th February, 1999, moving right 
from a cave along a shelf, then up a corner to easier ground. The precise line of the 
original ascent, by A. C. Cain and G. Wall ace in 1982 is unknown , as the description 
was lost in the Moratorium. 

SGURR A' CHAORACHAIN, South Face: 
Skullsplitter- 130m IV,6. R. G. Webb, N. Wilson. February, 1999. 
Climbs the chimney line between Sword of Gideon and Anduril. 

BEINN BHAN, Coire na Feola: 
D. Morrison, R. Simpson and A. Fisher note an ascent ofthe obvious gully leading 
to the central colon the A ' Chioch ridge, easy Grade II with one tricky step which 
would bank out with more snow. The gully is pictured in Scottish Winter Climbs 
between pages 70 and 71. 
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Coire Toll a' Bhein, Breach Buttress: 
GBH - 2S0m Ill. A. Nisbet, C. Preece, O. Preece. 4th March, 1999. 
The ridge left of Breach of the Peace was followed direct from its base. Avoiding 
a steep pitch at mid height by a chimney on the left and passing the top tower on 
the right would reduce the grade to H. 

Main Buttress: 
The Bill- 200m H. A. Nisbet. 27th February, 1999. 
The gully on the right of the ridge with the pinnacle, starting some way up Main 
Gully. A steep section in the middle was avoided by a ramp on the left leading to 
an easy finish. To make a different finish to Indecent Exposure, the pinnacle was 
gained and the ridge above followed (Grade II) , but the finishes should be 
exchanged. 

LIATHACH, Coire Dubh Beag: 
The Torture Chamber- 160m III,4. B. Davison, D. Wilkinson. 14th March , 1999. 
Between Access Gully and Thumbscrew is a large snow field above the first 
sandstone tier. This route takes three short ice falls through the left side of the 
snowfield and just right of Access Gully. Go part way up Access Gully until below 
the icefall on the right. A short lower icefall on the left-hand side of the lower tier 
leads to the left side of the snowfield (20m), then easy ground to a rock buttress on 
the left side of the snowfield (70m). A second fall goes through this and leads (SOm) 
to a third icefall directly above and going through the final rock tier (20m). 

Brainless Fall- 140m VI,6. V. Chelton , D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 12th March , 
1999. 
Climbs some steep ice which occasionally forms on the wall right of Headless 
Gully. Climb ice leftwards to reach a ledge below the ice which forms on the wall 
just right of overhangs which run across from Headless (I Om). Climb an icefall on 
the wall which is just below vertical (2Sm). Move Srn left and climb thicker vertical 
ice which soon eases (30m). Go up a short wall and easier ground to the final tier 
(SOm). Climb the tier by a groove on the left to easy ground. 

Coire Dubh Mor: 
The Bender - 120m rV,4. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 6th March, 1999. 
Climbs the leftmost icefall on the main face, virtually on the corner where the face 
bends round on to the gully wall of Way Up. Quite short but useful as asecond route, 
being accessible from the col by descending Way Up and traversing from SOm 
below the base of Over Sixties Icefal!. Start below the icefall and climb easily to 
an iced corner which leads to the main icefal!. Climb the icefall to a ledge at its top. 
Move left to slabby mixed ground leading to a big terrace. Finish easily by achoice 
of lines. 

Test Department - A free ascent at VI,6 by B. Davison, A. Nisbet, S. Anderson, M. 
E.Moran on 6th March, 1999 after the lower icicle formed. 

Brainstorm - SOm VI,6. B. Davison, D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet, S. Ohly, D. 
Wilkinson. 13th March, 1999. 
The direct start to Brain Drain, a thin steep icefall some IOm right of the chimney 
start and 6m right of The Stem. 
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Meall Dearg, North Face: 
Gully Obscura - 200m Ill. A. Bull, M. Kinsey, A. Nisbet. 10th March, 1999. 
The leftmos't gully on the face starting at the same point as the two diagonal shelves 
but going straight up to join Terminal Buttress on the crest leading up to Meall 
Dearg. The steepest pitch was climbed by the leftmost ch imney close against the 
left wall, returning right to the main line immediately above. 

BEINN EIGHE, Coire Mhic Fhearchair, Far East Wall: 
Far East Gully - 70m Ill,S. R. McAlIister, A. Nisbet. 19th April, 1998. 
The gully at the right end of Far East Wall , between it and the small buttress with 
Karaoke Wa11.lncludesachimneysection withan awkward moveoverachockstone. 

Eastern Ramparts: 
The Unknown Warrior- I30m VII ,7. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 10th January, 1999. 
A winter line starting up The Unknown So ldier, continuing up Forgotten Warrior 
and finishing up Samurai. An independent finish up Forgotten Warrior looks worth 
a try for a party with daylight to spare. The summer lines were not fol lowed 
precisely, so a full description is given. Start at a break ISm left of the cave which 
is about ISm up on the first pitch of Samurai (and 10m left of Samurai winter). 
I. 45m. Climb about 10m to a ledge below a large triangular shape of rougher rock. 
Go right and back left to a V-shape formed by a right to left ramp between the 
triangle and a smaller triangle to its right. Go slightly rightwards up a crackline in 
3mooth rock to a good ledge level with a pinnacle on the right. The pinnacle seems 
to be a dead end so pull out left on an undercut flake-crack (well seen from the cliff 
base) and cli mb a thin crack in a small smooth ramp (crux) to the Upper Girdle. 
Alternatively, find the start and follow your nose. 
2. I Om. Traverse right along the Girdle past a section where the ledge disappears 
and belay in a niche immediately after the ledge reappears (Forgotten Warrior 
belay). 
3. 40m . Climb Forgotten Warrior pitches 2 and 3, but apart from the start, keep to 
the fault line. At the top, move out right under achockstone to belay as for Samurai. 
4. 35m. Finish up Samurai (the final gully on ice on this occasion). 

Gashtrognome - 21 Om VI,7. R. McAlIister, A. Nisbet. 12th April, 1998. 
Takes the line of least resistance up the concave scoop formed just left of East 
Buttress to a spectacular escape on to the buttress. 
I. 25m. Climb The Gash to beyond its through route. 
2. 35m Go up a shallow gully to a terrace and walk 10m right until below a pale 
corner (probably icy). 
3. 20m. Climb the corner and its left arete to a ledge up left. 
4. 35m .Step back down and traverse right above the corner along a ledge. Where 
the ledge ends, climb u left facing corner, then take a left curving line to below a 
big roof. 
5. 20m. Continue left across a pale slab and up a groove to a ledge (probably on 
Gnome Wall). 
6. 30m. Go left again until just right of the Gargoyle. Pull right on to a sensational 
jutting ledge (the diving board). Continue right, still sensational, to easier ground. 
7. 45m. Go up the easing angle and a final short wall (on East Buttress). 
Scramble to the top. 
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Central Buttress: 
Centra l Corner - VII,S. A. Mullin , S. Paget. 2 1 st January, 1999. 
By the summer route. Partly iced. 

HamilTon 's ROUTe - VI ,6. D. McGimpsey, A. isbet. 17th November, 1995 . 
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/\ Gimilar Gtnndard to Piggott' G, perhapG a littl e more GUGtained but ..... ithout the ... ery 
awkward crux. The quartzite start was gained easily via West-Central Gully. Start 
up a vegetated groove right of the summer etart and on ly about :20m from WeGt 
Central Gully. Follow thiG into a corner on the right which leadG to the end of the 
traverse on the summer route. Follow the summer route thereafter, including the 
final tower. 

Sgurr nan Fhir Duibhe, North-West Face: 
The Dark Ridge - 130m IV ,6. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 27th March , 1999. 
The steep-fronted right-hand ridge at the right cnd ofthc cliff. Starteasily up its \eft
hand side until a chimney leads back right to the crest below a steep wall (50m). 
C limb the short wall (crux), then traverse left to a corner and round its bounding 
wall to a groove (20m). Climb the groove, then the right-hand of two faults to gain 
the crest. Follow the crest to the top (60m). 

Double Gully LefT- 120m Ill. A. Nisbet. 5th January, 1999. 
The well defined g ully just right of The Dark Ridge has two ice pitches. The right 
version is mentioned in SMCJ 1997 (Grade I). 

Black Gully - 130m n. B. Davison, A. isbet. 27th March, 1999. 
The gully left of The Dark Ridge has several small steps and one larger one, passed 
on the right. 

Carla's Gully - 80m n. A. Nisbet. 5th January, 1999. 
Parallel gullies lead to gaps in the Black Carls section oftheBeinn Eighe ridge. This 
is the right and more obvioUG gully . At the top is a Ghort pitch and a through route 
emerging on the col. 

Rubble without a Cause - 90m IV ,4. R. McAllister, A. Nisbet. 5th January, 1999. 
The buttreGG between the two gullieG. Start near the baee ofCarln'c Gully and climb 
a tricky groove (might be Grade 1II with loose blocks well frozen) leading toan easy 
finish passing right of an upper tower. 

Bodach Gully - SOm 11. A. Nisbet. 5th January , 1999. 
The left but less defined gu ll y has a harder pitch. 

RUADH STAC BEAG: 
Ruadh Ridge Beag - lOOm TII. A. Nisbet. 6th February, 1999. 

ear the left end of the cliffs SE of the summit of Ruadh Stac Beag is a well defined 
ridge right of a gu ll y (well seen from the Black Carls section of the Beinn Eighe 
ridge). C limb the crest with two steep but very helpful sections. 

BAOSBHEINN, North-East Face: 
Direct ROUTe - 300m I1I,4. R. G. Webb, N. Wilson. January, 1999. 
Directly below the summit is a large triangular face . The route takes a line directly 
to the apex of the face, more clearly defined in the upper third . 
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BEINN ALLIGIN: 
For the Chop - lOOm IlIA. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 9th January, 1999. 
Climbs the ramp system overlooking the Eag Dubh on the left. Start just inside the 
Eag Dubh, climb a short wall and traverse left round the corner to a groove which 
leads to a ledge with a large block (2Sm). Stand on the block to gain and follow the 
ramp proper (SOm). Finish up the upper of two ramps (the lo· .... er would be easier) 
to the summit of 'The Hatchet ' (2Sm). 

Wailing Wall- II Om VII,7 . D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 2 1st January, 1999. 
A very steep fault line to the right of Wall of the Outcry. Climbed in icy conditions, 
useful to solidify the mOGsy vegetation. The technical crux iG well protected. Start 
as for Wall of the Outcry. 
I. 4Sm. Climb the initial left-slanting grooves of Outcry (about 20m), but then go 
[raight up to the ledge system of its traverse. Traverse right under some huge 

blocks (now under the main fault line) and climb just on their right to belay on top. 
2. IOm. Step right into the fault line and follow it to a ledge under an overhanging 
smooth section. 
3. 3Sm. Traverse a ledge right for 6m to a crack. Use this to gain a prominent grass 
ledge above and left. Pull out left on to a flake (technical crux) and continue left, 
hopefully on ice, into the fault line. This aGcent pulled out on to itG left Mete and 
went Sm up left for runners, returning down to the fault. Climb the fault to a ledge 
(no runners found here) . Traverse ISm right, climb the short wall above and return 
part way left. 
1. 30m. TraverGe easily right, climb a short wall and easy ground to the top. 

SEANA MHEALLAN, Western Sector (SMC] 1995, p 650): 
The first routes are on a prow with three grooves (cairn below) which offers a 
preliminary change of aspect SOm before the main change and the rest of the routes. 
Incognito - ISm El Sb* 1. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 2nd Jul y, 1998. 
Right of the three grooves, on a small west-facing wall, is a fine snaking crackline, 
started direct (crux). 

Correction to previous information: The routes all lie on the SW-facing wall in the 
following order (left to right): 
Moaning Minnie, Fleeced, Unmasked, Flakey, Nasal Abuse, Mechanical Sheep, 
Skate (same route as The Brotherhood), Polythene Bag, ClingJi.lm (same route as 
Big Cigar). 

The Age of Confusion- 20m E3 Sc**. C. Moody , L. Gordon-Canning. 17th June, 
1998. 
The rib between Nasal Abuse and Mechanical Sheep. Start left of the rib. Move up 
right to a horizontal break (Camalot#4). Reach up then right to a crack. Follow the 
crack, step left before the final overhang and climb the rib. 

Bedrock Buttress: 
OffWithHerHead-lSmVS4b*. L.Gordon-Canning,C.Moody . 12thMay, 1998. 
On the quartzy club JUGt left of the main part of the buttress with the route Bedrock. 
At the right side of the slab is a vertical grassy crack. Start left ofthiG. Climb straight 
up to a shallow right-facing corner and fini h up thi . 
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The Black Queen - ISm Severe. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 22nd June, 1998. 
Climb the slab just right of the grassy crack to finish up a steep juggy crack in the 
headwall. Good protection for the final move (crux). 

Bedrock (/994) 

Wriggle - IOm VS 4c. L. Gordon-Canning, C. Moody. 12th May, 1998. 
Wriggle right on to a chelf to gain the Gtart of Archangel. Step left and climb the 
arete, slabby then cracked. 

Archangel (/994) 

Porpoise Scandal- lam El Sb. L. Gordon-Canning, C. Moody. 12th May , 1998 . 
Right of Archangel is a short right-facing corner with a dead tree just right again. 
C limb the corner, ~tep left on to it~ arete, then back right to c limb the crack. Hard 
for short folk. 

Turned Turtle - lam E l Sc. J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 2nd July, 1998. 
The roof crack and easier continuation right of the dead tree and in the centre of the 
roof system. 

Bleached Whale- lam E2 Sb/c*. L. Gordon-Canning, C. Moody. 12th May, 1998. 
A good looking line. Go up a short block, gain an overhanging hand crack and its 
continuation. 

Dolphin Friendly- lam El Sb*. L. Gordon-Canning, C. Moody. 12th May, 1998. 
The big right-facing corner next right. 

The Knob - lam HVS Sb*. J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 2nd July, 1998. 
Right of the big corner iG a Ghort corner leading to a roof. Move left round the roof 
and up cracks to finish up the arete. 

Flintstone Buttress: 
This is ISOm farther on and slightly higher, above a flat area. 

Wilma - 12m HVS Sa. J . Lyall, A. Nisbet. 2nd July , 1998. 
The right hand of two rarnpc (the left ic capped by a roof) and the groove above. 

Pebble - 12m H. Severe. J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 2nd July, 1998. 
The slabby wall to the right. Start 6m right and climb up to an alcove, then out left 
and up to the top. 

DIABAIG, The Little Big Wall: 
Calcite Corner - 30m HVS Sa*. G. Latter, A. Siddons (on-sight). 12th October, 
1998. 
Steep well -protected climbing, taking the prominent right-trending corner at the 
left end of the wall. Follow the corner, stepping out right near the top to finish on 
the heather and tree-covered terrace. (An ancient rusty peg was discovered about 
at about one third height - previously ascended in the dark ages?). The fine corner 
of The Dedo up on the left provides a logical and very worthwhile finish. 
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Feelin' Groovy - 2Sm E3 Sc*. G. Latter (on-sight). 29th June, 1998. 
Spectacular well protected climbing up the prominent right GI:lI1ting overhanging 
groove bounding the right side of the wall. Scramble up easy slabs to belay on a 
small ledge. Climb the groove, with hard moves to pull round onto the slab. Follow 
a left-trending line up the slab to belay on a small rowan. 

Poil7lless Eliminates - 20m E2 Sc. G. Latter, A. Siddons (on-sight). 12th October, 
1998. 
Above the path on the approach to the Main Cliff(approximately lOOm left of Dead 
Mouse Crack) is a prominent chockstoned gully with a large holly immediately 
above the initial barring chockstone. This route climbs the centre of the slab 
forming the left side of the gully - quite bold , and a bit of an eliminate, with much 
ca3ier (VS') ground jUGt to the left. DeGcent waG made from a sI ing on a Gmall spike 
at the top, though other descents looked possible by traversing either left or right 
from the top. 

DIABAIG, Hidden Crag (M R 788 586): 
The crag iG situated on the south side of the peninsula across the bay from Diabaig. 
Its beautiful location with an outlook across Loch Torridon to Applecross and Skye 
is ideal for those midge infested days when an expoGed venue iG GOught. It catches 
the sun for most of the day. The best climbs follow well-protected cracklines on 
excellent rock. The climbing is strenuous. 
Acccss: Follow the Diabaig Inveralligin path past the Main Wall and continue, 
dropping to the shore until a flat boggy area between the mainland and the peninwla 
iG reached. PaGs the derelict croft at its far end , heading for a bay, and contour 
rightwards up the hillside passing a fenced enclosure. One hour. 

White Wall: 
At the low right end is a bulging wall split by three obvious lines. 
Epsilon - 8m H. Severe. A. Brockington, J. Fisher. 5th September, 1998. The first 
crack. 
Delta - 8m El Sb* J. Fisher, A. Brockington. 5th September, 1998. The second 
crack, sustained. 
Gamma - 10m V. Diff*. A. Brockington, J. Fisher. 5th September, 1998. A right
trending ramp. 

Rolling Wall: 
The crag' s showpiece, a fine formation of smooth bulges split by impressive 
cracklines. 
Beside the Poil7l - ISm VS 4c. J. Fisher, A. Brockington. 5th September, 1998. 
The crackline left of a vegetated ramp. 

The Ice Bulge - ISm El Sb** . J. Fisher, A. Brockington. 5th September, 1998. 
Climb direct to an obviOUG quartz bulge, put your crampons on and 

The Low Girdle - 30m El Sb. F. Bennet, J. Fisher. 3rd October, 1998. 
Start beneath the impressive unclimbed crack right of Brave Now World. Climb up 
to the start of the cracK. Make thin moveG loft until easier climbing concludes the 
traverse. 
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Bra ve New World - 25m E3 6a (One rest)*** J. Fisher, A. Brockington. 5th 
September, 1998. 
An angelic climb up the impressive cracks in the centre of the rolling wall. Climb 
the initi a l crack for a few metres until a de lica te traverse leads left to above the first 
bulge. Follow the crack on good finger jams to a hard finish (crux) . Repeated and 
considered E2 5c. 

The Sea, The Sea - 25 m E2 5b*** . J. Fisher, A. Brock ington. 5th September, 1998. 
Another gem up cracks left again. Start 2m right of the thin starting cracks, traverse 
boldly in beneath the first bulge and contin ue up the crack to below the final bulge 
through which the cracks peter out. Step up and left to finish in an exposed position 
up the left edge of the Rolling Wall. 

Rolling Home-40m E2 5c**. 1. Fisher, F. Bennet. 3rd October, 1998. 
Start 2m right of Feelies crack. Climb cracks up the blunt arete to a junction with 
The Sea, The Sea. Step delicately on to 'The Roll ' and traverse beneath it, ex iting 
at the far right crack (crux). 

The Feelies - 30m VS 4c. A. Brockington, J . Fisher. 5th September, 1998. 
An interesting route up the crack at the left end of the wall , finishing up a steep 
spike-choked corner. 

Submissiol1- 30m HVS 5a*. S. Grey, A. Re id, J. Re id . 3rd October, 1998. 
Start left of The Feelies . Climb a diagonal crack for 2m, goi ng up and right to a 
fl ake. Climb the arete left of Feelies corner. 

Boatmall 's Call- 30m El 5b* S. Grey, A. Reid, J. Reid . 3rd October, 1998. 
Start left of a hawthorn bush. Surmount two overlaps ri ghtwards. Cross Submission 
and The Feelies to finish up the slightl y mossy corner right of The Feelies. 

The Orange Wall: 
Two sma ll buttresses lie 30m left of the Rolling Wall; each is split by cracks. 
Ewar Woowar- 8m H. Severe 4b. J . Fisher. 5th September, 1998. 
Cracks up the ri ght side of the ri ght buttress. 

Alice 's Overhallg - 8m VS 5a*. J. Fisher (un sec.) . 5th September, 1998 . 
A slab and bulge up the left -hand buttress. 

Beached Boat Buttress (MR 789 592): 
Facing Diabaig, near the end of the peninsula, is a slender buttress above a gully. 
This climb starts in the gu ll y, then climbs the slender buttress via a corner and rib. 
Beached Boat Buttress - 60m HVS *. J. Fi sher, A. Brockington. 5th September, 
1998. 
I. 20m 4c. Start down and left of a thin crack. Climb the arete. 
2. 40m Sa .Scramble down and left for 20m. Climb the corner past a holly, then up 
the rounded rib. 

Crofter's Crag (MR 795 587): 
Situated opposite the ruined croft, facing north, is an area of steep broken crags. 
The Applecross i al1l - 20m E3 5c***. A. Coull, A. Sharpe, 1. Fisher, F. Bennet. 3rd 
October, 1998. 
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The clean central wall is split by a compelling crack. A steep start leads to a ledge 
and rest. Climb the final overhanging wall on spaced holds and jams to a strenuous 
finish. ote: an abseil sling found at the top of the wall; new sling and krab left to 
avoid an awkward descent. 

8-Ace - 20m VS 5a. S. Grey, A. eid, J. Reid. 3rd October. 1998. 
The left arete of the clean wall follows a curving ramp. 

Approaching the peninsula,just beyond a birch woodland, is a fine wall of orange 
rock. 
Red Crescent- 15m El 5b** S. Grey, A. Reid , J. Reid. 3rd October, 1998. 
Climbs the smaller wall left of the main wall. A steep ramp leads to a crescent. Go 
diagonally up and left along a break to a pod. Go directly to the top. 

Ugly Crag (MR 800 588): 
Up the hillside lOOm from the birch wood is a west-facing crag of steep juggy rock. 
Ugly Wa/l- 20m El 5b**. F. Bennet, J. Fisher. 4th October, 1998. 
Start just right of the highest part of the crag and 5m left of an orange corner. C limb 
up and left on big holds to a large flake below a roof. Pull over directly and make 
an awkward exit leftwards. An exciting outing. 

Ugly Mug - 55m E2** * J. Fisher, F. Bennet. 4th October, 1998. 
A wild route, steeped in exposure and character. Takes a rising traverse line from 
bottom left to top right. Start at a pile ofblock~ beneath a big block in an open corner. 
I. 25m 5c. Climb up and rightwards, then pull steeply over a bulge to a good ledge. 
Traverse strenuously rightwards on good holds to a precarious exit on to a hanging 
slab. Belay at its right end. 
2. 30m 5c .Drop down and continue traversing rightwards on huge holds in a 
spectacular position to the flake on Ugly Wall (good runners). Step up and right to 
a good slot (Friend #2), then make a hard move rightwards to another good flake. 
Pull directly over the bulge above. Exit leftwards. 

Pretty Crag: 
Opposite Ugly Crag and visible from Diabaig is a slab of immaculate white gneiss. 
Pretty Crack - 8m VS 4c*. J. Fisher. 4th October, 1998. 
The left-hand crack. 

Pretty Scoop - 8m VS 4b. 1. Fisher. 4th October, 1998. 
The left-hand scoop. Unprotected. 

White House Crag (MR 801 577): 
Acee!>!>: Follow the Diabaig Inveralligin path past two lochans and down to :1 bay 
with a whitchoUGc. Approaching from Wcster Alligin is asimilardistance and time. 
The crag is directly behind the path. One hour. 
The crag is a 50m dome of gneiss with a steep juggy band at 20m and a terrace at 
35m. On the terrace is a lone tree from which an abseil is possible, omitting the 
much caGier Gccond pitcheG. The mOGt obvious feature is a short, shallow but '.vell 
defined central groove in a slabby lower section (taken by the original route 
Rendezvous). Left to right: 
Bare Faced Cheek-45m E l 5b. R. Brown, 1. R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen. 16th May, 
1998. 
A steep brown slab lies to the left of the grassy groove of Rock Stripper. Climb the 
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central plinth to n horizontnl , then take the bulge above to a foothold. Continue up 
the central crackG in theGlab, agood pitch (25m) . Continue up rightofadirty corner 
crack, following the best line, rather scrappy (20m). 

Rock Stripper - 50m VS 4c. R. Brown, 1. R. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1998. 
Start left of the short central groove nnd right of a grassy groove. Climb the slabby 
wall to achokcstonc in a bulge which is climbed to step right and up directly to twin 
overhangs. Surmount the lower (crux) and traverse left beneath the upper to enter 
a groove which is climbed up and right to the terrace (40m). Continue straight up 
to finish (lam). Quite bold in places. 

Indecent Exposure - 50m HVS 5a* R. Brown, 1. R. Mackenzie, G. Cull en, A. 
Nisbet. 16th May, 1998. 
Either start as for Rock Stripper or to the left of its grassy groove and climb blocky 
rock to surmount the chokestone. Continue up a steep slab with a small aspen to the 
overhangG on the right. Move right on huge jugG to a Gmall triangulnr niche on the 
nose (exposed). Climb the crux wall directly above to the terrace (35m). Finish up 
the top tier (15m). Well positioned climbing with a short crux. 

Rendezvous - 50m HVS 5a* M. Welch, M. Arkley. October, 1993 (see SMCJ 
1994). 
The original route 011 the Clag taking a central line (and approached uy canue [lUlll 

Applecross). Scramble up easy rocks to a short wall beneath the central groove. 
Climb a wall and thin crack to enter the groove which is climbed to overhangs. Step 
right and surllluunt the overhang, thell alluther and continue up 011 hulus lhat kccll 
appearing to the terrace (35m). Climb the wall left of the tree and a slab to the top 
(15m) . 

The Full Monty - 50m El 5b**. 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 8th May, 1998. 
A better companion to Rendezvous, more exposed and sustained. To the right of 
the central groove is a thin red crack. Climb the slabs directly up to it, then climb 
the crack to the overhang. Move right and pull over this to climb the wall to a 
horizontal crack. Move left, surmount the bulge and climb the C)cposed wall 
directly, making a step left near the top to the tree (35m). Climb the wall to the right 
of the tree and slab above to the top (15m). 

Promiscous Groove - 30m HVS 5b. G Cullen, A. Nisbet, 1. R. Mackenzie, R. 
Brown. 16th May, 1998. 
To the right of The Full Monty is a red wall. Start left of ajuniper bush and climb 
the slab to the wall. This provides awkward climbing to a better wall above which 
leads to a blocky groove of suspect rock. 

Above White House Crag is a slab. 
Walking on Crystals - 40m Moderate to V. Diff. R. Brown, 1. R. Mackenzie. 8th 
May, 1998. 
The slab is easiest on the left but more entertaining up the red crystalline gneiss to 
the right. 

Quartz Inspector 's Slab - lam V. Diffto Severe. 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 8th 
May, 1998. 
At the top of the slab is a I Om Glab offaultlcsG '.vhite gneiGG to the left. Various lineG 
climbed. 
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GAIRLOCH CRAGS, Meall Lochan a' Chlerich, Creag nan Cad hag (MR 864 
722): 
Centra/ Corner - 25m Mild VS. A. Brooks, T. Doe 3rd January, 1989 . 
The big central corner of this overhanging li chenous crag. The corner chimney 
crack was c limbed until it became too narrow and the route finished up the left wall. 

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine Marten -- 25m HVS. l\. Brooks, T . Doe, D. Jone~ 
18th June, 1989 
Start a few metres left of Central Corner, below a boulder on a ledge. Go straight 
up with increas ing difficulty to finish by the obvious overhanging jamming crack. 
Note: Thc same party also climbed It version of Bald Eagle/Open Secret and The 
Lum piteh I/Questionable Crack pitch 2. 

Stone Valley Crags, Viking Crag: 
Between Rum Doodle Arete and Red Wall Crag lies this small crag marked by large 
fallen blocks and short walls. Good rock. Descents right or left. 

He/ga 's First Time - 35m Severe*' D. S. B. Wright. A. K. R. Parker. 14th June, 
1998 . 
There is an obvious broken groove with twin cracks above. Climb the pleasant 
rough slab on the left of the groove to a boulder spike. Step left on to a wall , then 
by interesting moves right to a spike, finishing directly up the rib. 

Uphellya - 30m VS 4c* . G. Ett le, D. S. B. Wright. 18th June, 1998. 
Tako the obv ious broken groove, step left, then up right to climb the t'o'iin cracks 
(harder if the dubious block at the top of the cracks is not used). Follow a oruelc on 
excell ent rock to finish just ri ght of the crest. 

Little Va/halla - 12m VS 4c*. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 18th June, 1998 . 
l\ fow metres right of Uphellya, is a very obv ious groove. T hi s gives delightful , 
well -protected climbing. Much better than it looks. 

Norse Face Route - 12m E2 5c* G. Ettle (unsee.). 18th June, 1998. 
Starting up Little Valhalla, a pedestal on the right is gained . l\ shimmy up the arete 
and mantleshelf gains a pocket with a vi tal Friend 3+ runner. An extended wire into 
a slot on the right protects hard moves right to a crack. Further hard moves up lead 
to ~ ri e ht-trending fil lilt-line and easirr fini~h . The overall grade increases if the 
extended runner cannot be placed. 

Red Wall Crag: 
Burnt Offering - 25m E2 5b* G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 2nd June, 1998. 
Bold as Brass is follmved to belmv the flange, when a '.vall on the right is climbed 
to a groove with tiny tree bolow an overlap. Thi s is passed on the right, , .... ith a 
deviation right which avoids the hardest direct moves. 

Flaming Crack - 30m VS Sa. G. Ettle, D. S. B.Wright. 2nd June, 1998. 
The crack of Flaming June is followed throughout. Will improve with time. 

Schillrol11- 25 m E l 5b* G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 18th June, 1998. 
Starting at a small spike in the heather rump right of Lucky Strike, make a hard move 
left to gain the bottom of a rightward ·trending flake lino. Thi s loads to a semi 
detnched spike just left of Strike Two, from where a move leftwards gains an 
overlap which i ~ overcome with difficulty. Climb the clean slab above, with a 
delicate move left to fi ni sh. 
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F lowerdale Wall : 
ScraggySlab - 30m HVS 4c. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright , K. Grindrod. 3rd May, 1998 . 
Below and left o f Flowerda le Wall , a ~eri es of smaller outcrop~ leads leftwards. 
This di sappo inting route takes the biggest slab, about 200m left o f Fl owerdale 
Wall , o n dubious rock with poor protectio n. 

F ruity Crag (See SMC) 1998, MR 794 714): 
Passion Fruit - IOm E4 6a**. G. Robertson (unsec.). 2 1 st March, 1998. 
C limbs directl y up the front face of the pillar right of Lemon, at the left end o f the 
crag. Excelle nt f ingery c limbing, but bold . (top-roped prior to leading) . 

Banana - IOm V. Diff. A. Crofton, T. Ra nkin. 2 1 st March, 1998. 
The chimney right o f Pass ion Fruit. 

Kiwi - IOm VS 5a*. !. Fischer, G. Robertson. 2 1 st March, 1998. 
The fine crack right of Banana. 

Starjruit - !Om VS 5b. A. Crofton . 21 st March, 1998. 
The wa ll right of Kiwi , with a hard start. 

Pineapple - 12m Moderate. 
A useful descent route. Foll ows the obvious left-trending fault right of Starf ruit. 

Paw-paw - IOm E2 5c**. T. Rankin , D. Laing. 2 1 st March, 1998 . 
A great fin gery littl e route tak ing the obvious left -fac ing shall ow corner in the 
smooth wall right of Pineapple. Microwires useful. 

Vegie Crag: 
From the foot of Fruity Crag, walk left (fac ing the crag) and head di agonall y left 
up the hill side heading for the col between two hill s. The crag is on the left side of 
the pleasant g rassy co l. The crag is very sheltered and faces east. The rock is clean 
and sound although the base is quite boggy. Ten minutes from Fruity Crag. 
Neep - !Om H. Severe. A. Crofton, D. La ing. 2 1 st March, 1998 . 
The left -hand I ine of weakness out of a steep bay . Start at the left end of the hig hes t 
part of the cli ff. Continue up short slabs to the top. 

Swede - IOm VS 5b. A. Crofton, D. Laing, T. Rankin. 2 1 st M arch, 1998. 
C limbs the centre of the steep bay . Start be low the left-fac ing corner in the upper 
part of the crag. C limb the bouldery start to join and f ini sh up the corner. A good 
wee route. 

Sweet Potato - ISm Severe. T. Rankin , D. Laing, A. Crofton. 2 1 st March, 1998. 
The obvious left-s lanting crack g ives the best route here . Start up the short corner 
to the left. 

Turnip - I Om H. Severe. T . Rankin. 2 1 st March, 1998. 
Climb the steep crack 4m right of Sweet Potato . Continue up the slab to fini sh up 
the right edge of the upper wall. 

Rubha Mor (Sheet 19; MR 876 978): 
/\. couple of promonto ri e~ on thi s secti on of coa ~t offer short routes on clean sound 
Torridonia n sandstone. Approach via the sing le trac k road west of Me lion Udrigle, 
fo ll owed by a boggy I km \valk round the coa~t. The fir~ t pro montory at MR 879 
978 has a long NW -fac ing casy-angled wall accessed by scrambling down a long 
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ramp line. Where this fades out, a left-facing slabby groove (12m, V. Diff) has been 
climbed. Some diatanee right of this is a short rod slab directly below two large 
cairns. There are two pleasant lines; on the left side is Severe and the right side is 
VS 4b. The next promontory to the west (MR 876 978) offers better but limited 
climbing on its NW tip where a steep wall rises above a rock platform (part tidal). 

Heather 's a Blether - IOm HVS Sa. D. McGimpsey, J. Lines, R. McAllister. 
September, 1998. 
Juggy climbing up a slim corner Srn left of a left leaning black corner. Finich out 
right on steep layaways. 

Chrome Melons - lam VS Sa. D. McGimpsey. September, 1998. 
The left leaning black corner. If wet at the top, move out left and climb a chart 
stepped corner (4c). 

Moving round to the left, a more broken wall faces the open sea. At its far left there 
is an overhanging wall. 
Melons in a Muddle - IOm El Sb. J. Lines, D. McGimpsey, R. McAllister. 
September, 1998. 
Climb a short corner to gain a right-trending break. Go along this, then up and left 
to a finish on the left arete. 

Aztec Tower (Sheet 19; MR 815 784): 
There are now nine routes on this 20m crag, Diff to HVS. The crag lies 2km north 
ofGairloch and is seen as a reddish tower to the west of the road. Details in the next 
guide. 

An Groban: 
Growbag Grooves - 60m El Sb*. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 29th April, 1998. 
Start as for Hatman but climb right'.vardG up an inGet slab to where it meets Straker. 
Step left and climb shallow grooyes up the erect of the buttrecs (3Sm). Scramble to 
the top. 

CREAG MHOR THOLLAIDH, Lower Tollie Crag: 
Sarah 'n 'Dipity and the Forgotten Pill- SSm E3**. S. Hill , D. S. Shephard. 4th 
June, 1998 
An eKcellent climb in an impressiYe situation, taking the fine shallow groove in the 
centre of the wall, between The Trip and Decadent Days. Climbed on sight with no 
pre-inspection or cleaning. 
I. ISm 4c. As for The Trip to the large oak. 
2. 2Sm Sc. Continue 6m up until it is possible to step right past a perched block. 
Move up and right to gain good holds at base of a shallow groove. Follow this over 
a slight bulge to ajunction with Catastasis; follow thi s diagonally left to a niche and 
old peg belay. 
3. ISm !la. Pull out ofthe top ofthe niche into a slanting cruclc. Follow thie to finish 
easily. 

GRUINARD, Cam Goraig (Sheet 19, MR 995 860): 
This is a three tiered west facing gneiss crag overlooking the River Gruinard not 
far from its source at Loch na Sealga. Access is straight-forward being about 6km 
from the main road following a well maintained eetate traclc until opposite Cam 
Goraig; about I hr. ISmin. walk or 4Smin. by mountain bike. Ford the river 
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(d iffi cu lt when in spate) and cros the boggy flats to the crag. The crag is solid c lean 
rough gneiss, generally slabby climbing with a steeper two-tiered lower section . 
The climbs usually fo ll ow cracklines with good protection. Some of the routes are 
on the top tier on ly with access to the heather terrace being o n the right. Descent 
possible left or right. Routes described right to left start ing w ith two routes on the 
right side of the top tier. 
The Fatwah - 30m HYS 5b** A. Cunn ingham, F. Fotheringham. 7th October 
1998. 
The fine crack rising out of the obvious red groove. Follow the crack in the same 
line after the easing. 

Dispossessed - 30m El 5c**. F. Fotheringham, A. C unningham. 7th October, 
1998. 
Start at The Fatwah and move left into a scooped line of cracks, small ledges and 
hidden ho lds to gain the easing by a sma ll protruding sp ike. C limb in the same line 
via cracks and blocks to finish. 

Ramadan - 65m El ** A. Cunningham, F. Fotheringham. Jul y, 1995. 
I . IOm 4a. Climb cracks on the right side of the lower tier to a belay by a large 
overhung recess (or walk round!). 
2. 25m Sb. Climb a steep widening crack out of the ri gh t side of the recess and up 
to belay below a wide blocky Y -crack in the upper slabs. 
3. 30m 4c. Move up and rightwards via the crack and pull left through the bulge to 
follow the continuing left-hand crack. 

Wailing Wall - 70m E l ** . F. Fotheringham, A. Taylor. I I th March , 1987. 
I . 20m 4b. Start at the foot of the lowest rocks near the right of the first tier. Climb 
a slab and gain a recessed scoop and exit via a crack on the right on to a stance on 
the terrace. 
2. 25m 5b. Climb steeply to gain a shelf. Foll ow a left-Lrend ing fault a nd climb a 
rounded bulge and up to a heatherterrace. Belay below the obvious twin cracklines, 
the closer ri ght-hand two of three parallel cracks. 
3. 25m Sa. Climb the left-hand c rack initially until it steepens and step right to gai n 
the right crack at the bulge. Climb thi s and follow the crack over the top bulge. 

Call of the MLlwaz;:,in - 25m E2 5b/c**. A. Cunningham, F. Fotheringham. 7th 
October, 1998. 
A good pitch on the top tier, following the crack immediately left of the twin cracks 
of Wailing Wall- the left-hand of the three parallel cracks. Where the crack peters 
out at the half height bulge, move right into the left-hand crack of Wailing Wall 
(where that route moves right)and move immediately back left into the o rig inal line 
afte r the bulge. 

The Highland Cragsman - 90m E3** . J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright 7th 
October, 1998. 
I. 20m Sc. Start to the right of the undulating scoops of Wailing Wall and climb to 
an an'ow-shaped slot. C limb the crack above and step left then back right up a pair 
of thin cracks to the ledge. 
2 . 35m 5c. Start just left of the smooth scoop and reach an undercut flange; go 
strenuously lip this to a foot-traverse right across a small shelf. Climb up just left 
of the bl i nd ex it crack to hand tra verse right below it to a heather patch below a steep 
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crack. Climb the crack and continue up the slab and heather to belay at the base of 
the central deep scoop left of Call of the Muwazzin. 
3. 3Sm Sb. Climb the rib left of and join Call of the Muwazzin for a farther I Om or 
so to a point where it is possible to do a thin traverse left to join another hidden crack 
above a grassy crack and scoop below. Continue up this crack on good holds until 
possible to step leftto reach a prominent flange which is c limbed to a rounded ledge 
and exit up the short top wall. Some excellent sustained climbing on the lower two 
pitches with a more relaxed final pitch in a delightful situation. 

Whoopers - 90m E3/4 6a** . G. Latter, A. Siddons. 13th October, 1995. 
[n the centre of the lower tier is a smooth-looking scoop, split by some very thin 
cracks. 
1. ISm 6a. Climb the easy lower slab, then by a good crack which soon fades. 
Continue up the scoop, with a hard move to gain a thin horizontal break. Step up 
right and pullover the final bulge, using a good jug in the crack on the right. 
2. 20m Sc. Directly above is another, smoother scoop. Climb the steep flake crack 
on the left arete. then traverse right and up to the base of a fine hanging crack. 
Layback into the crack and pull over onto the slab above. 
3. IOm. Scramble up to belay. 
4. 3Sm? Climb the thin left-slanting crack above, then by a thin crack in the crest 
of a vague blunt rib. overa tricky bulge. Finish more easily up a wider mossy crack. 

Return to Mecca/A Iba- lOOm E2**. Top pitch (Return to Mecca)-F. Fotheringham, 
A. Taylor. 6th September 1995. Pitch I (Alba) - J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 
29th September, 1995 . 
I. 3Sm Sa. On the left of the lower tier is a continuous steep rib bottomed by reddish 
slabs. Climb the lab direct to the rib which is climbed centrally to exit via a 
rightwards slanting crack; a well sustained pitch. 
2. 20m. Scramble up broken ground to below a bowl-shaped scoop on the left side 
of the top tier. 
3. 2Sm Sc. Climb the crack on the left of the bowl to a wall. Traverse left across a 
bulge to a thin crack which is climbed strenuously . crux, to a slab which is climbed 
up right to a wall. Move back left to a rightward-facing ramp which is taken in a 
good position to the top. A good pitch; constant ly varied and interesting. 

Olden Glol}' - 9Sm VS **. D. S. B. Wright, R. Brown. 2nd October, 1995. 
I. 3Sm4b. To the left of the steeper rib of Alba's lower pitch is a lesser one which 
is climbed direct on good to slabs. 
2. ISm . Continue up pleasant slabs to a prominent short groove above. 
3. 3Sm4c. Climb the awkward groove via cracks to a small tree. Move up left round 
a shall ow rib to a f1anged crack which is climbed to a topmost bulge. Hand traverse 
below the bulge to a break and exit up this to the top, a fine pitch taking the easiest 
line up the top tier. A good climb that deserves to become popular. 

Car Park Area: 
Molly's Ridge - ISm Diff. 1. and P. Richards, J. and K. Bolger, C. and S. Steer. 23rd 
June, 1996. 
The blunt ridge above the V. Diff. Slab. 

MUll's Crack-Srn Severe. 1. and P. Richards , J. and K. Bolger, C. and S. Steer. 23rd 
June, 1996. 
The thin crack on the far right of the ridge 's flank. 
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Members of the same party c limbed o ther short routes nearby. Flake Buttress lies 
right of and s lightly below V. Diff. Slab and has a large fl ake at its right e nd. There 
are three 6m routes; the crack on the front of the fl ake (Sa); the fl ake-chimney 
forming its le ft s ide (V. Diff.), and scoops and slabs on the le ft (V. Diff. ). 

Gruinard Crag: 
Ueejit - 18m E4 6a* N . Morri son, J . Reed. August, 1997 
Climb the right s ide of the reddi sh wall with three diagonal cracks between Halcyon 
Days and Utopia up a line of sma ll fl akes leading from a small ledge atthe right end 
of the middle crack to the topmost crack (runners) and a hard move above it. 
Sustained and thin . 

Coupe du Monde - 25m E4 5c*' G. Ettl e, D. S. B. Wri ght. 16 th June, 1998. 
Between Red John and Overlo rd is a groove and steep wall. The route climbs these, 
moving sli ghtly right up steep fl akes to a difficult fini sh in a small groove. Low in 
the grade. 

NOTE: How the West was Wo n was climbed with a direct fini sh above the 
shattered fl akes by P. Thorburn and ] . Lowther, same grade, on 16th August, 1998. 

Quail - 30m Diff. D. S . B . Wright, G . Ettle. 16th June, 1998. 
The obvious short fi ssure at the right end of the crag is climbed to a heather ledge, 
foll owed by a f ine groove round the corner. 

Inverianvie Crag, The Bayview Wall: 
The PLeasure Beach - ISm Severe*. G . Ettle, D. S. B. Wri ght. 2 1 st May, 1998 . 
Start just to the le ft of Gneiss and Easy . Climb vi a fl akes and crac ks to a ledge. 
Avoid the vegeta ted groove above by c limbing the cracked wall on the right. 

DoubLe Matured - ISm VS 4c. A . Nisbe t. G. Nisbet. 18th October, 1997. 
The heathery crack, starting up the wall immedi ately to its left and mov ing into the 
crack above the tree. Not unpleasant, with bridg ing past the heather. 

Decolll l1l issioned Arms - 20m E l 5b. A. Cunningham. 3 1 st August, 1998. 
A route up the middle of the slim buttress to the left of Chokes tone Gull y . Start by 
climbing a thin undercut crack and move up a le ft di agonal crack until a swing right 
leads to ledges. Easier up the middle o f the buttress to fini sh. 
Note: A less direct version with a vegetated sta rt to the le ft was c limbed by A. and 
G. isbet on 10th May, 1998 (Severe). 

Inverianvie Crag, Optic Wall: 
The long wall right of the huge wedged bl ock is composed o f less good rock. 
The Parting Glass - 20m HVS Sa. G . Ett le, D. S. B .Wright. 2 1st May, 1998. 
From the lowest point , a rightwards-trending line is taken to breach the obvious 
roof by a crack. On the first ascent, a lens fe ll fro m the second 's spectac les . 

The Dundee Dram - 25m VS 4c. A . isbet. G. Ni sbet. 10th M ay. 1998. 
Climb the right edge of the wall up a cleaned crack, moving right to keep near the 
edge and up to a heathery fini sh. 

Gruinard Jetty Buttress: 
Running 0 11 Empty - 40m E2 5c. 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 26th April , 1998. 
Climb~ the bbnk wall to the ri ght on,fo rth W OGt Arote. Start to the right of the fence 
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pont and climb the bouldery wall direct to beneath the \videst point of the overhang 
above, vital runners. Pull over this to arrive beneath a shallow black scoop, 
marginal RPs only. Move up, then step left to a rounded edge and gain easier ground 
common to NW i\rctc. Dcspitc being an eliminate, it offers good tenuou s c limbing 
that is serious above the overhang. 

Prizefighter - 25m E3 5c** . J. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown (a iL). 26th April , 1998 . 
Climbs the arete bounding Charlie's Corner on the left, then the overhanging crack 
immediately to the right of the Direct Finish to that route. 
I. IOm Sa. Climb the e legant but poorly protected arete direct to a ledge. 
2. ISm 5c. Move up right and gain the overhanging shallow corner-crack right of 
the ivy choked direct fini sh and climb this increasingly strenuously, '.veil protected , 
to a fighting finish up the overhanging crack above. 

CARN DEARG AN DROMA (MR 971 944): 
Tlii~ ~Iabby gnei~~ crag face~ ~uulli al1Lllie~ lIonh uf tlie A832. ll i~ well ~eell flUlI1 
the layby near Miotag but most eas ily approached from the layby at MR 981934 
in 20 minutes. Several routes wcre climbed in the easier grades by J. Richards and 
S. Steer on 29th August, 1996, the best being: 
Came Boy - 25m Severe. 
Start at the steep wall right ofTetrus. C limb this direct, then take a crack in the wall 
above to join a flake-crack leading rightwards up the top slab. 

Tetrus Rockel - 25m Severe. 
Cl imb the obvious corner and deep groove line, moving right at the top of the 
groove to fini h. 

Little Faith - 30m V. Diff. 
C limb the pleasant rounded Glabby arctc above a right s lanting turf break. 

Shrapnel Crack - 30m V. Diff. 
C limb the right-slanting crack left of Little Faith. 

CREAG BEINN NAM BAN (SMC] 1998), Fluted Buttress: 
Right of Creag Beinn nam Ban is a gul ly containing Hang Dog Pinnacle. Right 
again is anothor parallel gu lly at the top left of which is a 20m buttress. Thi s can 
be seen from the road just south of the Inyby and is characterised by Icft s lanting 
cracks and groovcs. The rocle on this buttress is n little more brittle than elsewherc. 
Put a Sock in it! - V. Diff.*. N. J. Smith. 3rd May, 1998. 
The leftmost crack on the front (SW) face of the buttress with a right handrail. 

Beaufort Scale - V. Diff. T. A. Murray , C. A. W atL 4th May, 1998. 
Immediately right of the last routc is a s light rcccssion 'Nith two shallow chimncys. 
This is the left chimney. 

Force Six Chimney - V. Diff. N. J. Smith, J. R. Mackenzie. 4th May, 1998. 
The right chimney is rather loose. 

Class Struggle - HVS 5a* J. R. Mackenzie, . J. Smith. 4th May, 1998. 
Right of Force Six Chimney is a steep jam crack in a shallow left-facing corner. 
Climb the crack direct exit ing right. 
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Absentee Landlord - V. Diff. N. l . Smith . 5th June, 1998 . 
The left-s lanting groove immed iately right of C lass Struggle is clearly seen from 
the road and identifiable at c lose quarters by a rockfa ll scar low down. 

Prole's Crack - M. Severe. N. l . Smith , 1. R. Mackenzie. 4th May, 1998. 
At the right end of the face is an undercut crack with a small square-cut overhang 
at half height. Gain crack from the left and turn the overhanging block on its right. 

Fin Buttress: 
Le ft of Fluted Buttress is a sma ll slabby buttress. Left aga in is a buttress with a 
prominent fin of rock separating two grooves. The left -hand groove has a sma ll tree 
low on its right. 
Social Climber - VS 4b. J. R. Mackenzie. N. J. Smith. 4th May, 1998. 
The right-hand groove. Start j ust right of the lowest point and pull up a short 
bubbled wall leftwards to a slab. Move up to a groove and so to the top. 

Lards a Leaping - VS 4c*. N. J. Smi th, J. R. Mackenzie. 4th May, 1998. 
The left-hand groove. Start at a slab left of the lowest po int and c limb the groove 
which is more awkward than it might appear. 

High above Creag Be inn nam Ban and at much the same altitude as the last two 
buttresses is a low-angled pink slab. It looks impressive in profile from the top of 
Fin Buttress but is rather broken with onl y its ri ght end being clean and continuous. 
It can be reached by continuing up the gull y from Hound Dog Pinnac le until the slab 
is on the left. 
Solo Slab - 50m Moderate . . J. Smith . 5th lune, 1998. 
Climb the slab on excellent rock. 

Badrallach Crag (Sheet 19; MR 104914): 
At the W end of Be inn nam Ban two tiers of crags overlook Badrall ach. The lower 
tie r is vegetated but the upper tier contains a small slabby crag which can be 
identified by a small cave at its foot. The rock is excellent rough sandstone. The 
crag, which catches the afternoon and evening sun , is qui ck drying and offers a 
num ber of low grade rOlltes in a fine setting. Park at a large layby 300m south of 
the Allt na h-Airbhe hairpin bend at po int 236 on Sheet 19. Avoid the lower ti er by 
striking lip to the north ridge on the left, then retllrning rightwards to the crag - 15 
minutes . Routes are described from right to left . 
Windy Ridge - 70m Easy. N. J. Smith. 5th Jul y, 1997 . 
A pl easant scramble up the bloc ky ridge which bounds the crag on its ri ght. Start 
at the lowest rocks right of the cave. C limb to a heather and bearberry ledge at about 
SOm. Anothe r shorter band of rock is climbed eas ily. From the top the summit is 
but an easy stroll. 

The foll owing rOlltes are 35m to 45m and te rminate on the ledge. Descend by 
reversing Windy Ledge. 
Garden Party - V. Diff. T . A. Murray, C. l . Watt, N. 1. Smith . I st May, 1998. 
The botanica lly interesting groove ri ght of the cave. Low in the grade. 

Lapsang Suchong - Severe . N. 1. Smi th, C. 1. Watt, T. A. Murray . I st May, 1998. 
Start at the ri ght side of the cave. C limb a slab to the roof of the cave and make a 
long step right on to an aI·ete. Move up to eas ier ground, then climb a corner which 
leads to the ledge. 
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Laird 's Loss - HVS 5a* C. J. Watt, . J. Smith, T. A. Murray. 1st May, 1998. 
Climb direct to the awkward hanging groove above the centre of the cave. A deep 
crack in the slab above leads more easily to the ledge. 

Pillar of Sociery - vs 4b. . J. Smith, T. A. Murray, C. J. Watt. 2nd May, 1998. 
The left wall of the cave is formed by a g iant pillar. Climb the wall on mega jugs 
to the top of the pillar. A crack now leads up the slab trending left. Protection is 
spaced. 

Poacher's Prize - VS 4b**. N. 1. Smith , T. A. Murray, C. J. Watt. 2nd May, 1998. 
Left of the cave is a wide crack where the pillar joins the slab. Left aga in is a 
prominent crack which runs the full hei ght of the slab. Start steeply below the crack 
and follow it to the top. Protection is spaced. 

Hunter 's Moon- HVS 4c** . J. Smith, C. J. Watt, T. A. Murray. 2nd May, 1998. 
At the foot of the slab and left of Poacher' s Prize is a large boulder. From the top 
of this a crack starts up the slab but runs out. Climb the crack, then continue boldly 
in the same line to a slight steepening which is climbed on improving holds to the 
ledge. 

BEINN LAIR, North-East Face: 
Y Gully, Left Fork- 250m Ill. P. F. Macdonald, C. G. M.Slesser. II th April, 1998. 
First ascent in thin conditions, when a largechockstone in the fork section provided 
the main obstacle; the grading assumes more of a build-up around thi s. Fine rock 
scenery. 

,1ngcl Buttress, Ordinary Route by Wrangham's I'arialioll - IV. R. F. Alien , R. 
Richardson. 11th April 1998. 
The su mmer line was followed. The main challenges were a series of chockstone 
pitches in the chimneys, one of which offers a through route for the most slender 
of leaders ! Recommended. 

AN TEALLACH, A'Ghlas Thuill: 
Unnam ed - 300m H. A. Cunningham, F. Fotheringham, D. Williamson. January, 
1997. 
Climbs the buttress between North Gully and Hayfork Gully. Start at the toe of the 
buttress and climb easily to a steep band at half height. Take a line leading out right 
to overlook North Gully, then follow a shallow gully/ramp which is formed 
between the crest of the buttress and North Gully to finish near the top of the latter. 

Toll an Lochain: 
Lucky Strike - 200m H. V. Chelton , R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey, S. Mearns. 24th 
February, 1999. 
C limbs a ramp bounding the right side of Go bhla ch Buttress and leading to a short 
gully. Gain the ramp from midway up the easy gully (Central Gully). 

CO/Tag Bhuidhe South Butlres, Original Route- 350m H. V. Chelton, R. McAll ister, 
D. McGi mpsey, S. Mearns. 24th February, 1999. 
Climbs the east face overlooking Loch Toll an Lochain , probably following the 
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Glover and Ling ori ginal climb on thi s bUllreSG. Start up a shall ow gull y JUGt right 
of the barrier wall at the base (which droPG into the lochan). Climb thi s and trend 
caGily left towards a very steep wall with a ramp and obvioUG icefall. Make a long 
traverse left until it iG poeeible to climb up mi lccd ground to a Gnov.'fi eld below the 
main rock barri er on the face. Traverse back ri ght to the crest unti I turfy steps lead 
up to a left· trending ramp cum gull y broaching the barrier wall. At ite top, climb up 
left into a small basin . A Ghort turfy groove on the left (crux) leade to easier ground. 
Either climb straight up to the fin al crest or up and left across snow to the top. 

COITag Bhuidhe, South Buttress Direct - 350m IV,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 
26th February, 1999. 
Start up thc gull y as for the original route and trend easil y left to the steep wall and 
icefall. Start up the icefall but Goon go up a prominent diagonal line leftward G with 
a th rough route to reach a terrace. Gai n the next terrace belo',' .. ano ther eteep tier. 
Climb a tu rfy groove just left of the crest, breaking out left at half height and 
returning right above. Follow the crest to the top. 

Corrag Bhuidhe, South Buttress by the Mental Chimney 350m V,6. D. McGimpGey, 
A. Mullin , A. Ni sbet. 28th December, 1998. 
Start as forthe Direct Route but continue to ga in the base of a gull y which is formed 
right of the hl lttrr.ss crest. A pitch with thrt'f' rliffin!lt stf' pS in th t' gully herl l f' nrl~ 

to two further pitches where the difficulties are passed using the rib on the right. The 
creGt iG gained Goon above and fo ll owed easil y to the summit. Very icy conditi onG 
might drop the grade to IV,S. 

COI'rag Bhuidhe Buttress - 400m VI,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 24th January, 
1999. 
This is the buttress which bounds the main face of Cor rag Dhuidhe on the left , left 
of l .3 dy ' ~ G .. o\, y. Gain the tri angular sn()wfield from its bottom left. Continue in the 
~i1 m f' line lip iI ril mp whir h cuts lip ri ehtwil rrl ~ into th f' hIJttrf'~~ ( lOOm) ('Iimh iI 

<leep step to ga in an upper continu ati on and fo llow thi s to steeper ground . Go up 
a short · .... ay, then tra ... erse senGati onall y left along a ledge (50m). Continue the 
traverse until a line back ri ght allows an upper ledge (about 25m hi gher) to be 
reached and foll owed right (50m). Find a way through steep slabby ground to reach 
a large ledge (40m). Traverse right along the ledge to gain and follow the eas ier 
crest of the buttress which is left of Lady's Gully ( 160m). 

Cnocturne - 450m VI,6. N. Johnson. D. McGimpsey. 10th January, 1999. 
The long curving arete left of Lords Gull y and joining 1978 Face Route near its top. 
Climbed in poor conditi onG of heavy Gno· .... , the route deGcribed could beco me a 
grade eaGier with ice on the lower pitches. /\ more logical but ICGG direct Gtart would 
be the short gull y on the left leading to the right of the tri angular Gnowfield ; with 
a better build-up, thi s would make the route IV ,4. Start at the right side of the lowest 
rocks, and be low a large right-fac ing corner-ramp whi ch leads into Lords Gull y. Go 
up to icy ground and climb to a ledge below a steep wall (40m). Traverse left for 
ISm, thun climb up and left on small tu ftG and compact rocle into a GCOOp below a 
left fac ing groove (seri ous). Gain a ledge on the left and climb up , then baclc right 
tva leJ ge Jil ec Ll y abuve llie glvuve (4'> 111 ). Gu L1tJ L1le slee tJ wall above, llielllllvve 
left to gain the continuation groove. Climb thi G (technical cru ll) , then up to the ri ght 
cnd of the triangular snowfi eld (iJOm). Two pitcheG of eaGier turfy climbing lead up 
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und right to the Gnaw arcte. From itG top, a 10m lraverce left on to 1978 Faoe Route 
wue made to join and fini eh up thi e route. (It lookc poccible, and eacier, to climb 
direct fro m the eturt of the truverce to join 1978 Face Route higher up. 

The con'ie face of Sgurr Fiona giveG somo long ice climbc in good conditi onc. Tho 
fuce ic croceed by two bi g romp cyeteme whi ch ri ce to the right. The highor and 
larger ramp etartG noar the bace of Lord ' G Gully with the moct obvioUG and regularly 
forming icefall above this ramp and ri ght of centre (Fiona Verti cale- SMCl 1995). 
The di stincti ve features of the ice lines lie above thi s ramp although they have lower 
continuations to the base of the face. 

Fiji 's Chimney - 350m V.6. D. McGimpsey, A . Nisbet. 23 rd February, 1999. 
The leftm oct of the ice linoc on the faco , foll owing a chimney which leadc into a loft 
clanting cnow ramp which fini chec halfway up the crect leading fro m Lord 
Rf' rkl f'y's Spat up to Se llrr Fion<'l Somf' erf'M movps; pity the hest secti on is short 
Start just right of Lord ' s Gull y and climb low-angled iee to the upper ramp and the 
base of the icy chimney. A steep back and foot pitch (30m) and a pitch with three 
awkward bulges, the last being climbed by mi xed moves on the right (30m) leads 
to the easier upper section. 

Lady il1 Waiting - 350m IV,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Ni sbet. 23rd February, 1999. 
Climbc ice which form c in a ri ght fac ing corner above the upper ramp. The lower 
continuati on hac onc cteep cecti on. The corner hac a conciderabl e bulge low down 
wlii<:lt was trave rsed [Will tlie recess u" (lie Id( (g,-,'x l runnels) t'J less s teep ice Oil 

it right. Continuous ice I ads to a fina l kink ri ght on th inner ice wh ich ga ins easier 
upper slopes and a fi ni sh close to or just right of Sgurr Fiona. 

Fiol1Q Diretissima - 400m VI ,6. B. Davison, D. McGimpsey. 7th March, 1999. 
In good conditi ons a steep icefall forms over the wall below the upper ramp and 
icefall of Fiona VerticaJe. This route lin ks this icefall with the Fiona Verticale one 
above to provide a long natural but eccapable line to fini Gh right of the Gummit of 
Sgurr Fiona. Start directly below the lower icefall. Climb easy iced slabs and snow 
for t' .... o pitcheG to reach the ice (the lower free Gtanding column waG very fragil e and 
avoideJ by steep SIl OW on the fi ght). Delay ill ,111 eA(.t:llenl i(.e (.ave behillJ the ~ larl 
of rh. i •• : pmprr A w.ry str.f.p stat111p an icir lf" led to eils ifT climbing lip and ri ght 
acrOGG the icef::tll to finiGh up a Gteepening icy corner. Eacy ground foll oWG to a chart 
wall 50m below Fiona Verticale. Thi s was climbed by a wide 10m pillar (avoid
able). Climb the main icefall direct to its top. To fi nish, a steep narrow icy chimney 
directly above the icefallled to mixed ground and the top (Fiona Verticale fi ni shes 
fa rther left?). 

Lost Gully - 200m IV,4. D. McGimpsey, A. isbet. 19th January, 1999. 
Below the lower ramp which crosses Sgurr Fiona is a steep wall which bounds the 
cliffs on the right. This gully, well hidden from most angles, cuts through the ramp. 
Climb the gull y, steep and poorly protected for 20m but graded fo r good ice, to 
roach the ramp. Foll ow the ramp ri ghtward:; on len:; :;teep ice to a short crest 'whi ch 
leads to the slopes of Sgurr Fiona. 

The Spectre - 160m n. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 19th January, 1999. 
Start further up the steep wall from Lost Gully, immediately left of a big arete at 
itG top right corner. Climb a big ramp through the Gteep '.vaJ] , then trend rightward:; 
on mi xed ground to fini sh up the sharp arete. 
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NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 
NORTH AND EAST (VOLUME TWO) 

THE CROMARTY FIRTH, North Sutor Cliffs (Sheet 21, MR 813 686): 

105 

De~pite thi ~ being one of the driect aroaG of Scotland, the rocle cannot be dc~eribed 
as an adequate lure. It is a smooth and brittle unidentified metamorphic rock with 
the worst prope rties of both granite and sandstone. Varying from brick red to 
ye ll ow, it is an artist's drea m, butclimbingwise, only some of it is solid and reliance 
on any single hold is risky . Protection is on ly as good as the rock though it can look 
quite convincing at times. High-angled grass above the crags encouraged the 
pioneers to carry a short ice axe, which proved useful. 
Approach from Nigg Ferry and take the fa rm road east to a layby before the hill. 
The beach, then a rocky scramble (at high tide) leads to grassy cliffs. The route 
below takes a line up the next section of more continuous crag, marked by a bright, 
yellow arete and a right-facing chimney above a shallow cave. Thi s cave bottoms 
a cleaner overhanging section of cliff that looks clean but did not entice. 
Shake, Rattle and Roll -60m HVS 4bandGrade 11. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Weld. 19th 
August, 1998. 
The cave prov ide~ two options to gain the right facing chimney above, either 
straight up below itor harder, better and solid, climb the undercut left-slanting ramp 
that leads into it. C limb the chimney to a sha ll ow cave and assortment of belays 
(20m 1b). Now tmvorGe loft acro GG the bright yellow arcte and into another shallow 
scoop. The rock above is quite steep and very loose, crux, and leads on to the grass 
field wh ich was front· pointed up to an eaGing (belay on a broom bru~h and axe pick) 
-40m 4a. 

STRA THCONON, Slab Crag (MR 358 362): 
The crag is south-facing and of granul itic sch ist. The climbs are IOm long, by A. 
Mullin in June, 1998, involve friction and are quite bold, with small wires useful. 
Approach: As for Hidden Crag but continue through the woods. Once out of the 
woods, turn left and follow the heathery hill side for I + km. Allow one hour. The 
climbs are described right to left. The main feature is a corner- line. 

Slab Crack - VS Sa. 
Start at the obvious crackline 2m from the right end of the slab. Climb the crack 
leftwards, step into the obvious niche and follow the crack above to the top. 

Slab Corner - VS 4c. 
Climb the obvious corner, using the arete at interval s. 

Howling Arete - Severe. 
The arete forming the left side of Slab Corner. Big holds but no protection. 

Polythene Pam - HVS 5b. 
Start 5m left of the arete at the foot of a small overlap. Take the prominent right
slanting crackline. 

Dandgee Crack - Severe. 
The right-slanting crack left of Po lythene Pam. Easier than it looks. 
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CREAG GHLAS, East Buttress: 
Charge of the White Brigade - 16S m IV,6. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Biggar. 28th 
February, 1999. 
Poss ibly the route most often in condition on the crag. It takes the right- hand face 
of the East l3uttress, fo llowing a line up the Gteepest part just to the right of a shallow 
chi mney/gull y. Approach by the easy gully that lies below thi s section of face and 
~ tart at an casing right of a crag containing a broken chimney, appro,,,. hal f way 
along the face. C limb up to slabs and be lay to the right (SOm ). Continue up the slabs 
which are more difficult than they look and aim fo r a corner to the right of the 
chi mney/gully. C limb a thin subsidi ary corner wh ich contai ns a couple of small 
trees (60m). Escape up to the right via the short but hard crux wall. Continue stra ight 
up and ex it over another corner to some flakes on the right below a wall (30m). 
Climb the fl akes and fini sh above (2S m). 

West Face: 
The slab to the left of Victory Crack has three good lines. Left to right these are : 
Super DiSCOUIl { - 16m E3 6a. D. McGimpsey , R. McA lli ster, A. Fraser. 19th 
September. 1998. 
The twi n crack line o n the left. The left-hand and lower crack is climbed to an 
awkward tran ~ fe r to the upper right hand eraclc Climb thi s with interest to crux 
moves near the top. 

l ulian 's Line (unnamed) - 20m E3 6a. 1. Lines, R. McA ll ister, D. McG impsey. 
September, 1998 . 
C limbs the slab and hanging crack to the right (4m left of Tales of the Old Days). 
C limb the bold slab to ga in the crack (assortment of dubi ous gear). C li mb the crack, 
mainly on its right s ide. 

Tales of the Old Days - 30m ES 6b. R. McAlli ster, D. McGimpsey, M. Harri son. 
September, 1998. 
Start to the right of a s labby recess left of Victory Crack. Climb the th in s lab to gain 
the ri ght edge of a crescent shaped craclc and fo llow thi s to a good pocket at half 
height (first good gear). Continue up and right to an awkward mantelshelf move. 
A long stretch (6a) or dy no (6b) ga ins the top break (poor cams). Fo llow thi s 
leftwards to a short f ini shing crack. Very bold on the lower half. 

Chameleon - 60m E2 Sc** 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 3 1 st August, 1998 . 
Left of the heather corner that lieG left of the Salamander slab is another steep sbb 
with a shall ow right trend ing curved overlap. The route takes Ghall ow cracks 
running straight through thi s feature . There is an optional first pitch (which was 
so loed) that avoids heather. 
I . ISm 1c. Sturt below the overl apped slab to the right and c lim b two s hort GlabG 
to move left to a short crack below the overlap. 
2. 1Sm Sc. C limb boldly up to and through the overlap (small Friends) with more 
unprotected and delicate climbing to the base of the thin craclc. Climb thiG (crux) 
whi ch is well protected by ' .... ireG to a wobbly fl ake and Gmall ledge. Move up 
rightwards through an overlap and make a de licate step up ri ght to the edge which 
is fo llowed more easily to the heather ledge. An excelle nt sustained pitch. 
Either scramble off leftwards along the exposed ledge or continue in another two 
pitches as fo r Spo ils of W ar. 
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Salamander Pitch 4 Variation (Legoland) - 20m E3 5c. D. McGimpsey, R. 
McA II ister. August, 1998. 
In ~ te3d oftr:1Ve r~ ing the ~ l3b into the le ft fac ing corner, continue up the blind cr3ck 
directl y above the belay . Poorly protected and tenuous. 

The Victory Crack Crag: 
Peak Freans ' TrOlskyite Selection - 20m HVS 5b. R. McAlli ster. 24th August, 
1998 . 
The narrow clean slab immedi ate ly be low and right o f Victo ry Crack. 

Note: Victory Crack worth ***. Spoils of War Grade E2 5b. 

The Lower Tier: 
To the left and below the main crag and beneath the Victory Crnck wall i ~ a 
subsidiary slabby wall seamed by cracks and with a square recess near its right
hand e nd (described in SMCJ 1995). Whil e short, the rock and climbing is good and 
the routes are a stocking fill er to bi gger things. Routes described left to right. Le ft 
of centre are three parallel cracks, the leftm ost of which is Centipede Crack. 

Spider in a Dark Dark Room - 20m El 5b. A. Fraser, R. McAlliste r, D. 
McGimpsey. 20th September, 1998. 
The thin central crack, sheer fun . 

Anonymous Chimney - 20m VS 4c. D. McGimpsey, A. Frase r, R. McA lli ster. 20th 
September, 1998. 
The wider right-hand crac k, a bit awkward and dirty in places. 

Glazed and Confused - 20m E l 5b. A. Fraser, R . McA lli ster, D. McGimpsey . 20th 
September, 1998. 
The wall to the ri ght of Anonymous Chimney, being the wide central wall o f the 
crag, climbed in the middle. Move eas il y up the lower part of the wa ll and over the 
central bulge to reach a hairline crack through the upper wall. Fine moves up thi s 
lead to a nubbin , good ledge and the top . 

Moon Safari - 25 m E3 5c. R. McA lli ster, D. McGimpsey, A. Fraser. 20th 
September, 1998. 
An excelle nt route up the larges t buttress, at the right end of the crag. The 
improbable lower section is c limbed left of centre, ho lds appearing when leas t 
expected. Move sli ghtly rig htwards to the upper secti on. Thi s is climbed ri ght of 
centre , mov ing across left a t the top and gives technical and intricate climbing . 

Ra-Ra Rabbit - I Om VS Sa. R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey (solo). 20th Septe mber, 
1998 . 
The small buttress to the right o f Moon Safari , with a ledge at two thirds he ight. 
Good moves but unprotected. 

Explosive Joseph - 10m E l 5b. R. McA lliste r. 20th September, 1998. 
The Gmall rightmoGt buttreGG on the crag, to the right of an obviou3 bl ack · .... oter 
streak. 
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SGURR NA MUICE, North-East Face: 
The Boar- ISSm VI,6 ** . J. R. Mackenzie, D. Broadhead (alt. ). 10th January, 1999. 
Though rarely in condition , this chal lenging line is worth waiting for. Take the 
right-hand approach gu ll y to the iced slab. Climb the s lab to the base of the big 
central groove to the left of The Wolf. 
I. SOm. Climb the groove which is steep, sustained and has overlaps. A thin ice 
runnel i ~ e~~cntial as there is no turf apart from a contral bo~~ . Exit ctoeply to ice, 
thcn Gnow, and follow to bclow a prominent narrow ice runnel that formG on the 
right wall of a shall ow groove; this is the natural continuation of the groove below. 
2.2.3111. ClillJi) lhe lJulgillg ice which call be lathel thill ill place~ , tu a ~teelo' exit Ulo' 
right which leads to a secure recess. 
3. 30m . Move up left over a turfy bul ge and then over 5nowy or iced clabc to a '.vide 
groove on the left. 
1. SOm. Move into the wider groovo and c limb thi ~ over pleacant cteepeningG to 
easy ground a short distance below the summit cairn. 

SGURR NA FEARSTAIG, East Face: 
Sllowdrop - ISSm IV ,4. C. Grindrod, 1. R. Mackenzie. 9th March, 1999. 
Between Red Campi on and the corner of Sorcerer's }\pprentice is a steep area of 
crag that has two shallow gu llies with a thin streak between them high up. This 
climb takes the main right hand gully , much of which is hidden from bel ow. Start 
below these features and climb steepening ~now and ico to a point where it is 
possible to movo right over a rib to join tho rightmostgully. Climb thi G, moving left 
to a prominent saddle belay (60m) . Continue towards the thin streak, thon enter the 
hidden gully to the right via a good ice pitch. Go up the gully (4Sm). C limb a thin 
mi lled groove to the right which ends below the girdling cnow band . C limb ~teep 
snow to a potentially problematical cornice. 

SGURR NA LAPAICH (AFFRIC): 
Birthday Blast - 140mlII. C. lones, A. MacDonald. 19th February , 1999. 
From r o('h I .apilich (MR 1')7 ?4n). wa lk lip to thf' ~hif' lrl ofro('k gll il rriine the lower 
part of the left side of the corrie. 
I. 30m . Follow the central groove in the middle of the wall (s light ly contrived - a 
snow gull y left of the rock wall could be c limbed) . 
2. 60m. Go up easier broken ground to the foot of the upper face . 
3. SOm. Take a rising traverse left into a gully and follow the left branch into a wide 
and well protected ex it chimney . The right fork is an a lternative fini sh. 

AM FAOCHAGACH, Creag Clachach: 
N. Kempe notes that he climbed the frozen stream at MR 328 813 in 1996 at Grade 
IIIIII. 

FANNICHS, Sgurr nan Clach Geala: 
Rungnlnw RUllrf'.u (Nn I Ruttress) - lOOm ITJ,4 A. Nishf't . nth i1f'(,f'm hf'r , 199R. 
Start from a small bay roughly central on the front face of the buttress. C limb a left 
s lanting turfy line of weakness (parallel to }\Ipha Gully) , steeper than it looks, to 
fini sh left of the summit of the buttrecc. The wmmit, which ic cloce to the top of 
Alpha Gully , is easily gained . 
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Canary Wharf- 140m V,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet; A. C larke, R. McAlli ster 
(vari ation). 18th November, 1998. 
Climbs the right-hand face (front face) of Sellers Buttress, with two variations. 
Start below the left end of the face and slant easi ly up right to below a turfy line. 
Climb the turfy line until about 10m below the shou lder. Go diagonally right to a 
projecting block and swing rou nd it to a traverse ledge which soon leads to the 
central corner in the upper part of the face. Climb the corner and the wall on its left 
to easier ground leading to the top of the buttress. 
Variation: Stand on the projecting block in order to step left into the left-hand 
corner. C limb this and the arete above to the top of the buttress. 

Sellers Tower - 160m V,6. R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 22 nd 
December, 1998. 
The right side of the front face of Sellers Buttress g ives a fine improbable route, 
genera lly we ll protected. Start as for Canary Wharf but continue trending right , 
then curving upwards to a belay under steep ground and almost overl ooki ng the 
start of Epsilon Gully (80m) . Move left on to the arete of a right-facing corner and 
pull up to promi nent turf. Traverse left a long a narrow turfledge past another corner 
and go up to a pedestal below the main roof system (20m). Pull through the roof 
(small at this point) and move left into the base of a left-facing corner, half of a pair 
of big corners about Sm apart and facing each other, the best indicator of the line 
from below. Climb this right corner, then a crack between the corners and finish up 
the left corner to reach easier ground. Move right and go up to a ledge below the 
top of the buttress (SOm). Reach the easy final crest. ( I Om). 

BEINN DEARG, Gleann na Sguaib: 
Beano Buttress - I SOm III,4. I. Rea, A. Cunningham, A. George. February, J 995. 
At the start of WhatawaytospendEaster there is a narrow snow gull y on the right. 
Climb the crest of the buttress between the two gu llies. (Missing out the crux start 
to Beano Buttress by climbing Just Dandy for a pitch and cutting back left across 
turfy ledges onto the crest, reduces the grade to II/lIl- A. Cunningham, B. Gordon 
on 11th January , 1999.) 

Just Dandy - 180m H. A. Cunningham, F. Curtler. February, J 998. 
Climb a narrow snow gull y on the right of the start of WhatawaytospendEaster for 
70m and take an icy ramp and awkward step on the left wall on to easier ground. 
Follow round below Beano Buttress to the top. 

Garvachy Road - 180m n. A. Cunni ngham, J. MacRea. 20th February , 1999. 
Left of What away to spend Easter, climb into a snowy depression lead ing into an icy 
steepening below bulging rock . Move up to an overhang and turn it on the left 
leading to easier snow slopes to finish. 

Side winder - 230m V,S*' G. Robertson , P. Robertson. 22nd February, 1999. 
A good icy line in the crest right of Fenian Gully. Start just left of the lowest rocks. 
I . 40m. Move right on to the crest, then trend left past an awkward crack and up 
steepening turfy grooves to a perch overlooking the gu lly. 
2 . 30m. Go horizonta ll y left to gain and cl imb a little hanging groove, then move 
up and make an exposed traverse back right to regain the crest. 
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3. SOm. Climb the iced corner on the right to gain a large snowfield, then move 
easi ly left to a groove in the crest. 
4. 40m. Climb the icy groove in a fine position to a good ledge. 
5. 80m . Pull strenuously out right and continue more easi ly to the top. 

The West Buttress: 
Note: P. Robertson climbed the prominent icefall direct start to Gastronomes Gully 
at IV,4 in December, 1998 and the small buttress right of Inverlael Gully via an icy 
groove (lnverlael Buttress, Grade Il , 2 1st February, 1999). 

Coire Ghranda: 
Cold War - 14Sm VI ,6* . T. Rankin, P. Robertson . 6th March , 1999. 
A fine and varied route between Ice Bomb and Body Freeze. Protection is sparse. 
Start at a prominent right-trending groove midway between the previous two 
routes. 
I. 40m. Climb the groove for 2Sm to a bulging wall. Traverse steeply up and left 
across this , then left again into a V-chimney, on top of which sits a fine spike belay. 
2. 4Sm. Go directly up turfy wall s before moving left to gain and follow an icy fault 
to a good ledge. 
3. 30m. On the right is a thinly iced groove. Follow thi s to an overhang, then traverse 
a large flake rightwards to easier ground. Continue up and right to below a short 
groove. 
4. 30m. Cl imb the groove, then take the easiest line through bulging ice walls to the 
top. 

BEINN GOBHLACH, North Face: 
No Option - 2S0m n. A. Cunningham, F. Curtler. I st March, 1999. 
Approaching from the west and about halfway along is a widening gully breaching 
the buttress. Climb into the narrows over a few icy steps and take the main left fork 
leading easily to the top. 

ULLAPOOL, Creag nam Broc: 
Jug 0 ' Doon - ISm E2 Sb** . G. Robertson , T. Rankin. 4th May, 1998. 
The obvious hanging groove between Primitive Dance and One Arm Bandit. Start 
by a small birch tree and take the left side of an arete before stepping blindly round 
to gain the groove. Finish up One Arm Bandit (which would appear to be a sandbag 
at HVS?). 

Head to Head, Direct - E2 Sc**. T. Rankin, G. Robertson. 4th May, 1998. 
The fault followed throughout. 

SEANA BHRAIGH, Luchd Coire, Central Massif: 
To the right of The Posts and Press-on Gully, the Central Massif is broken and easy
angled with no large areas of exposed rock. Moving farther right the Massif 
steepens and develops into two distinct tiers with a big raking terrace at about two
thirds height. Below the terrace there are three obvious left-facing corners, the 
rightmost being the steepest and narrowest. These corners are set on a series of slabs 
which form the largest continuous area of exposed rock on the massif. Icefalls form 
down each corner. To the right of the corners a blunt turfy ridge rises to meet a broad 
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depression whic h deve lops in to a shallow gull y above the te rrace. This is presum
ab ly the line of F lowerpot Buttress. 
Saxifrage - 2 1 Om IV ,4. M. Bass, J. Clamp, S. Yearsley. 18th April, 1998. 
Thi s route ta kes the rightmost of the three icy corners described above. Scramble 
up easy ground to be lay below the bottom right of the corner. 
I. tl5 m. C limb left to ente r the bottom of the corner. Continue upwardG on 
im prov ing ice over a steep bulge. 
2. 30m. Clim b up the corner for ISm, steep ly at fi rst. T raverse leftwards for 3m to 
e nter the central icefall. C limb thi s for a short di stance, then up eas il y to the mixed 
rib on the right. 
3. SOm. Clim b eas ily up the buttress to ga in the te rrace. With better ice conditi ons 
it may be possible to continue up and left on the icefall to the terrace. 
4 . 45 m. From the terraceclimb the buttress to the left of the broad shall ow gully (thi s 
gull y is probabl y the upper half of Flowerpot Buttress). Enj oyabl e with short steep 
wall s. 
5. 40m. Finish up the short blocky cres t to easy ground and the pl ateau. 

RHUE SEA CLIFFS, The First Prow: 
The Freaks Come Out- 12m E2 5b*. L. Hug hes . 23rd May, 1998. 
The wall between Food fo r Thought and The Bee's Knees. Move out left onto the 
wall f ro m a dark overhanging corner and up into a crackline. The crack peters out 
at half height and climb d irectly up the steep headwa ll to fini sh. 

ARDMAIR, Evening Wall (see SMC] 1995): 
Tick Collector - 20m E3 6a** G. Latter (on-sight). I sI Jul y. 1998. 
We ll protected c limbi ng upthe stepped grooves on the overhanging wall at the right 
end of the crag. Climb up to the main groove and pull round awkwardly (crux) to 
a good ledge. Hand traverse thi s ri ght to a jug, then pull over to a short hand crack 
in the fin al s lab. 

CAMUS MOR SEA CLIFFS: 
Bounty Hunter-70m HVS*. J. R. Mackenzie, R. B rown. 24th September, 1998. 
To the right of F reebooter's lower pi tch is a roo fed concave red wall of unsound 
rock that e nds at an overhang ing fl ake crack near the gull y at the start of Keelhaul. 
I . 20m Sa. Gain the fl ake crack via a ramp and GtrenuouGly up thi G on good ho l d~ 

to a tri cky landing on a terrace. 
2 . 20m. Clim b one of several lines to a terrace and cross thi s to below a short steep 
wall. 
3. I Om 4a. C li mb to a she lf on the left of a crack and continue up the wall to below 
the fin al steep wall. 
4. 20m 4c. Near the right end of thi s wall and left of the overhung scooped slab are 
some flanges. C limb these and con tinue up right of a crack on excell ent rock 
d irectl y to the top. A superb pi tch, much easier than it looks. 

Broadside - 50m HVS*. 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 24th September, 1998. 
Thi ~ entertaining and quite Ge ri ou G route takes the vertical left wall of the gull y . 
Scramble up the short chimney to the ri ght of Keelhaul ' s start to a thorn bush below 
the entrance to the gull y. 
I . 20m Sa. C limb the wall by big hold s to a hori zontal crack, then traverse le ft to 
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an overhung niche containing a huge block. Pull over the block and roof via a superb 
bollard, then traverse the jam crack leftwards to a nose; pull up this and continue 
up a slab to below the honeycombed corner and overhang. 
2. 30m 5b. Move up the wall and make a tricky right traverse to an exposed nose, 
round this and move right to below a short niche. Climb into this (wobbly) and 
continue up slabs and bulges to exit up a loose funne l. Some li chen and loose rock 
high on this pitch which wi ll soon clean with use. 

Aspen Bay Crag (MR NC 079026): 
/ 1. steep weGt ·facing · .... all in a fine littl e sheltered bay, directly below the coa~tal 
footpath from Cu lnacraig to Blughasary. The main wall is above a grass platform 
about ISm above the beach, running down rightwards to a more broken area of rock 
rising directly above the beach. 
Approach: Park at the end of the single track road at Culnacraig. Walk down the 
road on the right, which leads past a couple of cottages, then continues parallel to 
the eoaGt, to the crag which lies a couple of hundred metros west of Geodha Mor 
- 45 minutes. 
Descent: Down the open gully leading to the base. 
Aspen - 20m E2 5c** . G. Latter. 29th September, 1998. 
In the centre of the main wall are twin cracks up the initial wall. C limb these to some 
pocketed rock beneath a roof. Step right into The Fluttering, then move back left 
and follow the s lightly left s lanting craole past some small pockotG. FiniGh quite 
boldly past a thin crack. 

The Flullering - 20m E2 6a*. G. Latter. 29th September, 1998. 
The prominentcrackline5m left of the unappealing ch imney on the right sideofthe 
wall. Step up right into the initial wide crack, and follow thi G ~lI1d a direct line above, 
with a short difficult section pasta thin finger crack. Finish directly in the same line. 
Slow to dry. 

AnTler - 20m HYS Sa. G. Latter, C. Prowse (on sight). 29th September, 1998. 
Start down on the beach, at a steep undercut groove 3m right of the arete. C limb 
crumbly pocketod rocle, then move up right and follow the groove . Pull out right 
ut the top into a recess, then pull over Gomo blockG to gain the top. 

STAC POLLAIDH, West Buttress (No.I): 
Jack the Ripper, The Freel West Finish - 30m E3 6a. G. RobertGOn, T. Ranbn. 
August, 1998. 
Climbs the obvious crack system in the head wall to the left of the grooves, taking 
the hand crack obvious from below the route. A fine pitch. 

No. 2 Buttress: 
Car on a Hot Tin Roof - 60m E3 . A. Crofton , G. Robertson. August, 1998. 
I. 10m 5c. Climb the thin cracks left ofYlad the lmpalor's first pitch until they join 
that route after ISm, then continue up Ylad to the platform. 
2. 20m 5c. Left ofYlad's second pitch is a prominent hanging finger crack. C limb 
this to a step left at the obvious footho ld. Move up using the left arete before 
stepping back right und pulling through the bulge (crux) to tho caGier crack above. 
Sustained and well protected. 
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No.3 Buttress: 
Consider the Lillies - 25m E2 5c*. G. Latter, A. Siddons. 15th October, 1998. 
The crack and corner on the slender fin about 40m right of the base of Summer Isles 
Arete. Gain the leftmost o f the twin crack-lines from ledges o n the left. Foll ow it, 
stepping right into the more prominent crack which leads to a ledge. Fini sh up a 
short fi erce layback crack in the corner round on the rig ht. 

CULBEAG: 
Time in the Fall- 105m HVS. G . Robertson. 29th Septe mber, 1998. 
Lies well to the right (south) of the V-shaped gully, just before the cli ffs break up . 
From the south the line is obvious as a c lean nose forming the right side of a fl at
topped tower. Start at the lowest point of the nose. 
I. 30m . C limb direct to where the nose steepens abruptly at a projecting block. 
2. 30m Sa. C limb up cracks just le ft of the nose, steepl y at firs t, to reach some bi g 
fl akes which lead to a fine broad perch on the crest. 
3. 20m5a. C limb a vertica l cracked wall , then an eas ier g roove, and continue to the 
summit of the tower. 
4. 25 m 4c. Traverse hori zontally ri ght fo r about Srn , then c limb de licate cracks up 
the right side of the slab in a fine position . 

The Red Wall: 
Pebbledash - 20m E3 5c** . G . Latter, C. Murray. I st Jul y, 1998. 
Bo ld c limbing up the centre o f the slab. Start just le ft of the wide crack at the base. 
C limb the wall just le ft of the crack to the ledge, then move ri g ht and pl ace fri ends 
in a good horizontal. Climb the wall above the left end o f the ledge by good edges 
to a good break on the slab (RPs in horizontal slots on le ft ). Continue more eas il y 
directly up the easy-ang led slab above. 

REIFF: Pinnacle Area: 
Immaculate Walk - ISm E3 5c**. A. Cunningham, L. Hughes. 26th March, 1999 . 
A link pitch. Climb the crux of Immaculate Decepti on and ha nd traverse ri ght on 
the lower ho ri zontal break to fini sh up the final crack of A Walk Across The 
Roof tops. 

Worm On Viagra - I Om E4 5c***. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 26th March, 1999. 
Climb Channering Worm to the break, move left and fin ish steeply via the thin right 
d iagonal crack. 

A Song In The Air - 10m E l 5b*. A. Cunningham, L. Hughes, P. Ho lmes . 26th 
March, 1999. 
An e liminate but good c limbing nonethe less. Start up the direct start to Hy Bras il 
and c limb straight up the wall between it and Westering Home, touching ne ither o f 
course' 

NOTE: Rei ffCase (SMCJ 1998 , p62 1) has been cli mbed before by . Morri son and 
not recorded because it was soloed as a boulder problem. Considered about 6aJb. 

Brace Yoursel ' Becf..,), - 8m E2 6a*. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 26th March, 1999 . 
Very steep c limbing up the middle o f the leaning headwa ll to the left of Diagonal 
Crack. Climb via two short breaks and a long reach. 
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Rave On - 8m V. Diff. P. Ho lmes. 26th March, 1999. 
Round left of Chimney Corner on the front face, c limb a short steep right-diagonal 
crack. 

John Dunne - 8m Moderate. P. Holmes. 26th March, 1999. 

Paddy 0 ' Leary- IOm V. Diff. P. Holmes . 2 1st March, 1999. 
Start left of John Dunne and c limb the labby front face to a large ledge. Finish up 
a short steep corner. 

Old Rockers Never Die - IOm HVS Sb*. A. Cunningham, P. Holmes. 2 1 st March. 
1999. 
Start just rightofRockette ' s C limb (on the steep wall round left of Paddy 0 ' Leary) 
and lurch up the wa ll to the large ledge. Climb the steep crack in the edge above. 

OTE: Rockette ' s Climb was thought to be worth HVS Sa. 

Black Rocks: 
Legover - 20m E2 5b* R. Baines, G. McS hane. June 1998. 
Start up Au ld Nick and at about 4m break out onto the leaning pillar o n the left. 
C limb a crack to the bi g break (rest) and launch up the fin al headwall direct. 

Minch Walls: 
The first climb is on the broken black rock just past the bouldering wall at the right 
end of Minch Walls: 
Livi 's - IOm Diff. L. Kerr and partner. 12th August, 1998. 
The straight in crack starting from the base of a left-trending ramp. 

Lynx - 8m HVS Sa. A. Cunningham, R. Bai nes, P. Peacock, J. Cunningham. 1st 
Apri I, 1998. 
Climb the crack in the an!te right of Scavenger. 

III Yer Face - IOm El Sb*. A. Cunningham, R. Baines. 1st April, 1998. 
The slab between Judicial Hangingand Dunskiing. With a high runner in Dunskiing, 
make an awkward step right onto the black slab and up to a horizontal break. Eas ier 
to finish . 

The Al1leater - ISm E l Sc/6a** L. Hughes, F. Fotheringham. May, 1998. 
After the cru x starting moves of Green Ants. move up to and part way rightwards 
along the next break. Climb a short crack to the next break and swing right onto the 
are te (Sb). Go up the right side of this to finish. 

Stone Pig Cliffs: 
Pigs Don 't Fly - 12m E I/2 Sc. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 5th May, 1998. 
Climb the steep narrow barre l-shaped buttress to the right of Swine Dyke via 
horizonta l breaks. Finish to the right. 

The fo llowing routes are on the leaning south-facing wall of the huge tidal bay. 
Access to the base of the wall may be made at low tide from either side. At o ther 
states of tide - abse il in . Left to right: 
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Miss Moneypenny - ISm ES 6a*** L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 14th June, 1998. 
A central line up the wall . Climb the initi al wall to the right of a deep off-width to 
a break. Pull over a roof mov ing left and back right into the line. Climb a very steep 
crack line to the top. 

If You See Koy - 20m E3 Sc** A. Cunni ngham, L. Hughes. 14th June, 1998. 
Start contrally and climb tho initial wall to a larf,;o lodf,;o. Pull throu f,; h tho middle 
of the roof via twin ri f,; ht di af,;onal crackc and move ri f,; ht into a ri f,; ht curvinf,; line . 
Go steeply up thi s to fini sh. 

Manllmission - ISm E4 6a/b*** L. Hughes, A. Cunningham.1 8th June, 1998. 
Takes a direct line to the right of If You See Kay. Start up a right-diagonal crack 
above a small pool to the large ledge. Climb the roof above at the widest point and 
up into the crack line and shall ow right-fac ing corner to fi ni sh. 

Son ique - ISm E4 Sc** *. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 5th May, 1998. 
Near the right side of the wall and before the jaws of the deep slot is a vague 
crackline with twin cracks at one third height. Climb to the le ft of the cracks via 
hori zontal breaks to a small overlap. Move right into the line at a small niche and 
fi nish by long reaches on fl at holds. 

Mechanics Geo - Blairbuie: 
This is a steep narrow SW-facing geo directly under the road at the Blairbuie 
j uncti on the top of whi ch is visihl e from the ro~d hefme the j lln rr ion . Access is hest 
from the north (Reiff end). Left to right: 
TIle fil ~ lt wu rULlle~ li t: aL LIl t: shUl Ler li:fL-humJ !;, IIU l() L11 !;, k ft u f all obviuw> bl ukell 
groove. There are two main short steep cracks : 
Exhaust Pipe - I Om E J Sc*. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 18th June, 1998. 
Climb direct up the rock between the two cracks including the top bulge. 

Shifting Spanner - 10m HVS Sa*' A. Cunningham, L. Hughes. 18th June, 1998. 
Climb the right-hand crackline j ust to the ri ght of Ex haust Pipe. 

Rear Differel11ial - ISm E2 Sc*' A. Cunn ingham, L. Hughes. 18th June, 1998. 
Start off the first huge block encountered on the traverse under the main part of the 
crag. Clim b a steep crack to a hori zontal break and make some awkward moves 
leftwards into the right-fac ing corner. Finish up th is. 

Rubha Coigeach: 
Milk Tray - ISm HVS Sa. G. Latter, C. Prowse. 30th September, 1998. 
Good climbing up the left side of the black wall taken by Black Mag ic, with the crux 
the first 4m to gain a good hori zontal break. 

Slab Inlet, North Side: 
Penguin - 12m VS Sa. G. Latter (solo) . 30th September, 1998. 
The stepped groove round the arete right of The Ali -S huffle, with the crux pulling 
through an often wet roof near the top. 

P%r Bear - 22m HVS Sa** . G. Latter, C. Prowse. 30th September, 1998. 
A fine line taking the prominent di agonal crack line up the wall right of The Ali
Shuffle. Start ut the ri ght end of the lodge ut the baGo of The i\li Shuffl e. Fo llow tho 
diaf,;onal cruck line (the lowor of two) to itG cnd , then step left and climb the wall 
above. 
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Stone Pig Cliff: 
Save ma Bacon - 12m E2 Sb. T. Rankin, G. Robert on. 29th August, 1998. 
Climbs the steep cracked wall right of Swine Dyke to finish up the short corner 
above. Good climbing but escapable out right on the strenuous lower wall. Possibly 
c limbed before. 

QUINAG, Bucket Buttress: 
Note: A route recorded as Brendan Voyage (4Sm V,6. F. Bennet, B. Reid. 28th 
February, 1998) turns out to be a variation on Kane Mutiny, c limbing a corner and 
capping roof left of Kane 's ' right-facing corner' as the only difference. 

Fell/or Loma - 40m V,6. M. Cooper, F. Bennet. 13th March, 1998. 
The thin groove line immediately left of Bounty Hunter via a hanging corner at half 
height. 

Barrel Buttress: 
Direct RouTe - 60m VI,8. R. G. Webb, . Wilson . December, 1998. 
Climb the main corner direct throughout. 

THE POINT OF STOER: 
Playaway - 60m E2*' P. Donnithorne, E. Alsford (alt.). 20th June, 1998. 
The overhanging wall between the two obvious corners seen from the Old Man. 
Start as for the left-hand corner (the right corner is Great Corner, VS ?). 
I. 1 Sm Sb. A leaning corner leads up and left to a ledge. 
2. 20m Sb. Go up the wall, then left to a small corner. Go up to a roof, then traverse 
left to a ledge. 
3. 2Sm Sb. Step left, then go up to a short crack and finish lip leftwards. 

Breakaway - 60m E3. E. Alsford, P. Donnithorne. 21 st June, 1998. 
The route is in a slabby cove 30m south of the Old Man. Abseil to ledges just above 
the sea. 
I . 30m Sb. Take the most obvious leftward-diagonal crack to a ledge, then traverse 
ri ght and up a short groove to more ledges. 
2. 30m Sb. The shattered groove above leads 'with interest ' to the final short crack. 
Some poor rock. 

CREAG AN FHITHICH (near Kinlochberviej SMC] 1997, p 331): 
Ruby Wall- 40m E3 Sc/6a***. M. Charlton, A. Cater. May 1997. 
Climb the wavy wall left of centre using a vert ical line of pockets to a ledge. Go up 
and rightwards to an overhung slab. Break through the roof at its highest point, 
move up and pull left to a good side pull on the ledge. Move right and up into an 
overhung niche. Traverse left via a good crack around the top of a block in a 
spectacular position . Pull up and left to a steep heathery finish on poor holds. 

SHEIGRA, First Geo: 
Dying Direct - 2Sm E4 Sc/6a** L. Hughes, A. Cunningham, A. Cain . 4th June, 
1998. 
Start between Dying In Vein and Blind Faith. Climb a right-trending c rack to the 
pedestal of Blind Faith (hard). Follow a direct line to a small niche left of the base 
of the pink groove on Blind Faith Direct. C limb the steep crack above and finish 
through the roof as for Dying In Vein. 
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AM BUACHAILLE, Coastal Cliff: 
Massage Man -90mE3 . M. E. Moran (on s ight), C. Jalon , D. Laddiman . 23rd June, 
1997. 
Some 60m north of the stack, the coastal cliff forms a Glim buttress. Thi s route takes 
the obvious left leaning groovo lino just left of itG crost. l\. good line, eJtPosed and 
inescapable with variable rock. The buttress is easily located by the foul overhang
ing gully which bounds it on the left. 
I. SOm Sa. Prom the toe of the buttress, trend up right into the groove whieh is 
climbed to a tiny stance (assorted belays in the groove above) . 
2. 20m Sb. Dridgc the overhanging groo e above with a leftward deviatioll at a luuf 

and continue to a block ledge. 
3. 10m Sb. Go up the corner above the stance until a step left can be made into a 
deeper corner. Climb this over a bulge to the top. 

CAITHNESS SEA CLIFFS, Latheronwheel, Big Flat Wall Area: 
IlLuminations - 18m E2 Sc**. S. Clark, R . Macaulay. 30th June, 1998. 
The wall between Gle Mha and Macallan 's Choice (see SMCl 1994). 

Cask Strength - 18m El Sb** S. Clark, R. Macaulay. 26th August, 1998. 
Two cracks start very steeply in the shallow cave in the right half of the Big Flat 
Wall. Thi s route takes the left cruclc and continues direct. (The right cruclc is the 
unclimbed direct start to Macallan 's Choice). 

Stack Area: 
The Lama - 12m E4 6a**. S. Clark. 16th June, 1998. 
A direct route up the north face of the stack, superseding night from Sadness. Start 
just left of centre. 

ORKNEY, Yesnaby, The Arch Wall: 
Nuckelavee - 20m E4 6a** G. Latter (on-sight). 22nd June, 1998. 
l\.good line giving spectacular climbing through the centrc of the arching roof. Start 
directly beneath the centre of the wall. Climb an easy flake to a ledge at 3m, then 
up tho wall '.vith a long roach to a good undercut undor the roof. Roach straight ovar 
for a good hold in the horizontal break, span left and finish on good holds. 

HOY, Rom Head: 
The Rocks and the Water - 60m El ** G. Latter, K. Martin (on-sight). 18th June, 
1998. 
About 80m west of the waterfall is a buttress with a prominent wide crack (facing 
east) in its middle third. Start on a huge fl at boulder just right of a rectangular block 
overhang at 2m. 
I. 10m Sa. Climb the rib right of the overhang, then Gtep left on to a ledge. Move 
up 3m, then follow an obvious traverse line left, then up by an obvious weakness. 
Move right over ledges (past fulmars!) to belay at base of the crack. 
2. 30m Sb. Climb the crack and the fi st-w ide fl ake to pull out right at the top. 
Continue over ledges, trending rightwards to bel ay in a corner beneath the fin a l red 
wall. 
3. 10m Sa. Finish up the corner, or easier s lightly farther right. 
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CAIRNGORMS 

LOCHNAGAR: Southern sector: 
Once UPOI/ a Till1e in the East- 75m V,S. D. S. f'indlay , R. Ross, G. S. Strange. 24th 
January, 1999. 
The slabby groove on the left side of the well-defined buttress immediately left of 
The Red Spout. Climbed on partly consolidated snow and bits of ice. 

WindfaLl- lOOm Ill. S. Richardson , C. Cartwright. 3rd January, 1999. 
The right edge of the buttress between the Red Spout and The Cathedral (which 
contains Perserverance Rib near its left side) , is cut by a slanting gu ll y line. 
I. 30m. Climb the gu lly to a good stance on the right. 
2. tlOm. Continue up the gu ll y to a short snow slope, erOGG thi G and climb two 
successive short ch imneys to a platform. 
3. I Om. Steep snow leads to the corn ice. 

The Cathedral: 
Magic Pillar - SOm IV,S. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 15th ovember. 1995. 
The well defined pillar between Cathedral Chimney and No Worries Groove. 
Delightful climbing and considerably easier than it looks - a little geml Start by 
climbing easy mixed ground to the base of the pil lar. 
I . 20m. Follow the crack in the crest to a niche. 
2. t10m. Step round tho roof to the right and continue up crack ·chimney to itG top. 
3. 20m. Finish easily up the final gully of Cathedral Chimney. 

Spellbound - 120m VI,S. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 15th November, 1995. 
The rib separat ing the grooves of Sepulchre and Judas Priest forms a fine tapering 
arete defended near its base by a large roof. 
I. 20m. Start directly beneath the roof and c limb a short wall to a niche. Continue 
up the steep left-slanting corner and pull over the left end of the roof. Belay on the 
ledge above. 
2. 40m. Continue up the arete, following the crack-line which splits the crest. 
3 and t1 . 60m . Fini sh as for Judae Prioet by moving right a long the terrace and up 
through a narrowing to reach the exit gully of Cathedral Ch imney. 

Central Buttress: 
Incision - lOOm V,S . S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 3rd January, 1999. 
The crack and groove line between Centrist and Sciolist. 
I . 40m . Start at the foot of Shallow Gully and trend left up sloping shelves to the 
foot of a steep wal l. Step left to enter the crack and follow it to a stance in a niche 
level with the roof of Centrist. 
2. 20m. Continue up to a narrow groove left of the prominent square-cut corner of 
Scioi list. 
3. 40m. Climb the groove and continue up easier ground to finish as for Centrist on 
the crest of Central Buttress. 

Magical MystelY Tour - 120m V,6. S. Richardson , C. Cartwri ght. 3 1 st January, 
1999 . 
This varied mixed climb takes the natural line of weakness parall el to Shallow 
Gully before finishing up the front face of the square-topped tower to the right of 
White Wizard. 
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I. 50m. Climb Centri st fo r 10m to jo in the right-s lanting fault. Climb thi s pas t a 
short chimney crossing Incis ion and Scio li st to reach a broad depress ion. 
:2. 30m. Continue up and right past an overl ap to a ledgeat the le ft Gide of the Gquare 
topped tower be low the fi nal g roove of White Wi zard . 
3. 10m. Movc up and right to below the centre of the fro nt face of the tower. Pull 
ovcrthc ovorhang abovo and movc up to the headwall. C limb thiG via a right facing 
crack in the centre to reach the crest of Centra l Buttress. An exce lle nt pitch. 

Shadow Buttress A: 
Interim - 50m [V,4. M. Bass, S. Years ley. 22 nd January, 1999. 
This short c limb takes the buttress be tween Be ll ' s Route and V ortex. Sta rt 5m right 
of Vortcx. C limb the lower secti on of the buttreGG , and continue up the narro"" 
hanging gully 7m ri ght of the groove line of Vortex. Abseil descent from the 
balcony on S pira l Terrace, or continue to the plateau by Vortex or Shado w Buttress 
A Ori g inal Route. 

The Stack: 
Redemption - 125m VIII ,7 . S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 10th January, 1999. 
The overhangin g fault line on the front face of The Stack overl ooking the I31ack 
Spout. Poorl y protected , susta ined and strenuous. The first pitch requires ice o r a 
good build up which compromi ses protecti on hi gh up . Start at the foot of The White 
Spout below a smooth inset s lab. 
I . 40m. C limb mi xed ground to foot of slab. C limb the le ft- slanting corner bonding 
the right side of the slab to reach the second stance of Torquing Corpse. 
2. ISm . C limb Torquing Corpse pitch 3 to a cave stance. 
3. 20m. Ex it Icft from the cave and move up to the fa ult- line w hich lead to a good 
ledge and bl ock belay of The Undertaker. 
4. 20m. Continue up the fault over two bulges to the headwall. 
5. 30m. Traverse le ft be low the headwall (bold), step down to enter the ex it gully, 
and fo llow thi s to the top. 

West Buttress: 
Note: T. Ra nkin and G. Robertson repeated Quas imodo on 10th February, 1999 
with a di ffe rent line at the c ru x, fo llowing the thin turfy central c rack (7) gained 
from the loft . On the last pitch they c limbed the fina l Sa crack of Dod's Di vers ion 
(7) - overa ll V[ [,7. 

Prince of Darkness - 70m V[ ,7. S . Richardson. C. Cartwri g ht. 20th December, 
1998. 
An imposi ng tower rises from the upper reaches of West Gull y to the right of The 
Gargoy le. Thi s superb mi xed c limb takes the steep front face of the tower. Very 
susta ined. Start at the foot o f the towe r in West Gully. 
I. 25 m. C limb a turf ramp up and loft for 5m to a ledge. Move rig ht a long a fl ake 
to reach a ni che, c limb the wa ll above to reach a second niche, then step ri ght around 
the a re te to reach a hanging groove. C limb this to a good stance below the prominent 
right- fac ing corner which runs up the ri ght s ide of the tower. 
2. 25 m. The corner leads to a good platfo rm . A superb pitch . 
3. :20m. Steep cracks lead through tho headwall to the top of the to we r. Another 
excell ent pitch in an exposed s ituation. 

Lif e for Lus/ - 270m V,6. G . Scott, P. Evans. February, 1999. 
Take the line of steep grooves and chi mneys to the right of W est Rib. Di ffi culties 
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arc short but steep '.vi th just adeq uate protection. Start at the same point as West Ri b. 
I . 35m. Either follow a line of right, then left-trending ramps to belay under the 
black triangular wall of West Rib or follow tho firet pitch of West Rib up tho short 
icefall (taken on a first attempt). 
2. 25m. Climb the steep groove to the right of the wall (crux), then continue up the 
turfy groove to a chimney on the left. 
3. 30m. Continue up the groove line until stopped by a steep wall. Climb this on the 
left by a short ch imney and continue straight up to a ledge under a teep wall. 
4. 40m. Traverse left along a thin ledge into the centre of the wall to gain a groove . 
Climb this steeply, then continue straight up to reach easier ground below a wall 
with three chinmey lines - possible belay. Climb the rightmost chimney, interest
ing moves to get establi shed, then continue up. 
5. 40m. Traverse slight ly left to reach a flakey chimney line; climb this and then 
head straight up following ea ier ground. 
6. ~Om. Follow short walls and rampc tronding slightly loft to tho crost of tho 
buttress overlooking West Gully. 
7. 60m. Descend the gully on the right and traverse under the next buttress to gain 
a step groove line with an interesting ctep at the top. Continue easily to the plateau. 
Note: Wcst Rib Direct would bc thc best finish. An independent fini sh could also 
have been made up the fina l buttress . 

The Stuic, North-West Face: 
Solid Air- 70m IV,4. B. S. Findlay, R. Ross , G. S. Strange. 20th December, 1998. 
Tho fi rst feature right of the crest of Stuie Buttress is a shallow left facing corner. 
Thi s routo c limbs tho noxt fault right, which is a straight slot. Start below and 
slightly right of the slot and climb a shallow groove. Easier ground then leads right 
into a recess with a prominent corner on the right. C limb a teep fault with ahanging 
block left of the corner to a ledge (35 m). Traverse left and climb the slot, exiting 
left at the top on to the crest. 

Daybreak Corners - 80m Ill. S. Richardson. 28th December, 1997. 
About 50m right of the crest ofThe Stuic, below the apex of the face, is n depression. 
Cl imb the series of right-facing corners on the right side of the depression. 

The Slot, Left-Hand - 70m III,4. S Richardson. 28th December, 1997. 
About 10m right of New Boot Groove is a short, but prominent, two tier buttress 
split by a deep chimney. This route takes the groove system just to its left. 

Stegasaurus Rib - 50m n. S. Riehardson. 28th December, 1997. 
The right side of the North-West Pace is defined by a wide gully - a 
convenient descent. This route takes the low-angled spiky rib to its left. 

Feadaige Buttress - 80m Ill. S. Richardson. 28th December, 1997. 
Approximately 500m west of The Stuic, below the col between the The Stuie find 
point 1006m, is a small buttress (MR 223 852). C limb the chimney- line cutting 
through the crest to the top. 

CREAG AN DUBH LOCH, False Gully Wall: 
Note: There have been criticisms that the route An Spearag (SMCJ 1998, p637) 
finishes in the middlo of a wall (presumably by abseiling off) when there is a logical 
second pitch. If so, the criticism would seem to be justified. 
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Central Gully Wall: 
Note: Verti go Wall. Regraded VII ,7 after the opinion of two recent ascents. 

GLEN CLOY A, Winter Corrie: 
Central Gully, Right-Hand Variation - 120m H. R. Kerr, S. Turner. 7th March , 
1999. 
Where Central Gull y begins to bend left, there is a obvious snow slope going up to 
the right. Fo llow thi s slope diagonall y upwards towards rocks . On the right side of 
these rocks is a small nan"ow gully (to the right of a large boulder) lead ing to a 
hollow over looking Easy Gull y. Move back out left to fini sh up the turf ridge 
separating Easy Gully from Central Gully. 
Note: Seems likely to have been done before; c laims/comments requested. 

Juangorge: 
Mikado - I 10m IV,S . S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 2 1 st February, 1999. 
On the right side of the crag is an amphitheatre bounded by a triangul ar butt ress on 
the ri ght. Thi s route fo llows vegetated grooves up the left side of the buttress. Start 
below a prominent left-facing chimney crack which cuts th rough the midd le of the 
lower tier. 
I . 40m. C limb the chimney-crack and continue th rough trees to reach the central 
groove line which cuts th rough the second tier. 
2. 20m. A steep entry leads into the groove. Follow thi s to a steep corner-crack. 
3. 20m. Avoid the corner-crack by climbing the groove on the left, and make a 
di fficult traverse right at the top to gain a steep ramp. 
4. 30m. Climb the ramp past a tree, and continue on the left side of the buttress to 
the top. 

BEINN A' BHUIRD, Coire na Ciche: 
JammySods- 120m IV,6. J. Currie, C. Fogwill. 20th October, 1995. 
The barrel-fronted slabs left of Twisting Gully are bounded on the left by a curv ing 
corner/groove, the line of the route. 
I . 22m. Climb the chimney-faul t be low the groove to a booming fl ake. 
2. 2S m. Ascend the groove wi th a step left to a res t on the arete at Sm. Continue up 
the groove-line with a step right to easy ground. Move up to a point overl ook ing 
(about 20m above and right) the detached block of Slugain Buttress. 
3,4. 70m. Eas il y to the top. 

Coire an Dubh Lochain: 
One Foot in the Groove - 60m H. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. Sth November, 
1995. 
The gully to the right of the tower taken by Birthday Route. Easy snow leads up to 
an enc losed chimney which leads up and left to ex it between the tower and the 
plateau. An early seU80n route that comes into conditi on qui ck ly and is probably 
impossible later with a large cornice. 

Wrinkled Rib - SOm H. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. Sth November, 1995. 
The rib defi ning the right side of Bi rthday C left is cut by a shallow groove on its 
right side. C limb this to acol behind the rib, and make steep exi t through the cornice 
to the plateau. 
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Dividing Buttress: 
Dividelld Route - 180m IV,6. A. Crofton , G. Robertson. 6th December, 1998. 
Takes the obvious, s lightl y right-trending fault in the centre of Di viding Buttress, 
left of Sentinel Route. Start at the lowest rocks. 
I. 25 m. Climb up to a prominent overhung recess in the lower secti on (may partl y 
bank out). 
2 . 45m. Climb back down a few metres, then go left up a turfy groove before 
breaking right through an awkward slot in the overlap (c rux). Continue up 
increasingly easy ground to the base of an obvious groove/fault. 
3. 30m. Foll ow the fault to a cu l-de-sac. 
4. 80m. Climb out steeply, then follow a rib with inte rest to eas ie r rocks. 

Garbh Choire: 
Bewitched - 200m V,4. D . McGimpsey, A. isbet. 7th 1anuary, 1999. 
Effectively a direct version of Mandarin Buttress climbing close to Witch Doctor. 
Gain the left edge of the triangular s lab and pull out left through a wedge in its left 
bounding wall. Move rightwards into the chimney above the top of the triangle. 
Climb the chimney and subsequent long groove to the halfway terrace of Mandarin 
Buttress. Finish up Mandarin. 
Climbed in unusually snowy conditions, ve ry poorly protected, and graded as such. 
Normally, it mi ght be safer but more technical. 

CARN A ' MHAIM, Luibeg Slabs: 
Curia - 90m HVS. G. S. Strange, R. Ross. 3rd August, 1997 . 
On the low-ang led s labs north of Silver Chimney. Towards the left s ide is a 
prominent pink water streak. Start just left of this and climb easy s labs to a ledge 
(55 m). Continue up grey slabs. move right and cross an overlap at a short bulging 
corner (crux). More s labs to finish (35m) . 

COIRE SPUTAN DEARG: 
Aurora Variatioll: By stepping right from the belay at the top of pitch 1, 1. Currie 
and A. Liversage on 18th October, 1998 followed a line of tufts into the 'grassy 
depress ion ' of the summer line, then fol lowed it over the 'blocky roc k' to easy 
ground. No change in g rade. 

Cherub's Buttress via the Depressioll Direct - 120m n. D. McGimpsey, A. isbet. 
25th ovember, 1998. 
Climb the depression between the legs of Cherub 's Buttress, taking the right -hand 
of two upper options, to jo in the normal route at the amphitheatre. 

Precocious Gully - 70m III. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet, 1. Pre ton. 30th October, 
1998. 
The gully right of Flake Buttress, tak ing the Sleeper left branch with a chimney 
section . Mostly on ice despite the early season. 

Arachnophobe - 70m IIJ ,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet, 1. Preston. 30th October, 
1998. 
C limb ' the low-angled corner' at the left end of Sp ider Buttress with a tricky sta rt 
which should bank up. The corner leads into the right branch of Precocious Gull y 
and an easy fini sh up right. 
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Soris - 70m IV ,6. D. McGimpsey, A . Nisbel. 25th November. 1998. 
Start with the 'scrambling ' pitch of The Chebec ( I Om). Traverse right round the 
aroto of Flying Saucer~ and move up to a ledge which leads to the S shaped crack 
of The Fly_ climbod to flalcec (15m) . Climb a flake craclc up left. avoid a bulge on 
the left and go up a chort deep chimney (15m). /\. final bulge leads to eacy ground. 
The fini sh is a less direct version of The Fly. 

CAIRN TOUL, Corrie of the Chokestone Gully: 
The Navigator- lOOm Ill. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 26th March, 1999. 
A parallel fault to The Waster, between it and Sasquatch . 

The Explorer - 80m Ill. B. Davison , A. Nisbet. 26th March , 1999. 
Right of and almoGt overlooking The Wanderer ic a ramp leading to a narrm ... 
chimney. Climb thaGe and continue in tho ~ame line ~ Iightly leftwards to fini sh up 
an arete on the right. 

The Environmentalist - 70m 111 ,4. B. Davison , A. isbet. 26th March, 1999. 
/ \ big corner next right and near the right cnd of the cl iff (there is another big but 
chorter cornor '. ... hich ic the last feature at the right cnd of the cliff). Much of the 
c limbing wa~ on ico, and easier than it lookod. Climb the corner until an overhang 
forces moves left on turf. Return to the corner and follow it to a platform. Climb 
the wall on the right, then trend back left to finish up the arete as for The Explorer. 

BRAERIACH, Garbh Coire Mor: 
Cavalier Edge - 120m V,6. C. Cartwright. S. Richardson. 13th December, 1998 . 
An interesting mixed c limb up the right edge of Crown Buttress overlooking Great 
Gully. Start 30m up Great Gully where a break in the left wall leads left to the arete. 
I. JOm. Cro~s the break (easy cnow or a bionic roc l( slab depending on conditions) 
to reach the crest. Move up this to a stance. 
1. ~Om. Continuo up tho cre~t to a good ctance overlooking Great Gu ll y below the 
steep upper headwall. 
3 . 30m. Climb ea~y ~now up the chimney groove of Crown Buttresc Original Route 
for I Om , then break out right on to the impending gu ll )' wall. Follow Q steep ernek 
~y~tom to roach the prominent right to left groove which cuts through the headwall. 
Pullover a bulge into the base of the groove and belay in a s lot on the right. 
4. 20m. Continue up the groove past a chokestone to a ledge. Climb the steep wall 
on the right and continuation corner to the top of the headwall. 
5. I Om. Finish easily along a horizontal ridge to the cornice. 

Hawkeye - 120m IV ,S. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 29th November, 1998. 
The right-facing corner between the Hot Lips buttress and Pinnacles Couloir. Start 
Sm right of the Hot Lips buttress below a narrow chimney. 
1.IISm. Climb the chimney for ISm and continue up the groove above to cteep snow 
slopes. Move up to the foot of the corner. 
2. IISm. Climb the corner to itc top. Move right and bela)' in the col at the top of 
Pinnacles Couloir. 
3 . 30m. Continue up Pinnacles Buttress to the plateau. 

Coire Bhrochain: 
Hobo - lOOm IV.4. A. Crofton , G. Robertson. 27th February. 1999. 
Start a ~hort way right of North· We~t Chimney' s firct pitch at a prominent icefall. 
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I. 40m. Climb the icefall direct and step left at the top bulge. 
2. SOm. Climb a Sm wall to snow slopes and move up left across these to a good 
spike. 
3. 10m. A short pitch gains the top. 

Braeriach Pinnacle: 
South. Face Original Line - ISOm 11. A. Nisbet. 20th April , 1998. 
Start from the Slab Terrae wherc snow leads up right on to the face (samc placc 
as Left Face - SMCJ 1998). Make a s light ly rising traverse right, then a short 
traverGe right around a nOGe to reach a Gnowy trough leading diagonally right to the 
creGt. Climb blocky ground right of the creGt to the right end of the headwall. Go 
up left under the headwall and up a shallow gu ll y to the top. 
Note: Central Buttress Gully was used as a descent, no cornice and seemed a fine 
route, despite its demotion to a mention in the current guide. 

CARN ETCHACHAN, Upper Cliff: 
Time Traveller - A. Powell and A. Benson made a free winter ascent at an 
unchanged grade on 24th January , 1995. 

Cuillotine Direct Finish /\ . Mullin , /\. li sbet and S. Paget made 0 free ascent at 
VI,8 (perhaps just VII,S) on 31 st January, 1999. A more direct line was taken , 
climbing out of the Guillotinc chimney by a wide crack (crux) which led straight 
into the main line, which was freed with the help of a little ice. The previous line 
via the groove on the left would be less technical but a little more serious. 

NOTE: G. Ettle and M I.ilrthwaitr repri'ttf'ct Nom-ne-Phlmf' with the nirret finish 
(as for Snakebite, winter?) and thought VI,6. Also Winter Palace, thinking V,6. 

Main Cliff: 
Ray Castle - SSm VI ,? G. Ettle, R. MiIne, A. Perkins. January, 1999. 
A direct line between Winter Palace andBastille. Start from the diagonal shelf,just 
left of Route Major's alternative start at a very steep wall . 
I. 2Sm. Balance up a narrow leftwardG ramp to spectacular moveG up the wall 
above. 
2. 30m. Follow easy ground up left, then right to belay beside Bastille/Kremlin. 
3. 30m. Descend leftwards and climb the rib left of Bastille. 

SHELTER STONE CRAG: 
Threadbare - ISOm VII,S. A. Mullin, A. Nisbet. 16th April , 1999. 
A lille up tlI~ liglIt ,iJe of RaebulTI ' s Butlr~ss, based VII Tllleadbale (011 whidl iL 
eliminates about eight points of aid). Well protected. Pitches 2-6 are mostly 
common to the summer line. Start up Sticil Face. 
I. 40m. Go to the left end of the Low Ledge, then leftwards up steep turf to under 
a short overhanging wall. This is joining Threadbare which comes up a big slabby 
ramp to the Game point (the fimt half of thi s romp was used by Consolation Groove 
winter). 
2. I Om. Climb the central of three cracks (crux) to pull out right on to a turf ledge. 
Originally aided. 
3. I Om. Start up a steep corner (originally aided), then reach left and mantelshelf 
on to a turf ledge. Go left (out of the main line) to a groove. 
4. 10m Climb the groove to a small bay. Traverse right using a prominent sod of 
turf to regain the main groove line. 
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5. 30m. Climb tho main groove to where it goes smooth . Move on to its left edge 
and pull into a smaller groove which soon becomes the main line. Belay at a 
chokestone 5m below steep walls. 
6. I Om. Climb a small groove with craclc up the left wall to ledges (now close to 
Consolation Groove). 
7. 20m. Work lip leftwards on awkward blocky ground until just left of the long 
overhang. 
S. 20m. rull through a bulge into a small ramp which lead to the shoulder. There 
are now a number of options but this ascent traversed left and abseiled into 
Castlegates Gully. 

NOTE: N. Gregory and K. Pylle climbed 0 thin ice streak just left of the start of 
Citadel (asa start to Sticil Face). On the day, 50m VI,5, but it is known to form much 
thicker, close to banking out, in peak conditions. 

Bad Karma - 255m IX,S. S. Paget, A. Mullin. 30th October, 1995. 
Climb the winter start of The Needle to the terrace. Start up the slanting crack of 
Postern and after the difficult bulge go left to a large bay (35m). Above is a slabby 
, .... 011 '.vith two right facing corners. Start belo'.'.' the right hand corner at a small 
overhanging wall. Climb this to gain the corner and after the corner, eJlit left to 
ledges. Continue rightwards to 'the crack for thin fingers'. Climb thi s (as a short 
pitch and using two rest points) and continue to join and follow the winter Needle 
to the top (no aid). 
Note: The grade is for a ono day ascont talcing 17 hours of continuous climbing. 

HELL'S LUM CRAG, LOW SLAB: 
Firestarter - 35m E4 6a. 1. Lines, R. McAlli ster. 30th August, 1995. 
Climb a thin crack in the slab left of Hell' s Gate (SMCJ 1997, p345) to a ledge to 
'.vhere a white streak comes dO'.vn. Move left and right up the slab (or harder direct 
above a short corner) to a capping bulge. Pull through the bulge via tiny holds. 

HELL'S LUM CRAG: 
The Exorcist - 120m VII,S . A. Mullin, S. Page I. 19th October, 1995. 
I. 25m. Started right of the GLImmer start at an obvious thin craclc going up a steep 
slab. Climb the crack for Sm and move right to a corner. Climb the corner and trend 
up left'.vards to gain a short corner leading into the recess of the summer route. 
Following the summer route is an easier alternative start. 
2. 35m. Climb tho GLImmer route through tho roof, thon travorse immediately right 
(ccriouG) to gain obvious ledges. Go straight up to belay below on obvioUG chimney. 
3. 30m. Climb the chimney and move up and left on ledges to a large bay. 
4. 30m. Trend up and leftwards on easy ground to the top. 
Note: The route was climbed '.vith two adzes because of wide cracks and a rest taken 
on pitch 2. Also the roof was yo-yoed from a second rest point (ie. two falls without 
hands rest). 

Devilicious - 20m E5 6a. 1. Lines (on sight solo). 5th September, 1995. 
Climb the concave slab right of the first pitch of Clean Sweep. Start just right of a 
rink strt'ak Climb through a first overlap into the centre of the scoop. Climb direct 
through the upper overlap and continue nervously to a good ho ld. 

Unnamed - E4 6b. J. Lines, R. MeAllister. 30th August, 1995. 
Desperate padding up the slab left of Two Little Devil s (SMCJ 1996, p92), 
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pwte,-·lt'd by a side IUIlller ar (he {GP oftbe Y-['.IIk. ill its '-'rack.line. Climb the blank 
slab to a ledge, then the bold rib above to eaGier ground. Take the single crack 
through the headwall. 

STAG ROCKS: 
Get Rid of the Free Radicals - 140m IV ,S. R. McAllister, V. Chelton. February, 
1999. 
Climbs the groove lino immediately right of Afterthought Arcte. Start ISm up and 
left of Afterthought Arete. 
1. SOm. Climb an icy corner for 12m and move right to a spike on the arete. Swing 
round and climb a short right-facing corner to a ledge. Climb easier ground up and 
right to belay. 
2. 30m. Climb a turfy groove on the left past a thread runner to the top of a large 
amphitheatre. 
3. 60m. Awkward moves gain ice in the back of a hanging groove on the right. 
Follow the natural line above with interest to blocks on the left . 

COIRE AN T-SNEACHDA, Mess Of Pottage: 
Note: A. C1arke and R. McAllister added a VI,6 Direct Start to The Firefighter, 
independent of Droidless. 

Frozen Assets - SSm IV ,6. B. P. Kellet, 1. Lyall. 9th February, 1999. 
A line up the right side of the squat buttress to the left of the upper part of Hidden 
Chimney. Climb smooth right facing corner from the toe, then step left around an 
mvkward bulge and follow the groove, corner and crack to ledges. Easier to thc top. 

Aladdin's Buttress: 
Deep Blue - VII,8. A. Huber, A. Mullin. 10th March, 1999. 
ThiG is tho direot finish to Whito Magic ie. close to the summer line, providing a 
fitting climax to the lower pitch , being more sustained and technically difficult. 
In stead of the traverse right, gain the diagonal crack line directly above the lower 
crack, Climb it diagonally rightwards before returning leftwards and a difficult e;dt 
on to a slab and tho top. Climbed in a long pitch, but could easily be split. 

FiacaiII Buttress: 
The Great Escape -7Sm El Sc. G. Ettle, P. Thorburn. 23rd lune, 1998. 
Thi G fine lino headG for and ascends tho hanging diedro abovo and 10ft of Stirling 
Bomber. Start just left of the start to Houdini. 
I. 4Sm. Ascend a shallow groove to a crack-split roof, then pullover to move right 
into Houdini. Climb oracks right of the corner until possible to traverse the e)(posed 
rib on the right to gain a slab at the bottom of the diedre. 
2. 30m. Climb the diedre direct to finish on the midway ledge. 
Winter: VII,S. B. Davison, G. Ettle, A. Huber. 8th March, 1999. 
A winter ascent of the summer line, climbed in four pitches. Many falls taken and 
)'0 )'0 tactics used. Doublo Get of Frionds helpful (including large ones). 

COIRE AN LOCHAIN, No.1 Buttress: 
The Rebel Alliance - 30m VII,8. A. Mullin , K. Thaw. 9th March, 1999. 
Thi s route climbs the obvious ovorhanging fault line in the centre of the small 
buttress immediately down and left of No. I Buttress. The in-situ peg runner is the 
last piece of protection until the belay is reached making the route bold and serious 
(one rest on pitch I). 
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I. ISm . C lim b ri ghtwards by ledges until a traverse can be made back left to reach 
the base of a stepped corner. Cli mb up to reach a sloping foo t ledge and the in -situ 
peg:lt foot leve l. Move up and then acro~~ ri ght on to the overhung wa ll to gain the 
obvious break and climb th rough it (thin ) to reach a large block. 
2 . ISm. Climb stra ight up the fa ult to reach the base of a block overhang whi ch 
provides a good fini sh on to easy ground. 

NOTE: A. Mullin and S. Paget made an ascent of the summer line o f Daddy 
Long legs on 6th December, 1998. The ' two consecutive vertical cracks' were 
c limbed as two separate pitches with two res t po ints on each. The first pitch 
(common to Big Daddy) was freed and considered easier then either of the crack 
pitches. G. Ettl e and A. Huber later repeated Big Daddy free and thought VII ,? G . 
Ettl e and M . Garth waite also repeated C itade l and thought VII. 7. As usua l, there 
would seem to be di fferent opinions regarding increasing standards - Ettle and 
Garthwaite who would down-grade ex isting routes while A. Mullin and S. 
Richardson would add extra grades. 

No.3 Buttress: 
Ewen Me - SSm IV ,S. G . Ettle, J. Lyall. 13th March, 1993. 
Another direct/variation start to Ewen Buttress. Start at the lowest rocks and work 
up slabs to a vague slanting groove which run s paralle l to the direct start.. Climb 
thi s and steep rock to the crest. then join the normal route. 
Note: A. Fyffe notes another start. which has been climbed before, from the base 
of The Mi gra nt , going up turf leftwards to jo in the norma l direc t start (the latter is 
techni cal 6 in most conditions) . Thi s start is pe rhap slightl y easier. 

No.4 Buttress: 
Note: Torquing Heads continues to see failures and is VII ,7 at least. 

CREAG AN LETH-CHOIN: 
Collie's ROllte -75m IV ,S. H. Bun'ows-Smith , J . Lyall. 25th February_ 1997. 
Start up the steep fa ult right ofIri sh WolfllOund , but a fter I Om, traverse ri ght across 
g iant fl akes and bl ocks to a belay on the edge. Climb the buttress up le ft , then 
straight up to a hard corner/chimney with a tricky ex it. 

NORTH EAST OUTCROPS 
Whisky Cliff (p 28): 
011 the Rocks - 20m E3 6a . W. Moir, G . Elri ck. 3rd June, 1998. 
Start as for Islander to reach the ledge. From the le ft e nd of the ledge, move out le ft 
to c limb the obvious crackline. 

Long Slough (p 33): 
Lofry's Lunge - 10m ES 6c** G. Lennox (unsec .). 12th September, 1998 . 
C limb up to the fl ake of Bob's Overhang from the right. Climb the crack above to 
good holds on the lip. Pull up on to the short slab above. 

The Inlets of the Red Rocks (p 38): 
Illdecent Exposure - 20m E4 6a. T . Rankin , C. Adam. May, 1998. 
Just le ft of Vibrator is an obvious undercut arete. Climb Vibrator until establi shed 
in the crack. Pl ace a high Friend, then traverse le ft to the arete. Climb the arete on 
its right side (RP2 in thin crack) to fini sh by pulling out right to the top of Vibrator. 
Good c limbing in a wild position. 
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Humpback Gulch (p 41): 
Glill/ill Eye and Bulgin Pocket - ISm E3 Sc. T. Rankin, G. Robertson. July, 1998. 
Climb the crack of ooky Wall to the break (loose jugs). Move up left into 
Boundary Corners. Now move up and right across the wall heading for the lower 
of two horizontal breaks. Follow the line of holds back left into the centre of the wall 
and fini sh straight up. Good sustained face c limbing; pre-practised. 

Herbivorous - IOm E2 Sc. T. Rankin, J. Ormond. August, 1998. 
Start at the corner forming the left side of the arching roof. Climb the corner to pull 
out left and climb the steep rib until possible to step right above the roof. Move right 
and climb a flake to the top. 

Divine Perception - IOm E4 6b. T. Rankin , W. Moir. August, 1998. 
Start aG for Herb ivorouG but climb the Glob right of the corner to belm'.' the roof. 
Power over the roof uGing Gmall holdG on the lip. FiniGh up the ' .... all left of the 
Herbivorous flake. 

Misconception - 8m E2 Sc. T. Rankin , 1. Ormond. August, 1998. 
Climb through the roof at the ob'.' ioUG down ·pointing spike right of Golden Shot. 
Finish up a short groove. 

Mr Potato Head - 28m E2 Sb. 1. Currie, T. Rankin. 23rd October, 1998. 
An exciting right to left girdle of the gulch . Start by descending into Bernie, then 
traverse left across the lip of the roof into Central Crack. Move left into the niche. 
Continue in the same line into Boundary Corners (loose rock) and finish up this. 

Bruin Cove (p 71): 
Seabird Pie - IOm Diff. C. Adam. 3rd May, 1998. 
Climb the first obvious line, a slabby corner and a variety of finishes. 

Hareness (p 74): 
Hareness Prow - IOm E3 6a. T. Rankin, M. Reed. September, 1998. 
Halfway between the quarry and the Gea wall of Bottom BOyG is a short Bteep prow. 
Approach south from the base of the lower quarry. Climb the prow by the line of 
a crack to pull out right on to a slab to finish. A great wee route (on sight). 

Jenga Groove - 8m VS 4c. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
/\. good little problem up the groove in the pillaron the right Bide of the upperqu:m), . 
Well protected. Probably climbed before. 

Hareness, South Park Bay: 
This is the small non-tidal bay on the north side of the headland. From the left 
Ghoulderofthe upper quarry, deGeend COG)' rockG to the north to gain a rock platform 
just above the high tide mark. Walk round westwards to the bottom of the routes. 
Belays are hard to find at the top of some routes. 
Gritstone Mantel - IOm HVS Sb. T. Rankin (shunted, then soloed) . 5th October, 
1998. 
At the left s ide of the bay is an obvious wet gully; the route climbs its right edge. 
C limb to a ledge on the right. Move up and left to stand on a ledge on the arete 
(demonstrating the name). Continue up the interesting arete to finish. The rock on 
the right gully wall is suspect but can be avoided. 
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Chef - 6m Diff. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
C limb the chimney Glot on the left Gide of the ye ll ow lichen Glob on the right Gide 
of the bay. 

Mr Hankie - 6m V . Diff. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
The pleasant crack in the slab right of Chef. 

Weight Gain2000-6m E I 5c. T. Rankin (shunted, then soloed). 6th October, 1998. 
Climbs the right side of the wall using the thin crack and right edge. Gaining a 
horizontal break is the crux. 

Oh My God - 8m E I Sa. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
The beGt route here. Right of the Glob iG 0 Gholl ow red groove Get in the right edge 
of the buttress. Climb the deceptively steep groove to a hard pull out left to finish. 
Good rock but poorly protected. 

They Killed Kenny - 8m VS 4b. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
Climbs the steep fault line just right of the previous route to a grassy fini sh. 

Unnamed - 10m VS 4c. T. Rankin. 6th October, 1998. 
Right again is an obvious V -groove above half height. C limb into the groove either 
direct or from the groove on the right. Climb the left edge of the groove in a good 
position to pull out left to a s loping finish. 

Clashrodney, Bareside Point, Central Buttress (p 82): 
Sphincter Cannon - 10m E3 5c. T. Rankin , 1. Currie. 23rd October, 1998. 
A serious little problem up the left end of the Stone Roses wall. Make steep 
bouldery moves up and left to reach the obvious spike (crux). Pull out left to finish 
easi ly. Some poor rock. 

The Second Coming - 10m E3 5c. T. Rankin, J. Currie. 23rd October, 1998. 
A direct finish to Stone Roses with equally good climbing. Climb the scooped wall 
left of Stone Roses to join it where it moves right. Move up and left to a good flat 
hold (crux, poorly protected). Continue over the bulge to finish up the recess as for 
Stone Roses. 

Clashrodney (p 84): 
Sun/over 's Traverse - 30m E l 5b. W . Moir. 19th April , 1998. 
A left-to-right traverse of the south-facing wa ll running landward from Look 
Sharp. Scramble down the grassy ridge just south of the crag to reach a secluded 
boulder beach. Make a low level traverse of the wall, keepi ng below the small black 
overhangs until forced to c limb a right-facing corner (two thirds across) to reach 
the big horizontal break. Follow this round to the ledges at Look Sharp. Lt is also 
possible to move higher after the initial traverse to follow the big horizontal 
Uunction of red and black rock) all the way but this gives an inferior route. 

Earnsheugh (p 87): 
Blinkered Bat - 25m E2 5c. T. Rankin, C. Adam . 17th October, 1998. 
This eliminate route takes a direct line up the arete between Bats Belfry and 
Cloisters and contains some good delicate climbing. The best start is to climb pitch 
I of Bats Belfry; otherwise climb the original start of Cloisters to the same point 
or abse il to the ledge down Cloisters. From the belay, move out right into a short 
corner. Climb this for a few metres, then its left edge to a sloping ledge below a roof 
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on the arete.Arrange protection, then cross the roof going rightward~ and return left 
to the arete. Continue boldly up the right side of the mele to join and finish up 
Cloisters. 

Red Band Cliff (p 98): 
Breech BirTh - 20m E5 6b. W. Moir. 27th August, 1998. 
Start just right of the huge southerly cave. Climb up to place strenuously a high 
runner in a horizontal brcak. Movc back down and make a sensational heel-hooking 
trnveme leftwards along the lip of the cave (good protection after the initial move3). 
Climb the pink wall (crux) to gain the big corner which leads to the top. 

Yoscrniw Sum 25m E~ 6b. N. Wharron (on ~ ight) , J. WilGon , N. Morri son . March, 
1998 . 
Starr a~ for Shawangunks Wall, then climb more directly up the wall to Q reGt below 
the obvious hanging corner in the red band. Climb thi s imaginatively , then move 
right and finish up the walls above. 

Downies Stack (p 108): 
Black Saki - 20m E3 6a. W. Moir. 13th August. 1998. 
Climb the overhanging crackline left of Howler Monkey. then go left to fini sh up 
the left edge of the wall. 

'Yorkshire Whipper - 10m E5 6b. T. Rankin (unsec.). August, 1998. 
Climbs the very steep crack left of Downside Upwindies. Very powerful climbing 
leads to the top past a crucial Fr#+ at two-thirds height. 

Vanilla Slice - 10m E2 5b. T. Rankin , A. Crofton. July , 1998. 
An eliminate up the right edge of the Black lapkins corner. Start as for Cream 
Doughnut. Move left on the break to climb the right s ide of the edge. Fini sh straight 
up. Very strenuous but with adequate protection in the breaks . 

Craig Stirling (p 123): 
Tuskeneer- ISm HVS 5aJ5b. T. Rankin. J. Ormond. 6th July, 1998. 
Climbs the roof and wall left of Walrus. Start as for Walrus. Climb up left to below 
the roof. Surmount the roof direct. Continue up the centre of the wall to cross the 
overlap 2m left ofWalru5. Climb the black streaked wall trending left to fini sh just 
left of the highest part of the wall. Escapable at half height. 

Newtonhill (south of it, p 134): 
Park as for Harbour Wall and Dyke 's Cliff. Head south for 200m and descend as 
for The Enemy Within. Scramble lower and head further south to a 5m cave. The 
following routes surround this cave on adventurous rock. 
Snap. Crackle and Drop - 20m HVS 4c** C. Adam, G. Lennox. 2nd May, 1998. 
Climb ~teep l y up the cave' s left mete, trending slightly left ..... ards. Move left below 
a small roof. Head right c limbing a small corner to finish . Bold. 

Ramp On - ISm V. Diff. G. Lennox. 2nd May, 1998. 
Climb the obvious ramp right ofthe cave on to easy ground. Repeated a nd thought 
Diff. 

Blow Out - ISm El 5b* G. Lennox , C. Adam. 2nd May, 1998. 
The right-hand wall of the cave extends to an overhanging arete. Climb the 
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hori zonta l breaks be low the romp, breaking out ri ght be low cteep roofc to fini ch 
eas il y. Pumpy. 

Bloodthirsry-9m E4 6c*** . G . Lennox. 2nd May (one rest); 7th June (free) . 1998. 
Thi s test pieco li es before the above area. On the some path descend seawordG 
to'. ... ords a concrete sewer vent. Above bl ack Gtreaked slabs north of thi G, a fine 
crack splits a roo f. Safe but desperate . 

Brown Crag (p 17): 
Ne\\' Frontier - ISm E2 Sc. W . Mo ir, P. Alien. 23rd May, 1998. 
Start right of J.G.Y. C limb a small corner to an overhang . Pull over thi s to gain a 
niche above o n the ri ght and fini sh eas ily. 

Smuggler's Cliff (p 141): 
Th e Smu ggler 's Waltz - SOm VS 4b***. G . Robertson, I. Fischer, J. Currie. 26th 
April , 1998. 
A ri Ging right to loft g irdl o, Gtaning at the bottom right cnd of the c li ff (non tidal ) 
and fini shing above the huge roofs. Great climbing, immaculate rock and very 
exposed in its latter half. 

The Graip (p 142): 
Collieston Calling - 10m E I Sa. G. Robertson, 1. Fi scher, 1. Currie . 26th April , 
1998 . 
The hanging arete le ft of Sl ain ' s Corner (s tarting up that route). Bold . 

Perdonlie Inlet (p 183): 
The long east wall of Perdonlie has only a Gmall amount o f good rock and onl y two 
routes. The south wall , however, only had the traverse route Zwango, whi ch fo und 
all ea~y way alulIg llie ruul ur llie race allLl olllu Wall u ~ Riuge . Flulll llie Zwallgu 
ledges the face ri ses up in a series of grooves and cracks to a di agonal fault line 
which splits the c liff from bottom left to top right and in summer would appear to 
be a nesting s ite fo r vari ous birds (as usual). Above the fault, anothe r steep little 
buttress has several lines. The right s ide of the crag is dominated by an arete and 
a large groove just to its left which is the line of the first new roule here . 
Access iseasiest by abbing in rrum the boulders above lliecrag, guuu llll eau uday~, 

which ta ke you down steep grass and then down the line of Crazy Water / Blue 
MoveG. For ro uteG loft o f G rcy Seal nn abb down into the belay al cove, and down 
to Zwango would allow the rope to be used to back up the belay. Routes described 
fro m the arete leftwards: 
Lady Samantha - 30m E4 6a . M.Reed, T.Rankin. 10th October. 1998 . 
Start at the east end o f Zwango, be low the middle of three grooves with a green 
streak running down it. C limb the green groove to a break (possible escape), stand 
up and reach good ho lds shared with Crazy Water, move right and climb up steep 
rock to eas ier ground just by the start of the arete proper. C limb the aJ'ete' s right wa ll 
Gtayi ng as close to the edge as possible, then directl y to the top via an obv ious small 
Gpilw. The arote iG an eliminate and eGcapab le up to the spike. Prev iously top roped. 

Crazy Water - 30m E4 6a* *. M . Reed, l. Fisher. 20th March , 1998. 
Start on the small ra ised ledge be low the big groove and arete, under a small 
diagonal chimney . Enter the chimney. reach up and out fo r good holds a nd climb 
to the base of the groove. Enter the groove (crux) continue up to a weird downward 
pointing cpike , Gwing left into another groove and up to the fault line, belay hero 
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or continue up caGY ground and graGs to the boulders above. The green groove of 
Lady Samantha could be uGed as an alternative Gtart. Prev iously top roped. 

Blue Moves - 30m E5 6b**. M. Reed, T. Rankin . 20th August, 1998. 
Thi ~ hard routo climbc directly from tho Zwango ledge, to the Gmall ri ght fac ing 
hanging groove, just left of Crazy Water. Start between Timidity Splits and Crazy 
Wator, at the obviouc crncb in the bulging wall be low the groove. Climb boldly 
up to a niche just right of Timidity Splits, then make hard moves up and slightl y 
right to holdG on the arote, pinch the arote and then move left to enter the small 
groove. Continue up the groove merging with Crazy Waters uppe r cracks. On sight, 
apart from the top g roove brushed. 

Timidity Splits - 30m E 1/2 5c. 1. Fisher, M. Reed. 20th March, 1998. 
Thi s takes the next big groove line left of Crazy Water. Climb delicately up the wall 
below the groove, bearing right, then move back left into the groove, fo llow thi s 
to the fault and belay or go on to the top via Empty Sky or Madman . 

Grey Seal - 30m E3 5c. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 17th August, 1998. 
The deep groove immediately left of Timidity Splits. Climb the short wall below 
the groove rightwardc aimi ng for a good hold on the right arote (gear). Pull left into 
the groove and continue to easier ground. Belay on the fau lt line, or better, climb 
the big crack of Shoulder Holster. This should become the preferred line and would 
be worth two stars. 

Shoulder Holster - 25m E2 5c*. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 15th September, 1998. 
Thi s route tackles the obvious big left-slanting crack on the uppe r buttress. Start up 
the groove left of Grey Seal for a few feet to a crack in white-streaked rock on the 
right. Climb thi s to the break, then go up the crack line to the grassy a lcove at the 
top. Fine, sustained climbing; the rock is not 100% but will improve with traffic. 
If climbed via Grey Seal first , it wou ld be solid E3 5c and two stars . 

Chameleon - 25m E4 6a*. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 10th September, 1998. 
Climb the groove left of Grey Seal to the break, layback up the hanging flake and 
crack above to the roof, go right , and up, past a white bulge and up the crack and 
shallow groove above. Be lay in the grassy alcove on the right. C limbed on sight. 
Again , the rock may be less than perfect in places. and gets worse as the routes go 
farther left. 

Come Down in Time - 25 m E3 6a. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 15th September, 1998. 
Climb the slabby groove left of Chameleon to ledges at the left end of the break 
(possible belay.), then attack the sloping roof directly (crux) , aim ing up into the 
steep curving c rack above and another small roof left of Chameleon. Go over this 
from the right and cl imb a crumbly crack to a mantel finish. Move right along poor 
rock to the alcove and be lay. 

Razor Face - 25m E2 5b. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 2nd October, 1998. 
This takes the big hangi ng crack near the left end of the crag. The rock is st ill a bit 
crumbly. Start up a black-s treaked groove near the left end of the Zwango ledge to 
wet but easy ground below a steep triangular slab. Climb the fi nger crack to the 
overlap, pull into the tight groove to stand on the flake, then enter the crack and 
layback up it to a good hold above. Move gingerly but easi ly ri ght, passi ng a 
reasonable in situ thread, to the alcove be lay. 
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Bite Your Lip - 20m E4 6a. M. Reed, T. Rankin. 10th October, 1998. 
Essentially a variation on Razor Face. From the overlap, continue left to the white 
spike and go over the overlap into a small smooth groove (left of the big crack) 
climbed with much difficulty and exposure to easy but grassy ground above. Finish 
as for Razor Face. Previously top roped. 
Note: The big bay above the left hand routes contains a lot of loose rock and 
vegetation, tread very carefully. A possible exit goes up the left-slanting crack at 
the back of the bay at Scottish VS. 

UPPER BUTTRESS: 
Empty Sky - I Srn VS Sa. M. Reed. T. Rankin. 20th August, 1998. 
This fine little pitch is the first to climb the gold-coloured upper buttress and can 
be used as a top pitch to all ofthe previous routes instead of going up PerdonlieEdge 
again .. Climb the slim groove/corner on the right edge of the upper buttress, 
following the crack all the way until forced out right onto the slab left of Perdonlie 
Edge and the easy ground above. 

Madman Across the Water- I Srn E4 6a. W. Moir, N. Morrison. 30th August, 1998. 
The left-slanting crackline, starting just left of Empty Sky. Climb the crack until 
forced round left off a layaway (crux). Step back right to finish via an undercut (near 
the top crack of Shoulder Holster). 

The next routes are described from the arete rightwards. 
Kyles Groove - IOm HVS Sb. M. Reed, N. Anderson. 10th September, 1998. 
Climb the third groove right of Crazy Water, (close to the green crack of Lady 
Samantha) up perfect pink granite, bearing right up the crack to ajug, then up the 
groove left to easy ground and belay. Either go up the Severe crack of Rocket Man 
on the right or continue easily up to a steepening. Climb upand left towards thearete 
aiming for the small spike of Lady Samantha, in a very exposed position, then make 
an awkward move up the arete and continue to belay above Blue Moves at El Sb 
(eliminate). A third option is to traverse right along the big ledge above the pink 
rock, and descend Perdonlie Edge (Diff.) to climb one of the following routes. 
On the south east nose of the crag is a small pink buttress of perfect granite easily 
reached by reversing Zwango to easy ground below the routes. 

Mona Lisas - 12m VS 4c* *. M . Reed, N. Anderson . 8th October, 1998. 
A lovely wee pitch , started below Perdonliecrack. Climb a line ofleft-trendingjugs 
to a prominent small spike on the edge ofthe pink rock (the groove round to the left 
is the top of Kyle ' s Groove) Climb the small groove directly above the spike on the 
left edge ofthe buttress to the ledge, belay. Above the belay is the groove/crack of 
Rocket Man (Severe), which goes up to the top of the crag. This is probably the 
variation to Perdonlie crack mentioned in the guide as climbed in 1968. 

Mad Hatters - 14m E2 Sb** . M. Reed, N. Anderson. 8th October, 1998. 
A very delicate pitch. Climb Mona Lisa ' s jugs to the crack at the start of the obvious 
ovcrlap, travcr3C right along thc ovcrlap to itG widcGt point then go Gtraight up the 
small cracks to the ledge. Previously top roped. 
The main crack is the line of Perdonlie Crack, a fantastic three-star Severe on 
impeccable rock. 

Amoreena - 12m VS 4c*. T. Rankin, M. Reed. 10th October, 1998. 
Climb the wall and crack right of Perdonlie Crack to the ledge. 
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Mr Frantic - 12m VS 4b* M. Reed N. Anderson. 2nd October, 1998. This takes 
the left-trending ramp right of Amoreena then up into the groove on the right edge 
of the pink buttress. 

The bigcornerofPerdonlie Edge is next right and right of this is a vast area of virgin 
rock awaiting someone's attention! 
Over on Walrus Ridge, the small square slab of pink granite on the east face gave: 
AngeL Delight - 20m Severe. N. Anderson, M. Reed. 15th September, 1998. 
Climb the crack up the centre of the slab, over an overlap and up to the gendarme. 
turned on the left. Belay on the ridge or. better, carry on over Walrus Ridge to the 
headland. 

Rob's Butt (p 186); 
BUlt-Kicker - 18m E3 5c. W. Moir, P. Alien. 15th August, 1998. 
The thin crackline right of Whisky Galore, climbing right of the crack in the middle 
section. 

White Lightning (with extendedfinish) - 18m E2 6a. W. Moir, G. Elrick, M. Reed. 
15th August. 1998. 
Climb the crack as per guidebook, thought to be 6a, then continue up the hairline 
crack through the overhang up on the left. 

Longhaven Quarries, Lochan Buttress, South Face (p 203): 
Stuka, Mesherschmit Finish - E3 5c. M. Reed, P. Wormold . 22nd October, 1998. 
Climb Stuka (Sa on poor rock, with a loose jug at one-third height) to the ledge at 
the top. Traverse the crumbly break left to pull up into the crack in the arete, then 
climb the crack to the top. The rock above the break is good, perhaps 6a? 
Previously top roped. 

Go Humble - 8m E6 6b/c. M. Reed (unsec.). 22th October. 1998. 
The slim groove between Stuka and Levitator. capped by a block and crack. Start 
at an undercut in the black rock. Go up into the groove using a tiny hold in the base, 
and up the groove (rock#3) to the roof, then climb the hand crack to the top with 
continued interest. 6c for the short. Very sustained and technical, fairly bold, and 
is a touch crumbly lower down. Previously top roped (often). 

Red Tower (p 210): 
BaLoo - 20m E4 6b. 1. Lines (solo). Summer, 1998. 
The thin crack and arete left of Shere Khan. 

Red Bull - 12m HVS Sa. J. Lines (solo). Summer. 1998. 
The SE Arete of the Red Tower itself. 

Meakie Point (p 222): 
Methadonia - 20m E4 6b. W. Moir (on sight), J. Wilson. June, 1998. 
A more direct version of The Method. From the runners on the shelf, go diagonally 
left to grab the obvious flake. 

Playstation Crag (new crag just south of Herring Cove; map p 223): 
Banjo Kazooie - ISm E2 5c. W. Moir, G. Elrick . 22nd August, 1998. 
The right arete of the crag, climbed direct. 
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Herring Cove (p 228): 
Shellfish Fillish - lam VS Sa. T. Rankin. M. Reed. June, 1998. 
Climb the jam crack and an::te above where Herring Chimney moves left. 

Souter's Hole: 
Fee/ill' Groovy - lam E3 6b. W. Moir (on sight), . Ritchie. 14th June, 1998. 
The short overhanging groove at the seaward end of the crag. 

Cummingston, Prophet Walls (p 237): 
The Prophet Walls have been equipped with new stake belay anchors in 1998. 
Atcha --lam E3 6a* C. Hornsby. 1998. 
I\n e)( tended boulder problem starting up The Gripper and then moving left on to 
the hanging wall (small wires possible). Finish up or down climb The Gripper. 

Surf Nazis Must Die - ISm ES 6b*** L. 10hnson, C. Hornsby. 1998. 
A superb route taking the hanging wall to the right of The Gripper. Boulder up 
directly to a small overhang. Make a powerful move off an undercling to a small 
hold on the left of a short slab. Move precariously up and right (FriendffO in a small 
horizontal slot) using acrucia l vertical edge. Climb the fingery wall (peg) to a break 
(Friend#3). Finish on slopers to the right. 

Bat Allack - ISm E4 6a**. C. Hornsby. 1998. 
A poorly-protected excursion with a decidedly bad landing. Climb the edge of the 
roofed recess between Aesthetic Ape and Orange Ape. Use 3 horizontal spike 
(potentially loose ') to gain small edges above and pull awkwardly into the fini ching 
crack line. Easy to the top. 

SratutoryApe- ISm E66c**. D. Woodward. 1998. 
A technically desperate c limb with reasonable protection on the crux. Boulder up 
the right edge of The Shield - 3m to the left of Bat's Wall. Gain a ledge and c lip 
two pege under a ehallow in verted V. Reach up to a poor pinch on the right edge 
of the rib above. Malcc an ' imposs ibl e' move (dyno'l) to a poor eloping hold high 
and left. Continue awkward ly via a series of slopers (PR). 

Monkey Mafia - ISm E4 6b**. L. Johnston. 1998. 
A strenuous and technical outing taking the hanging crack leading leftwards out of 
the deep cave on the right of Bat's Wall. Gain a sloping ramp from either left or 
right. Pl ace medium size wires in a vertical crack and move boldly up and left to 
a small epike under the roof. Enter an arena of lactic acid accumulation and 
undercut leftwards (well protected) with some technical moves. Gain the freedom 
of a groove and finish with difficulty. 

Mayne Line - ISm E3 6a* C. Hornsby. 1998. 
A variat ion start to Noddy Machine, climbing the gent ly overhanging finger crack 
to the left. Gain the top of the crack, place Friend#3 and reach right into Noddy 
Machine (crux). Finish up the latter. 

Jaded A rete - ISm E2 Sc*' A. Nicholson, 1. Scot!. 1998. 
Climb the obvious hanging arete on the right of Noddy Machine. Arrange good 
protection in the roof crack. Pull over the left side and finish above. 
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Bay Watch - 80m 6b***. C.Hornsby. 1998. 
A complete left to right boulder traverse of the Prophet Walls providing a fine and 
technically demanding stamina e)ccrciGe. Start at the far left side of the bay by some 
boulders and follow the chalk! The crU)( areas are beneath Surf Nazis, crossing The 
Shield (below Statutory Ape) and crossing the wall beneath Mayne Line. The 
climbing is sustained with few rests and ends at the start of the grass bank on the 
far right. 

The Doubt Wall (p 241): 
Bob Line - 12m E4 6a. C. Hornsby. 1998. 
The hanging arete on the right wall of The Lum gives a committing and poorly 
protected climb on crimps and layaways. Exit as for The Lum. 

The Arch Wall (p 243): 
Welcome to the Beach - 12m E5 6b***. C. Hornsby. 1998. 
A fine and bold climb taking a direct line up Arch Wall. A difficult start leads to 
finger)' climbing on pockets. Reach up to small ledges in the centre of the face and 
clip the solitary peg. Make a difficult move to a small flat hold high and right. Finish 
directly. 

Variation -12m E5 6a*. N. Green , C. Hornsby. 1997. 
After the initial ctarting sequence, traverse left to gain layaways leading up to a 
Friendff3 placement in a vertioal clot in a right facing corner. Move right, clipping 
the peg and finish directly. 

Pass of Ballater: 
Juniper Crush (p282) - 12m E5 6b. I. Fischer, G. Robertson. 10th May, 1998. 
The very faint groove line straight through the roofs right of Ton Ton Macoute. A 
scary route , previously toproped. Climb the wall just right of Ton Ton to the first 
roof where dodgy gear can be arranged, then pull strenuously up and slightly right 
to a good hold at the cnd of a sloping ramp (peg runner). /\. hard step left, then up 
(crux). 

HIGHLAND OUTCROPS 

ARISAIG, Rhu (MR 613 838): 
D. Collier notes: Out on the point of Rhu there are small outcrops with rock of 
generally poor (loose) quality though there is some potential for short routes and 
bouldering. D. Collier soloed the obvious chimney with a large chockstone at the 
top in a west-facing crag which may also provide some harder climbing. Named 
Crac 'an Eigg Chimney, 12m, Diff. , 31st May 1997. 

DUNTELCHAIG, Dracula Buttress: 
Neck Nippers fae Tammytool- 30m E4 6a. I. Taylor, P. Thorburn. March, 1998. 
Climbs the exposed hanging wall left of Vampire. 
I. 20m 4c. Climb the first pitch of Draeula, then traverse right to the right end of 
the roof. 
2. IOm 6a. Climb up to a peg runner, then move up and left to reach the start of a 
thin crack. Follow this to the top. 

Seventy Foot Wall: 
False Friend - 15m E3 6a. R. Webb (unsec.). September, 1997. 
Climb Sweeney's Crack to where it traverses left. Instead, traverse right and pull 
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throug h the roof (fa irly long reach fo r a j ug on the lip) into a hanging corner and 
fi nish up th is. 

TYNRICH SLABS: 
Trtll11pf.'f of Ihe D ead, Direcl Slar! was soJQed on sight with wirE' bn' shi.ng hy J 
L ines on 25th August, 1998 and graded E4 5c . The start of Slippery Jack is graded 
higher but may be about the ame tandard , not saying which grade is right - Ed. 

ASHIE FORT (G uide p.159): 
The crag is surprisingly solid. All routes were cleaned on abseil (except Raeburn 's 
Orig inal Ro ute). 
Points of Departure - J Om E2 5b. T. [nnes, R. Webb. August, J 998. 
The crack left of Throw Lichen to the Wind. 

Raeburn 's Original Roule- IOm Scottish VS. I. [nnes, R. W ebb. September. 1998 . 
The da nk wet and vegetated chimney ri ght of Throw Lichen. 

X File - IOm VS Sa. I.Innes, D.Balfour. October, J 997. 
The X-shaped cracks climbed fro m botto m left to top right. 

Sick Whipper - IOm E3+ 5b. R. Webb, I. Innes. August, 1998. 
Right of X Files ic a ccoop '.vith a prominent guano covered ho ld . C limb to the 
guano hold , exit left and continue to the top. Serious. 

Whipper Snapper - IOm E4 6a. R. Webb, r. Innes. August, 1998 . 
Climb to the guano-covered hold . Ascend the corner above, exit right to a ledge and 
fini sh by the obvious crack. Serious. 

Bodysnatchers - IOm E l 5b. R . Webb, G. McKnight. Septe mber, 1998. 
Right of Whipper Snapper arc two Icft to right diagonal cracks that become morc 
defined with height. Climb the left -hand onc (named after the decompos ing sheep 
re moved from the bottom). 

Harpic 's Crack - IOm E l 5b. M. Hynd, G. Lowe. August, 1998. 
The right-hand crack. 

Welcome Pebble - IOm E l 5b. R. Webb, 1. Innes. September, 1998. 
Right ofHarpic ' s Crack is an overhang at mid height. Climb through the overhang 
at its ri ght-hand end to rach the welcome pebble, tie it off and continue to the top. 

Woolly Jumper - IOm E l 5b. R. Webb, I. Innes. Septe mber, 1998. 
The left to right crack right of We lcome Pebble. Named w ith refere nce to 
Bodysnatchers. 

Kenny's Revenge - IOm Severe. I. Innes. 
Right of W oo lly Jumper ic a fin e prow that has so far defeated a ll co mers. Right 
aga in is thi s chimney. 

32 Feel per Second - IOm H. Severe. r. Innes, R. Webb. September, 1998 . 
The right-bounding rib of Kenny ' s Revenge. The first runner is at 9m. 

Quark Strangers and Charm - IOm HVS Sa. I. Innes, R . Webb. September, 1998. 
Right again iG a right fac ing corner leading to an overlap. l\Gcend the corner and 
take the overl ap direct. 
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Pickpocket-10m Severe. 1. Innes, D. Balfour. August, 1997. 
Right again is a shallow left facing corner. Climb thie, moving to the left wall at 
two-thirds height. 

Fat Bird - 10m VS 4c. R. Webb, I. Innes. August, 1998. 
The obvious crack that leads to a small tree right of Pickpocket. 

One Move Wonder - Sm Severe. 1. Innes. August, 1997. 
Go right again to an obvious cleaned crack and climb it. 

BIN NE IN SHUAS, The Fortress: 
Greatness and Perfection - 40m E7 6c. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. June, 1998. 
Start under the runnel right of Storming the Bastille. Pull over the bulge into a scoop 
on the left, then gain the runnel and follow it to the roof. Traverse right to adiagonal 
crack and climb it to a slab and heather. 

Eastern Sector: 
Windy Wall - 40m El Sa*. G. Latter, J. Rabey. 3rd September, 1998. 
A fairly bold pitch up the grey wall right of the top pitch of Flypaper. Start on the 
narrow grass terrace, I Om right of that route. Climb a slightly right trending line to 
a Friend 1f'2 placement in a horizontal break at ISm. Move left, then head diagonally 
leftwards to fini sh rightwardo up a vague crack line (2m right of the more 
prominent crack line of Flypaper). There is a single nut placement on the slab for 
a belay a thread in a block farther back can be reached on a SSm rope. 

DIRCMHOR: 
Ripping Yams - 40m E2. T. Whitaker, S. Richardson. 30th August, 1998. 
Approximately midway between Ship Rock and the projecting buttress of Carry on 
up the V.hyber, is an attractive smooth wall set above a shallow grassy bay. This 
route talces the right side of the wall following a linejuGt left of the two tiered arcte. 
Climbed on sight. 
I. 2Sm Sb. Start up a short right-facing groove just left of the right edge, and 
continue up the wall above (bold) to an awkward exit into a ramp. Move along this 
to belay on the right. 
2. ISm Sb. Return back left to the obvious break which cuts through the steep wall 
above the ramp. Pull past Game precarious blocks to reach the upper arcte which 
leads easily to the top. 

Windrush - 40m E2 Sb. S. Richardson, T. Whitaker. 14th June, 1998. 
The impending arete ISm up and right from Carry on up the Khyber. Start just left 
of the edge bounding the mouth of the descent gully. Climb acrack to reach hanging 
grooves in the arete. Climb these to a steep exit onto a slab. Climb this to the top 
(easier on the left). Climbed on sight. 

KINDROGAN CRAG (Sheet 43; MR 049 627): 
This crag lies in dense forest just south of the A924 between Pitlochry and 
Kirkmichael. From Enoohdhu follow signs towards Kindrogan Field Centre. After 
orossing the riverthe road ,wings right. Carry on to ajunction at a house on the right. 
Fork loft here and park round a bend at a gate. Do not go through the gate but take 
a small track up into the forest. After 100m the track crosses a forestry road, turn 
right along thi s (the crag can now be secn ahead) and at its cnd continue into the 
trees. It iG bOGt to head for the top of the crag (there is a faint path, hard to find) as 
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the bottom is dank and gloomy. Descend to the routes by abseil or by going down 
at e ither side of the cliff. The climbs are described from left to right. 
Forest Enterprise - 30m E3 5c** . G. Nicoll , M. Nicoll , G. Muhlemann. 2nd 
August, 1998. 
The tall pillar at the left end of the crag. Start at the toe of the pillar and climb up 
and left before pulling right, above a bulge, to gain a small ledge. Move delicately 
and boldly right to the arete (crux) and climb up to a good runner. Move back left 
and up to an overhang. Turn this on the right with difficulty and continue to the top. 

Kindrogan Corner - 30m E2 5b* G. Nicoll , W. Wright. 28th June, 1998. 
This is the impressive deep corner towards the left side of the cliff. Start up an 
unpleasant gu lly, then boldly pull left through a bulge into the corner. Follow this 
to the overhang, pull round and continuc up the supcrb upper corner to a grassy 
terrace. Finish up the right edge of the slab above. 

Ash to Ash - 25m E2 5b. G. Nicoll , K. Howett. 9th August, 1998. 
Start at a big rowan tree below the right side of the crag. Climb the tree and a dirty 
slab leftward" to gain the top of a gra~~y buttrosG. Climb the obvious but loose fault 
line rightwards to the big roof. Pull round at the right end and climb up leftwards 
in an exposed position to finish at a small rowan. 

GLEN LEDNOCK, Creag na h-Iolaire, Low Wall: 
Private Chancer - 20m HVS Sa. C. Pettigrew, T. Burley. 2nd July, 1998. 
Start as for Sultans of Swing. Once establi shed in the crack, climb directly up the 
slab face and follow the detached block on its right-hand side to the top. 

Sultans of Swing, Proper Direct Start - 5c. M. Robson. 19th April, 1998 . 
Climb straight up to the niche of Sultans of Swing (hard to imagine it has not been 
done before). 

LefT Branch Eliminate - 12m El 5b. M. Robson, T. Ward. 19th April , 1998. 
Start at the chockctone above tho Gtart of Sultans of Swing Direct Start (Route II a 
in Guide). Climb straight up into a steep finger crack, move right at the top of this 
and continue to the top. 

Balnacoul Castle, Hanging Buttress: 
Pump up the Groove led free and on sight by A. D. Robertson, R. Campbell and N. 
Craig on 10th May, 1998 at E5 6a** 

GLEN OGLE, Sunnyside, Beinn Leabhainn: 
The crag below the TV mast at the head of the glen (p 330 in the guide). The crag 
comprises three distinct sections . The left-hand section is characterised by a 
striking crackline on the right of the front face. The central section contains a 
prominent arete on the left and is detached from the hillside behind. It is separated 
from the left-hand section by a gUlly. The right-hand section is slabby and mossier 
in appearance. It contains the route described in the guide, Ex Officio. The routes 
were pre-cleaned by abseil. 
The first two routes described are located on the left-hand section. The last route 
is on the steep left wall of the central section. 
Hedwig - ISm Severe. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. July. 1998. 
A wide crack runs up the left side of the leftmost crag. Steep moves lead directly 
into the crack which is followed to the top. 
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Voldemort - ISm El Sb. S. Kennedy , C. Grindley. July, 1998. 
The Gtriking craclcline on the front face a chart di stanco to the right of Hedwig. Start 
just inside the gull y at the right edge. Climb cteeply up left into the baGe of the crack. 
Follow the crack to a wide sloping ledge. Move right and fini Gh caGily up the edge. 

Poly juice - 10m E3 Sc. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 10th October, 1998. 
The central section has a gently overhanging left wall containing a prominent 
crackline. Follow the crack to where it fades at a horizontal break (Rock#7, Friend 
'12). From the break pull out rightwards to reach a flat-topped bulge. Pull over the 
bulge to finish. Short but sustained. 

Creag nan Cuileann: 
The following routes lie at the right side ofCreag nan Cuileann , at the far right end 
of the main wall and around the far right-hand edge where there is a recessed 
section. The Bournville Wall lies about a minute ' s walk, a little up to the right. 
Although there is a layby directly beneath Creag nan Cuileann the best approach 
iG from the last layby on the right (beside a bridgo) before tho road bendG right at 
the top of the glen. CroSG the fence to reach a pylon and follO'ov the path to the second 
pylon, then ri se gently up the hiliGide following a path acrOGG a Gtream , around the 
hillside and on to a rowan tree vi Gible on the Glcyline. A Ghort aGcent past large 
boulders gains the right end of the crag. Routes are described from left to right. The 
first , route lies on the steep little wall at the left-hand end of the crag, just right of 
a short, roofed chimney. 
Idiot Wind - 10m 7b** R. Anderson. II th October, 1998. 
Five bolts to lower-off. 

There arc then the Gill ' traditional' routes covered in the guidebook, before the eight 
sport routes at the right-hand side of the main wall. 
Fight or Flight - ISm 6c+/7a. G. Ridge. 19th September, 1998. 
Over the roof and up the wall JUGt right of Poi Gon Ivy and loft of a shallow, blocky 
chimney. 

Slaphead - ISm 6b+. G. Ridge. 11 th October, 1998. 
The roof and bulge immediately right of the blocky chimney. 

Fat Chance - ISm 6c*. G. Ridge. 24th September, 1998. 
The Ghort, thin crack in the rooflbulge JUGt right of the Ghallow, blocky chimney. 

Fight the Flab - ISm 6c+*. R. Anderson. 24th September, 1998. 
Climb the roof left of Let it All Hang Out, then the short, blunt slabby nose. 
Approach from the rightas for Let it All Hang Out and take great care with the block 
under the line - do not stand on the left-handllower block. 

Let it All Hang Out - ISm 6c+* R. Anderson. 30th August, 1998. 
Thug the roof cloGO to itG widcst point, then continue up the slab to a lower off in 
the trees. 
Hang On! - ISm 6c** J. Horrocks. 19th September, 1998. 
Climb the small roof just right of Let it All Hang Out, then continue up the featured 
wall and slab. 

Step on It- ISm 6a+. G. Ridge. 1998. 
Start right of Hang On! and move up left into it for a finish. 
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Life in the Fat Lalle - ISm 6b+*. R. and C. Anderson. 29th August, 1998. 
The short , steep crack right of George's Route,j ust before the crag turns the edge. 
Lower-off on the heather ledge, beyond the rowan tree. 

Ju st around the edge, fac ing down the glen, is a short arete with a leaning side wa ll , 
where there are three routes. 
Chasing the Bandwagon - ISm 6a+*. C. Mi lne. 1998. 
The left-hand line left of the arete. 

Reaching the Limit - ISm 6c*. R. Anderson. 4th Jul y, 1998. 
The line on and just left of the arete, sharing the lower-off and the first two bolts 
of Chasing the Bandwagon. 

Clutching at Straws - ISm 7aJ7a+*. R. Anderson. 20th June, 1998. 
The leaning side wa ll and arete at the left side of the recess, aptl y named! 

Up the slope to the right , the wall faces direct ly towards the road, the main , left-hand 
part of the wall is slightl y recessed. There is a small tree-lined ledge cutting across 
the wall at m id-height. 
Dazed and COllfused - 20m 6a. J . Horrocks . 29th August, 1998. 
The leftmost route on the recessed section uses the tree to gain the mid height ledge. 

Ha ving a Little Flutter - ISm 6c**. G . Ridge. 29th August, 1998. 
The wall to the left of the thin crack in the headwall . 

Ceuse Jimmy - ISm 6c** G. Ridge. 30th August, 1998 . 
A line to, then up the obvious th in crack in the headwall . 

Kinmont Times - 10m 6a+ (6c)* G. Ridge. 30th August, 1998. 
The right to left-s lanting diagonal crack cutting across the other routes on the 
recessed section of wall to fi ni sh on the left edge as fo r Dazed & Confused. Di rect 
to the lower off is 6c. 

Lichen Virgin - ISm 6a+* J. Horrocks. 30th August, 1998. 
Hollow fl ake, wall and groove bounding recessed section of wall . 

The fo llow ing two routes share a lower-off. 
Loose Living - ISm 6a* R. and C. Anderson. 14th June, 1998. 
The obvious groove. 

Ghost Trail - ISm 6c** R. and C. Anderson. 14th June, 1998. 
The white streak at the extreme right-hand end of the crag, a littl e gem. 

The Bournville: 
The Dirty Dozen - 6a. 1. Watson, C. Mi lne. 1998. 
Leftmost route. 

ABERFELDY, Weem, Wee m Rock: 
Blinded by the Night - 18m S+. G. Ri dge. 4th October. 1998. 
The central corner on the vertical wa ll . 

Staring at the Sun - 18m S. G. Ridge. 10th October, 1998 . 
The arete just to the right of the corner. 

Lap Dancing - 18m 6b+*. R. Anderson. 13th September, 1998. 
The wall between The Tri al of Brother Number I and The Ll ama Parlour. Surmount 
the roof at the top. 

Crowing at the Enemy - 10m 6b+*. R. Anderson. 10th October, 1998 . 
The shallow groove at the far right end of the crag. 
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BEN NEVIS, AONACHS, CREAG MEAGHAIDH 

BEN NEVIS, Observatory Buttress: 
Never-Never Land - 170m VI,6 . S. Richardson, P. Takeda. 9th March, 1999. 
A good icy mixed climb between Rubicon Wall and Observatory Buttress, Original 
Route. The route takes the line of least resistance up the lower buttress before 
tackling the unlikely-looking headwall above. Start just right of the initial snow 
runnel of Original Route. 
I. SOm. Climb mixed ground rightofthe runnel, then move left to reach the shall ow 
depression of Original Route. 
2. 4Sm. From the top of the depression climb up then left to gain the line of snow 
ledges which cuts from right to left across the buttress. Follow this to the end and 
belay below a short steep wall. Junction with Observatory Buttress Direct. 
3. 40m. Climb the wall as for Observatory Buttress Direct, then instead oftrending 
right, climb straight up towards the headwall. Surmount another short steep wall, 
then move right to belay below the prominent right to left groove system which cuts 
through the headwall. 
4. 3Sm. Enter the groove from the right , and c limb it pulling over a small roof at 
the top (crux). An excellent pitch in a superb position. From here easy ground leads 
to the Girdle Traverse Ledge. Finish as for Original Route. 

Secondary Tower Ridge: 
Butte/fingers - 220m V,6. S. Richardson, R. Clothier. 13th February, 1999. 
An interesting mixed route up grooves in the right flank of Pinnacle Buttress of the 
Tower. Start Sm right of a small snow bay, below the icefall of Pinnacle Buttress 
Direct. 
I. SOm. Move up for IOm to below a small inverted triangular wall. Step left 
(Pinnacle Buttress Direct goes right from here) , and continue up mixed ground left 
of the icefa ll of Pinnacle Buttress Direct to reach the terrace. 
2. 30m. Climb the gully just right of a steep corner to gain a left-trending ramp 
which leads to the cave stance at the end of pitch 2 of Stringfellow. 
3. 3Sm. Exitthecaveon its right side and follow easy-angled grooves which cut into 
the right flank of the buttress, until a short slot leads up and left to a large flat stance 
on top of a huge block. 
4. 30m. Trend up and right along an awkward ramp until a steep chimney leads up 
to the large platform on the crest of the buttress (junction with Stringfellow). 
5. 2Sm . Avoid the steep headwall above, by climbing the narrow ramp on the right 
side of the buttress (as for Stringfellow Original Finish). Take the left of two 
grooves to reach the crest. 
6. SOm. Follow the easy angled crest to the foot of the Great Tower on Tower Ridge. 

Comb Gully Buttress: 
Big Bad Ben-190m VfJ,7. S. Richardson, R. C lothier. 19th April , 1998. 
A direct line up the right edge of Comb Gully Buttress. The lower sect ion , which 
approximates to the summer line of Comb Gully Buttress, banks out in heavy snow 
conditions. The crux upper section takes the impending head wall right of Roaring 
Forties. Start to the right of the lowest rocks below a prominent 2Sm V-chimney in 
the right flank of the lower buttress. 
I. 40m. Climb the V-chimney (or the arete just to its left) to easier ground. Move 
up to belay below a steep tower (The Tooth). 
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2. 30m. Climb a steep corner on the left side of The Tooth and continue over the 
top of the tower and down into a col. 
3. 40m. Ascend snow slopes to the headwall. Belay ISm right of the chimney of 
Original Route below a steep shallow gully. 
4. 20m . Climb the gu ll y (as for Roaring Forties) to a ledge on the right. 
5. 30m. Move back left, continue up the gu lly and the impending right-facing 
corner above (crux). Continue up the line of the corner to a belay on the aI'ete 
overlooking Comb Gully. 
6. 30m. Continue up the line of the corner to where it disappears, move down and 
right along a ledge in to the funnel of Comb Gully, and finish up this. 

The Comb: 
Nai've Euphoria - 180m V,S. S. Yates, P. McVey. February, 1988. 
The icy groove between Mercury and Pigott's Route. Climb the chimney-flake of 
Pigott's Route and move upand left into the groove. Continue up the groove fortwo 
pitches to a snowfield . Climb this, cross the barrier wall and continue up the left side 
of the summit tower as for Pigott's Route. 

Naive Euphoria, Direct Start - 30m V,6. S. Richardson, J. Bickerdike. 14th 
February, 1999. 
An independent start to the right of the chimney-flake of Pigott ' s Route. Start just 
left of Mercury and climb a steep mixed wall to the right end of the terrace of 
Pigott's Route. Continue up the smooth open corner above exiting left at its top to 
reach the top of the chimney-flake of Pigott's Route. 

Bigot's Route - 180m VI,6. N. Gregory , K. Pyke. 9th January, 1999. 
A difficult mixed climb between Na'ive Euphoria and Mercury , finishing up the 
front face of the summit tower. 
I. 4Sm. C limb the chimney-flake of Pigott's Route, and continue straight up to 
below a steep corner just right of the icy groove of Naive Euphoria. 
2. 40m. Climb the corner, pull left around a bulge (crux) and continue up easier 
ground to a steep awkward wall. Climb this to a belay. 
3. 4Sm. Go st raight up and cross the snow field to a large off-width corner-crack 
in the barrier wall. Climb this and continue up the snow bay to belay at left side of 
fron t face of the summit tower. 
4. 30m. To the right of an easier gully is a steep groove. Climb this via a narrow V
slot, and continue up a thin icy runnel unti I it is possible to pull left over a short wall 
into a small gully. This leads to a massive block belay on the summit ridge. 
5. 20m. Cross the ridge to the summit plateau. 

Number Three Gully Buttress: 
The Banshee - 120m V,S. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. I st January, 1999 . 
An approximate winter version of the summer route. Start at the toe of the buttress 
as for Sioux Wall. 
I. 40m. Climb a right-slanting line of grooves and chimneys past a huge and 
prominent poised flake to a steep wall. C limb thi s via a crack on the left to a stance. 
2. I Om. Avoid the blank wall above by stepping right into Thompson ' s Route and 
following it to a good belay on the right. 
3. 40m. Move left into the right-angle corner of The Banshee, and climb it to the 
platform of Number Three Gully Buttress. 
4. 30m. Continue up Number Three Gully Buttress to the top. 
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Hobgoblin - II Om VI,7. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 5th December, 1998. 
An excellent mixed climb taki ng a direct line through Gargoyle Wall. Start at the 
foot of the fl ake as for Gargoy le Wall Summer. 
I. 30m. Climb the flake and continue up and right for ISm via a steep crack system 
to a short right-angle corner. C limb this to a good platform level with the base, and 
to the right of The Gargoy le. 
2. 30m. Move up and right up a wall and crack to reach stepped edge. Climb thi s 
to the 'corner' of Gargoy le Wall below the steep cracked wall. 
3. IOm. Clim b the steep cracked wall to a ledge (as for Gargoy le Wall ). 
4. 30m. Move left along the ledge and climb the chimney-crack of Gargoyle Wall 
to where it goes left. Continue up the steep offwidth above to a ledge. 
5. IOm. Fini sh easily up and right. 

Creag Coire na Ciste: 
Blockhead - 70m V,6. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 4th April, 1998. 
The prominent ramp and corner on the right wall of Number Three Gully. Start IOm 
up and left of Cornucopia in a small alcove. 
I. 30m. Take the leftmost fault leading out of the alcove up a short steep corner to 
reach easier mixed ground at the start of the ramp. Follow the ramp below a steep 
wall on the right. 
2 . 20m. Continue up the ramp to its end below a steep corner. 
3. 20m. Climb the corner to the top. 

Tick Tack Croc - 90m IV ,S. J. Ashbridge, S. Richardson, R. Clothier. 2 1 st March, 
1999. 
A short mixed route between Wendigo and Place Your Bets. Some sections 
climbed before. Start below the icefall of Place Your Bets be low a Ieft-trending 
gU lly-ramp which is hidden from below. 
I. 30m. Climb a steep step and fo llow the ramp to the platform of Wendigo. 
2. 40m. Traverse right for Sm and pull over a bulge just left of a prominent fin of 
rock. Climb the groove above to an easi ng (Wendigo crosses here from the left) and 
continue up the continuation groove above. 
3. IOm. Climb the crest of the rib to the cornice. 

Carn Dearg: 
STaircase Climb Direct - 190m VI ,7 . S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 24th January, 
1999 . 
A direct vers ion of Staircase Climb start ing up Kellett 's Straight Chimney and 
avoiding the deviation into Waterfall Gu ll y higher up. 
I. ISm. Fo llow the initi al ramp of Staircase Climb to near its right end below the 
deep cut chimney. Move up to its base. 
2. ISm. Climb the chimney past a chockstone to a ledge on the right. A desperate 
exerc ise in body j amming. 
3. 40m. Continue up the chimney past acoupleofdifficult sections to where it eases. 
4 and 5. 80m. Climb more eas ily up the left side of the buttress to be lay beneath the 
prominent pinnacle. 
6. 40m. Instead of descending into Waterfall Gully to turn the pinnac le;:, cl imb a 
turfy ramp on the right side of the pinnacle to the col. Regain the orig ina l line, and 
finish up the broad chimney above to reach easier ground . 

Moonlight Gully Buttress: 
Note: C. Jones and C. Ravey made a winter ascent of Moonlight Arete (IV ,S). 
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South Castle Gully Area: 
Plum Line - 250m V,6. C. Bailey, P. Downthwaite. 6th March. 1999. 
Approx. 30m right of the corner of Compression Crack and where South Castle 
Gully narrows for the last time, an icefall cascades down the an~te immediately 
bordering the left of the gully (this forms the rightmost of three icefall s on this wall) . 
Climb a steep groove in the ice with acrux bulgeat 30m and continue steeply above, 
exi ting on to snow slopes and moving up to another icefall (60m). Step left on to 
the ice and climb this direct, trending right at the top to the slopes above (60m). 
Easier ground and snow slopes lead to the top. 

MULLACH NAN COIREAN, Black Buttress (MR 123 668): 
Ramp Route- lOOm n. J. Ashbridge, C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 6th December, 
1998 . 
Start on the right side of the buttress and follow the right to left ramp to the crest. 
Climb a steep step via a jammed block. step right and contin ue up a short gu lly . 
Easier ground leads to the top. 

AONACH MOR, Coire an Lochain: 
Stirlillg Moss -75m VI,7 . M. Pescod, P. Winterbottom, D. Sykes. 15th April , 1998. 
This route climbs the obvious tri angular niche on the right of the front face of the 
buttress immediately right of The Prow (i.e. closer to Easy Gully than Stirling 
Bridge by approx. 50m). Start at the lowest point of the buttress. 
I. 45m. Climb cracked slabs trending rightwards to a large ledge (ISm, possible 
belay). Continue trending right and gain the base of the triangular niche. Climb this 
and step left (crux) at its top. Continue up the obvious groove. 
2. 30m. Continue in the same groove to easy grou nd and the plateau. 

Gowan Hill - 60m VI ,7. M. Robson, D. Jarvi s, T. Ward. 25th January, 1998. 
The obvious hang ing off-width crack high on the front of the barrel-shaped buttress 
between Homo Robusticus and Homo Sapiens. Start at the toe of the buttress and 
work up leftwards to a good ledge to the left of the crack. Gain the crack and pull 
steeply round the overhang (good rest). Continue upwards usi ng the wall ri ght of 
the crack, as well as the crack itself, to ledges. Move leftwards to finish . 

Muck /1 ' Brass - lOOm VI,6. A. Powell , J . Aylward. 14th March, 1999. 
Takes the appealing buttress between Molar Canal and Broken Promise. 
I. 40m. Climb an icy bay up the front of the buttress, then a steep wal l and slabs on 
the left before stepping right into a turfy groove which leads to the crest. 
2. 30m. Follow the crest in a fine position, then traverse under a steep wall to join 
Golden Promise in the bay on the left. 
3. 30m. Cross the upper gu lly of Molar Canal and outflank the cornice on the right. 

Foosyerneeps - 50m IV ,S. A. C lark, J. Davis. 13th April, 1998. 
Two pitches up the clean pillar at the far right of the corrie. The route climbs the 
pillar via cracks and corners sl igh tl y right of the prow to finish directly through a 
V notch at the top (crux). Excellent protection and clean cracks throughout. 

AONACH Mor, West Face: 
Solitaire, CombillationSrart - II Om IV ,4. J . Lyall , B. Newton, R. Wills, P. Wright. 
22nd January, 1999. 
An icy start up the wall about ISm left of the normal line. Left of a large roof, ice 
leads up left to a steepening groove which is followed to a final bulge which is 
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passed by the left rib and slabs. An easier snow and ice fault leads up right to the 
crest of the normal route. 

AONACH BEAG, West Face: 
Prominent Chill1lley- lOOm IIJ ,6. R. G. Webb, N. Wilson. November, 1998. 
The prominent chimney between North Buttress and Crevassed Rib (gu ide p.252). 

Raw Egg Buttress: 
Top Gun - 160m V,6. S. Richardson, A. Mullin. 23rd February, 1999. 
A good mixed route between Aonach Wall and Raw Egg Buttress, Original Route. 
Start 30m right of Original Route below a left-slanting chimney-ramp which starts 
5m up and right of the toe of the buttress. 
I. 40m. Climb the chimney-ramp to its top, and move up to the barrier wall of 
Original Route. 
2. 40m. C limb the wall by a short icefall , continue up then right up chimneys to a 
good platform. (Salmonell a pitch I finishes here). 
3. 50m. The upper buttress is cut by three parallel right-slanting grooves. Climb the 
centra l one (between Original Route and Salmonella) to a good ledge below the 
right side of the headwall. Step left and belay below a steep corner with a prominent 
series of vertical fl akes on its left wall. 
4. 20m. C limb the corner to a good platform. An excellent pitch. 
5. IOm. Continue up the corner to the top. 

CREAG MEAGHAIDH, Raeburn's Gully Buttress: 
Barry White - 160m IV,6. A. Clarke, A. Perkins, I. Tay lor, P. Thorburn. January, 
1999. 
On the left-hand side of the buttress, just right of the start of Eastern corner, a 
curving fault runs rightwards- the start. Thi s fine climb offers well protected mi xed 
climbing, a good early season venue, or when the big ice routes are buried under 
snow. Follow the curving fault to a ledge below an icy crack (55 m). Climb the well 
protected crack (good hooks) to easy ground (30m). Goeasily to the base of the final 
tower split by a chimney (55 m). Steep rock leads into the chimney and the top of 
the buttress. The finish is the groove climbed optionally by Do What Thou Wilt 
(SMCJ 1995. p680). 

Benny Hill- I 10m V,5. A. Clarke, o. McGimpsey. February, 1999. 
A parallel line of turfy grooves lies up and left of Barry White. Steep turf leads to 
a short awkward corner and turf ledge, then move ri ght to a slanting corner crack 
(30m). Go up the corner to an open ledge, then move into a hidden chimney on the 
left (40m). An awkward wall leads to a system of turfy grooves and the top of the 
tower. 

Loch Roy Corrie, Carn Dearg Buttress: 
Ray of the Rovers - 160m 11. O. McG impsey, A. Mullin, A. Nisbet. 27th January, 
1999. 
Climbs a central line up the buttress right ofThe Spin, with a right-slanting squeeze 
chimney at half height and an easy finish. 

Royal Buttress - 170mllI,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Mullin, A. Ni sbet. 27th January, 
1999. 
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The well defined buttress le ft o f The Spin . Start just right of the base and take a zig
zag line o n steep tu rf fo llowed by a traverse left to the crest. Follow the crest mo re 
easily to the top. A long left traverse was required to pass the cornice, somewhe re 
near the fini sh of Big Red Van (whi ch looked about Grade II in these very snowy 
conditi ons) . 

MONADHLIATH, Geal Charn: 
The buttress between Valentines Gull y and the snow gull y reported in SMCJ 1998 
was climbed at Grade I using a le ft traverse in above steep slabby ground by D. 
Morri son and R. Simpson on 20th Decenber, 1998. 

GLEN COE 

BUACHAILLE ETIVE MOR, Slime Wall: 
Grogblossom: On a recent ascent by G. Robe rtson and 1. Fi scher, a large fl ake bro ke 
off from the bottom of the groove at the start of pitch 2. Since thi s is below the first 
gear, the route would appear to be both harder and more serious. 

Stob Coire Altruim: 
The Howling - II 0m Vl.6. M. Bass. S . Yearsley (a lt. ). 9th January. 1999. 
This varied route c limbs the steep front face of the main buttress between 
Dalmati an Coul oir and Central Coulo ir be fore joining the easier angled hang ing 
gull y which runs parallel to the upper secti o n of Dalmatian Couloir. Start ISm le ft 
of Dalmatian Coulo ir at a line of weakness fa lling from beneath the very obvio us 
large free hanging icic le. 
I . I Om. Climb steepl y up ice and mi xed gro und to a thread be lay in a small cave 
behind the free hanging icicle. A strenuous pitch. 
2. 15m. Move out right behind the icic le on to ice on the front face of the buttress, 
and continue upwards over a steep wall to e nter the hanging gull y line. 
3 and 4 . 80m. Follow the enjoyable shall ow gully to the summit. 

BEINN FHADA: 
On the lower tongue of slabs forming the eas t s ide of the large gully splitting the 
north face of Be inn Fhada is a shallow groove. Thi s may have been c limbed before 
as an old peg was found. 
Groovy - 60m HVS 4c/5a. F. Cole man. T. Sykes. May. 1996. 
C limb th e groove and slab to a be lay . Fini sh up slabs above. An attracti ve looki ng 
line . 

Lost Valley Buttress: 
Velocyrapror - 160m VIVI, 7. R. Anderson , R. Milne. 6th March. 1999 . 
The crackline between Tyrannosaur and Cold Feetus. Ju st up from the toe o f the 
buttress is a le ftfac ing comer leading into the crack ofTyrannosaur which starts up 
the very short sha ll ow chimney just to the ri ght, where a slender buttress projects 
fro m the wall. Nex t to this is a straight crackline which runs up the middle of the 
projecting buttress and opens out in to an off-width . 
I. 60m. Immedi ately ri ght of the sha llow chimney is a thin crackline whi ch is 
c limbed, initi a lly up a shallow groove. then across an cas ing (poss ible belay) and 
on th rough a niche and up an offw idth to a huge block- li ke feature. 
2 . 50m.Continue, as fo r Di rectosaur, rightwards up short corners, then up snow 
grooves. 
3. 50m. Easy to the top. 
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Prehysteria -190m VI,7 *. R. Anderson , R. Milne. I st November, 1998. 
Cl i mbs the system of corners just left of Di rectosaur, starting from the ledge beside 
that route at the foot of a short corner. This is just left of the buttress edge, down 
and right of the big corner of Delusion. 
I. 15m. Climb the corner and ensuing short wall to a ledge. 
2. 20m. Step up left and awkwardly climb above the belay, then go up left via two 
short corners to belay at the foot of the main corner. 
3. 20m. Climb the left-leaning corner and continue to a good ledge. 
4. 55m. Step down and around right to climb a blocky corner and follow the obvious 
shallow fault line/gully to a ledge. 
5. 60m. Move left and follow another shallow fault line to where the angle eases. 
6. 20m. Easy ground leads to the ridge. 

Lost Valley Minor Buttress: 
The following two routes vary in grade according to the amount of ice: 
Chimini Minor - 75m IVIY,6*. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 15th November, 1998. 
The thin, chockstoned chimney-crack just up the wide gully from Minor Adjust
ment. 
I. 25m. Climb the chimney to a small ledge. 
2. 50m. Follow the groove to the top. 

Over the Influence - 90m IV,4*. R. Anderson, C. Anderson. 10th January, 1999. 
The long corner/grooveline immediately left of Chi mini Minor. Easier in good 
conditions. Start from a belay just to the right of the chimney. 
I. 50m. Move left into the cornerline and climb to just below where it kinks right. 
2. 40m. Continue in the corner to easy ground, then snow slopes leading to the top. 

STOB COIRE NAN LOCHAIN: 
Th e Dual- 130m IX ,9***. D. Cuthbertson, R. Anderson. 24th February, 1999. 
A modern test-piece which provides a sustained and intimidating prospect with 
absorbing climbing and superb situations. 
I. 30m. Start to the right of Scabbard Chimney and climb up, then across thi s 
leftwards to gain a ramp which leads to a block belay, thread below. 
2. 40m. Clip the in situ gear up on the left (poor), then move back down to the base 
of the wall and climb this trending fight to the break in the overhangs. Climb the 
corner and move right (ignore the peg/krab a move or so away) to the edge, then 
go up and around this to gain a small ramp at the foot of the upper ramp. 
3. 35m. Climb the ramp and the wide crack (in situ thread and large gear, Friend#6 
useful) into a chimney which leads to a terrace just above. 
4. 25m. The left-hand of three comer lines leads to easy ground. 
Easily for 50m to the crest, then another 180m to the top. 
Note: Climbed on fifth attempt. 'The Wall' pitch approached on sight and climbed 
ground up on fourth attempt in 1997. The 'chimney-crack ' pitch climbed with 
summer knowledge. 

Death or Glory - 50m VII,7. S. Paget, A. Mullin . 4th March, 1999. 
This route climbs the open corner 5m left of Innuendo. Start in the obvious snow 
bay. 
I. 20m. Climb up the corner on poor rock until a small roof is reached and good 
runners can be placed on the right. Turn the roof on the left to reach a small groove 
leading to ledges. 
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2. 20m. Continue up the easy looking open groove and then a smaller continuati on 
groove to the left side of a huge pinnacle. 
3 . I Om. Climb the short wall and corne r immediately left to reach easy ground. 
Abseil from a block below or continue up Scabbard C himney . 

GLEN COE CRAGS, The Bendy (p 280): 
Simmering Psycho - 2S m E2 Sc. D. Gunn , C. Ducker. June, 1998. 
C limb e ither the obvious deep groove that seperates the crag right of In Se ine or 
betterthe vertica l crack leading to the big tree with the dead branch. Behind the tree 
is a shall ow corner. C limb thi s to the top. Sparse protection on the crux. 

Jim 'Il Fix It - 2Sm E2 Sb. D. Gunn , M. Waugh. June, 1998. 
At the left edge of the crags and le ft of Roaring Silence at the edge of the trees is 
a brown wall with a fl at ledge. Climb the wall to a large hold then go up the cracks 
on spaced jugs until a long reach (crux, RP protecti on) and good ho lds. Fini sh up 
the crack to a ledge and the short crack above. 

Creag Doire-Bheith: 
The Happy Whistler- 40m HYS Sa* G. Latter, J . Rabey. 3rd September, 1998 . 
200m up and left of Creag Doire-Bhei th (the crag containing Alan' s Arete) is an 
obvious c rack up a blunt arete. Start on a ledge at the base of a right-s lanting heather 
rake. 
I . 30m. Climb the wa ll j ust above the rake to gain the base of the crack. Fo ll ow thi s, 
then the fin e easy rough slab to a grass terrace and fl ake belay on the wall above. 
2. I Om. W alk right 7m, then ascend the wa ll le ftwards, leading to easier ground. 
Belay from a large boulder 2Sm fa rther back. The smooth pale wall in the centre 
provides a fin e boulder problem (good grassy landing) on small sharp holds at 6b. 

NOTE: G. Latter has repeated several of the recent additions hereabouts. Both 
Al an' s Arete and lim ' lI Fix 1t were thought to be bare ly worth a star! 

Dry Gorge Leaning Wall: 
Crimp - 18m E2 Sc. D. Gunn (unsec.). June, 1998. 
The thin crack at the ri ght edge of the crag, right of the obvious wide crack of Sin 
Nombre. 

GLEN ETIVE, Trilleachan Slabs: 
Angel - 21 Srn E7*** D. Cuthbe rtson, 1. George. 3rd July, 1998. 
A superb route with di ffi culties found on steeper rock than you might thin k ' Take 
a good selecti on of very small to medium cams. Start at the foo t of The Long Reach 
slab. 
I . 30m Sc. Climb up and right via a pocket to the right side of a thin overl ap at 6m. 
Gain and foll ow a quartz vein above, eventually gaining The Reach. Belay as for 
Spartan Slab/Long Reach. 
2. 4S m Sc. Fo ll ow The Long Reach as far as the left end of the horizonta l quartz 
band. Now move up and right toc limb an inte rmittent groovelflange to j oin the crux 
traverse of Pause beneath the fi rst big overlap. Traverse left to belay at the small 
tree on Swastika. Thi s pitch is also known as Band of Hope Direct. 
3. ISm 6b. Traverse ri ght fo r Sm until beneath a vague crack-cum-groove close to 
the widest part of the overl ap. Make a difficult move to gain the obvious small ledge 
on the lip (sha llow placement fo r a Metolius cam #00 or smallest Alien at the back 
of the ledge). Mantelshelf on to the ledge and if successful , Continue fo r Srn to 
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scoop ledges . Above and to the left, a thin grassy break provides excellent be lays 
using small nuts and cams. 
4. SSm Sc. The rippled slab between The Long Reach and Long Wait. C limb up and 
s lightl y right to a pocket. Trend right aga in to a small pocket (Ro ller#3 if you own 
one), then back left to another pocket (Roll er#S) and continue to a scoopy ledge 
tapering up to the right, above which another pocket provides an assemblence of 
cam protection. Go up and left to an overl ap and via a vague ripple, pad up and 
slightl y right to another pocket (Quadcam#4 or similar). Continue up the ripples to 
a right-fac ing flak e and so to the left -hand end of The Long Reach intermediate 
overl ap. Take the slab directly above and go over a small bulge on good, but s lightly 
mossy. rock toa be lay at the top ofthegrasscolumn of The Long Walk, 10ft beneath 
the second big overl ap and 8m right of the d iamond-shaped overlap of The Long 
Wait. 
S. SOm Sc. Trend up and right to a pocket on the slab beneath a short undercut wa ll 
(in the main overlap). Pull direc tly on to thi s using an obvious small fl ange and gain 
the easy-angled slab above. Climb a left -facing fl ake and near its top, step right pas t 
a pocket to reach a left-trending band of quartz leading to the tree- lined ledge 
beneath the final wall. After the fl ake. thi s section is more or less unprotected. 
Either belay at the left end of the tree- lined ledge at the foot of a vegetated corner 
(later descend Srn fo r a be lay fo r the las t pitch) or traverse horizontally left before 
reaching the ledge and belay in the corner beneath the undercut left ad:te of the 
terminal wall . 
6. 20m 6b. To the right of the undercut an~te there is a dark streak in the sidewall 
above an overlap. Pull into the short crack above the overlap and awkwardly attain 
a standing position (Friend#O or similar cam backed up with a nu t. Above thi s is 
a placement fo r an RP# I and above that, an HB offset# 1 on its side was used .) Step 
up and make a long reach left to a thin break issuing from a stepped ramp (Friend#O 
or+ useful ). Follow thi s break down towards the left arete and make th in moves up 
to gain the next break. (There is a ' reasonable hold ' towards the left side of the 
shoulder from which a posit ion can be attained to place a small Alien or Metolius 
cam#OO. Thi s pl acement is cruc ial as the cru x is above.) Gain the next break (nut 
and Friend#O) and continue up the arete to an exciting fini sh. For the belay, a 
Friend#O located 3m to the left and a Fri end#+ or I in crack 3m-4m above . 

ARDNAMURCHAN POINT: 
Park at the new visitor' s centre. Approach Keeper' s Cottage, then down and right 
along grass to cli ffs. Verti cal wall s can be seen forming an impress ive corner w ith 
an obvious overhang on the left-hand side. Thi s is the Left Wall area . When the tide 
is out, around the right edge of these c liffs is a barnacle-encru sted wave-cut 
platform . Thi s is the Main Wall area, bounded on the le ft edge by a rightward
slanting chimney. The tide come in qui ckl y once it reaches the wave-cut platform . 
The rock is gabbro, varying from excellent to poor. 

Left Wall: 
Muck Climb - 10m Severe. D. Virdee, A . Briggs. 7th June, 1998. 
To the left o fthe overhang is a curving crack running up to the top. Climb the crack 
(wet and slimy) and the fl akes. The direc t (harder, 4a) start can be avoided by 
c limbing the fl akes and ledges to the left, then eas il y traversing right to meet the 
crack. 

Right of the overhang is a large steeper wall , the main section of the Left Wall area. 
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The rock here is much more compact and harder to protect. It is also very loose in 
places near the top. 
E-numbers - ISm El Sb. E. Hudson, D. Virdee. 20th July, 1991. 
Starts Srn right of the left-hand corner. Go straight up the middle of the wall, after 
an initial start near the bottom left. Poor protection. 

In coming Tide - ISm VS 4c/Sa. D. Virdee, E. Hudson. 20th July, 1991. 
Twin cracks in the centre of the wall to a loose finish. 

Loose Rock - ISm VS 4b. E. Hudson, D. Virdee. 20th July, 1991. 
Five metres right ofIncoming Tide is an undercut which allows access to the crack 
above. Not recommended. 

Main Wall : 
The Chimney - ISm Diff. 
The obvious right-s lanting chimney guarding the left edge of the Main Wall. 

Home for Tea - ISm Severe*. D. Virdee, A. Briggs. 4th June, 1998. 
In the middle of the wall IOm right of The Chimney is a leaf of rock forming a crack 
between it and the wall behind. It forms a slight roof at the bottom. Follow this to 
the top. 

Westering Home- ISm V. Diff. L. Curtis, E. Vokurka. 10th May, 1998. 
A squat block protrudes from the main cliff 10m right of Home for Tea. C limb the 
corner between the block and the main cliff to reach the top of the block. Step off 
the block on to the main cliff and pull through a bulge to reach the top. 

Eigg Scramble - ISm Diff. 
Starting Sm right of Westering Home, climb up the right-hand corner between the 
block and the wall. 

Patch - ISm V. Diff. D. Virdee, A. Briggs. 7th June, 1998. 
Climb overhanging arete to the right ofEigg Scramble, then move lefton to the wall. 

Whelk Route - 20m VS 4c**. D. Virdee, L. Curtis. 10th May, 1998. 
Go around the corner and arete which forms the start of Patch to reach a steep open
book corner with a thin crack. Climb the crack and the capping bulge. A superb 
route. 

Regeneration - ISm VS 4b. A. Briggs, D. Virdee. 7th June, 1998. 
Climb the middle of the wall to the right of Whelk Route. 

THE ARDNAMURCHAN RING CRAGS 
An attempt to delegate for a second year has failed and the Journal has been left 
without coverage of the many routes c limbed here recently. The new guide is 
scheduled for summer 2000. 
Note: The Apron Slabs on Meall Mheadoin are extremely close to a very important 
nest site and should not be climbed on between March and the end of July. 

Meall Sanna (MR NM 453 686): 
C. Stead notes that the routes on this crag in SMCJ 1998 are not new. They were 
climbed some 30 years ago and thought too trivial to record. 
Note: C. Stead ' s note illustrates a common problem, as the acceptable height of 
routes has decreased over the years. There is a similar problem with the acceptable 
separation of routes. The cliffs at Reiff were also climbed on before any routes were 
written up. 
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SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 

MULL OF KINTYRE, Creag Na Lice: 
The Bowling Alley - 20m H. Severe 4b. S. Burns, D. Crawford. 24th May, 1998. 
Climb the prominent deep cut chimney between the left-hand and central sectio ns 
of the buttres . 

Picnic Rock (Sheet 68, MR 769 155): 
The small crag on the left side of the beach. Short routes, but a pleasant setting. 
Loaded - 7m E2 6a. M . Robson, T . Ward . 4th May, 1998. 
Tackles the hang ing crack and arete. Start at the graffiti 'LMI 1992', pull up and 
use a hidde n hold to reach across right to the crack which is c limbed to a ledge. 
Continue up the arete. 

The Adjuster - 7m VS 4c. M . Robson, T. Ward 4th May, 1998. 
Right of the arete is a hang ing chimney-crack wi th a tree in it. Climb the centre of 
the wall right of the chimney-crack. 

Midships Crag: 
Kissing the Gunner - 30m E4 5c. M . Gartwaite, C. Smith . 17th May, 1998. 
More dangerous than Kissing the Gunner's Daughter. Start 8m left of that route . 
Climb a short wall to a ledge, then the clean crack in the shall ow corner on the left. 
Move up to below the steep wall and fo llow the very thin seam to an alcove below 
the upper wall. Move up and left, then back ri ght to the top. 

CREAG THARSUINN, Upper Buttress: 
Rite of Spring - 30m E3**. C. 1. Watt , N. J. Smith. 24th May, 1998. 
To the right of Deception is an open book corner with a smooth right wall 
containing a vertical crack right of centre. The right wall of the open corner gives 
a sustained technical wall climb wi th the crux hi gh up. Protection is good but fiddly 
to arrange; take plenty of small wires, micros and small cams. Top-roped prior to 
lead. 
I. 20m 6a. C limb the wall by the crack, with occasional deviations, to a horizontal 
break at half he ight (not seen from below but near a quartz band). Arrange a cluster 
of protection in the crack above and move up and left to gain a small V-shaped 
pocket (crucial Friend I). Above, a slanting crack trends left to a bl ack moss streak. 
A hard move gains a good ho ld in thi s crack and further good holds in the original 
crackline which lead to an awkward fini sh on to heather. 
2. IOm 4a. The short wall above is climbed to the top (as for Firebird) . 

Firebird - 35m HVS 5a*. N. J. Smith, C. J. Watt . 19th May, 1998. 
To the right of Ri te of Spring is a fine arete and right of this a narrow slab with a 
crack in its right side, the start of V-Groove Direct. Good climbing but a little dirty. 
C limb the cracked slab to a small roof (leave the vegetation intact forthe turfheads) . 
On the left wa ll is a small ho llow fl ake which is not seen from below. Standing on 
this, reach up fo r good holds and layback up left into a recess. Bridge up the short 
groove above to a small bilberry ledge. Traverse hard left on good footholds across 
a fi ne slabby wall to an arete and cl imb the left side of the wall to a welcome fi nger 
crack. Pass a small overhang on its right and ex it left to another small ledge 
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(possible belay). Eas ier climbing up the mossy and heathery buttress ahead leads 
in 10m to easier ground. 

Counting Down - 30m VS 4c. D. Kirk , C. McNee. 20th June, 1998. 
Start at the foot of an open book corner 3m left of Deception. Climb the cornereither 
dircctly or by sturting up its left wall , then directly up the cleanish clab above, left 
of the upper part of Deception. 

BEN VORLICH: 
Logical Progression - 25m M9 or XI, I 0 for on sight. M. Garthwaite (red point). 
23rd February , 1999. 
The route climbs an overhanging crackl ine on a crag just below the summit of Ben 
Vorlich, facing Loch Sloy. It is best approached by cycling to the Loch Sloy dam, 
then ,.vallcing up and slightly left to the summit. The crackline is largely hidden from 
belo ..... , but is on the highest band of crage and becomes more obvioue ae you 
approach . The route was top-roped over several days, then led on gear pre-placed 
on abseil. The gaunt let is down. 

BEN VORLICH CRAGS: 
These crags are just below the summit ridge, face west, get the evening sun and are 
relatively midge free . Approach from the tourist path that leaves the road about 
half u mile before the dum. Walk straight up the hill side untiljuct below the summit 
ridge. Cranium Crag is the obvious dome-shaped crag on the left. 

Cranium Crag (MR 300 110): 
Method Own Madness-30m E4 6a*** M. Garthwaite, A. Murray, C. Smith. 10th 
May, 1998. 
Move out right along easy blocks to below a short thin crack. Climb thi s, thcn thc 
crackon the left to a shake below a steepening. Cl imb straight up the smoother wa ll 
into the scoop above. EJlit the right side of the scoop and climb to tho top in a wild 
position. 

Whizz Kids - 30m E5 6a**. M. Garthwaite, T. Harri son. 25th June, 1998. 
Start as for the previous route. Climb the initial crack for 3m, then move right to 
below obvious small overlapG. Move up (hard), step right, then up to good holde at 
the very base of the slab. Follow the very thin left-trending seam (bold) , then 
straight up to the top. 

Chasing the Dragon - 25m E4 5c. M. Garthwaite , C. Smith. 12th May, 1998. 
ClimbG the shallow groove right of the previous route to fini Gh up the top slab. Move 
out rightalong the broken blocks to belay bel 0"" the groove. Move up, then left into 
the base of the groove. C limb thc groove boldly to step right at the top, then back 
left to a ledge below the top s lab. Step left on to the slab, then climb straight up 
without any gear to the top. 

Bottom Crag: 
Thi s is the obvious crag immediately down and in front of Cranium Crag. 
G-String - 20m E2 5c** M. Garthwaite, C. Smith. 2nd June, 1998. 
Climbs the shallow corner on the front face . Climb the wall below the corner, 
stepping right at the top to belay. Easy scramble off. 
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v.P.L. - 20m E4 6b*** M. Garthwaite, C. Smith. 2nd June, 1998. 
A fantastic route climbing the double corners on the right hand face . Climb the first 
corner to itG top and maIm hard moves right to the base of the second corner. Follow 
this to the top. 

Right of Bottom Buttress is another wall. 
C%n Stress - E3 Sc*. C. Smith, M. Garthwaite. 30th June, 1998 . 
Start just right of a small cave at the base of the crag. Follo'.'.' thc crack up and left, 
then back right to the arote. Climb the arcte and fini sh up the scoop at the top of the 
crag. 

THE COBBLER, South Peak, North-East Face: 
T. HalliwelI and M . Morton note the following route on the left marg in of the face 
at SOm, Ill ,S. It wou ld seem to count as a variation start to SE Ridge. From the toe 
of the SE Ridge, ascend a romp diagonally right towards the NE Pacc but after about 
Srn climb steeply on to the left end of a ri sing ledge. Follow the ledge right into a 
deep corner/niche with a crack running directly up from this. Cl i mb the crack (crux) 
to the left end of another ri sing ledge and a cave/niche (2Sm). Step down and 
traverse right on ledges to a wide groove, climbed to the crest of the SE ridge (2Sm). 

Centre Peak Buttress: 
Tuiftastic - 7Sm VII ,7. M. Garthwaite, C. Smith. 17th January , 1999. 
A diagonal route crossing Chimney Route providing very good but escapable 
climbing. Start in the big overhung bay down and left from Chimney Route. 
I. 2Sm. Cl imb an easy groove leading to the right arcte of the bay and sw ing round 
on to the front face. Traverse right and s li ghtly down to the obvious turf ledge, then 
move along thi G a few feet before moving up the 'Nall and back left to bel 0 ..... the crux 
of Chimney Route. 
2. 2Sm. Move right up the easy ramp to the left hand of two cracb and c limb this 
(crux) to a small bay. Move left and up a small corner to below a roof, traverse right 
beneath this and pull up to below an obvious chimney. 
3. 2Sm. Climb the chimney and the continuation line to the top. 

MEALL BUIDHE, Lower Buttress: 
AC l oint Test - 9Sm TV,S. G. E. Little, C. Schaschke (alt.) . 6th December, 1998. 
Startj uct to the left of an obvious low blocl( roof at the foot of the relatively clean 
buttress to the right of the starts of Rampling and Spirit Level. 
I. ~Sm, Move up and left to a corner. Ascend it, move right , then climb to a sli ght 
groove in a wall of clean rock. Ascend the groove with increasing difficulty to step 
right at its top. Cross a tricky slab above, then continue to belay in a sha ll ow bay. 
A nippy pitch! 
2. SOm. Move left from the bay, then climb straight up to reach easier ground 
leading to the top of the buttress. 

BEN CRUACHAN, Drochaid Ghlas: 
Tiger, Tiger - 130m VlI,7. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 7th March, 1999. 
The 'compelling unclimbed corner' to the left of Into the Fire mentioned in the 
/Irran, A rrochar and Southern Highlands Guide. Awperb mixed route climbed on 
thin ice and frozen turf. The base of the groove ia guarded by blank bulging slabs, 
GO the corner wac gained by a left trending ramp which ctarW 10m farther right. 
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I . 20m. Climb turf for 5m then move left across a bulging wall to gain the ramp. 
Follow this to a good stance at the base of the corner. 
2. 40m. Climb the corner to a good platform where the angle eases. 
3 and 4. 70m. C limb the wa ll directly behind the belay then move up and right to 
gain easier ground . Continue up the chimney and easy gully above as for Into the 
Fire to the top. 

MEALL NAN TARMACHAN, Cam Chreag, Fan Buttress: 
The Cider House Rules - 80m Ill. J. Irving, G. A ll an. 21 st December 1998. 
Left of a ll previously described routes is a wide face of mixed ground At the left 
hand side i::; a rock to'Ner with a chimney running up the right hand ~ ide. Thi~ is the 
most obvious line on this part of the crag and corresponds to no previously 
described features. Easy ground leads to the chimney. A 40m pitch ascends to a 
large spike belay on the left, then easy ground leads to the ridge. 

Creag an Lochain, Arrow Buttress: 
Flight of Fancy - I 05m Ill. S. Muir, G. E. Little (aiL). 7th February, 1999. 
This route takes a left-trending line up the centre of the vegetated face to the left of 
,'\rrow Chim ney. Start about 50m up and left of the foot of /\rro '.'.' Ch imney belm'.' 
a cluster of scraggy saplings. 
I. 55m. C limb up to below a short wall , turn it on the right , then break back left. 
C limb straight up to a niche on the right below a slanting roof. 
2. 30m. Move left to enter the obvious groove. Climb it to a ledge, then move left 
to the foot of a short corner. Cl imb the corner and exit left above to a thread at a turf 
mound. A characterful pitch at the upper limit of the grade. 
3. 20m. Continue stra ight up on easier ground. 

BEN LA WERS, Coire nan Cat, Creag an Fhithich: 
Stray Cars - 115m Ill*' C. Bonington , G. E. Little, S. Muir (alt.) . I st February, 
1998. 
I. 35m. C limb the first pitch of Felinity to the small pinnacle on the right. 
2. 30m. Move back left and c limb a short ice step to steepen ing ground. Move 
slightl y right, then step up left. Surmount a short wall (crux), then trend up and right 
to a turf ramp. 
3. SOm. Continue up the ramp and broken ground above to the top of the crag. 

Alley Cat Gully - lOOm II* G. E. Little. 9th March, 1998. 
The east flank of Creag an Fhithich (wh ich terminates in the short East Gully -
Grade I), presents a distinctive vertica l featureless wal l. Start below this wall at a 
shall ow diagonal gully. Follow it. with one little chimney pitch, to reach its 
termination at a small col overlooking East Gully. Drop down into this and finish 
via easy snow . 

Bealach Crag (MR 636 423): 
This short turfy north-facing crag lies 250m due south of the main bealach between 
Ben Lawers and An Stuc. Its only real merit is that it lies above 1000m and is in 
condition for most of the year! 
Wild Frontera - 65m 11. G. E. Little, C. Bonington (alt.). 24th January , 1998. 
Starting just right of an indistinct gully, climb a fairly central line in two pitches. 
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BEINN TARSUINN, Meadow Face: 
Snakes And Ladders - SOm E2 Sb*** C. Moody, W. Hood. 16th May, 1998. 
A slab of perfect rock between The Curver and Meadow Grooves which is good for 
a second route of the day . Easily seen from the slopes on the right, it has a vertical 
heather crack on the right-hand side. Start up a bulge on the left side and follow the 
crack to a downward-pointing flake . Traverse right for Sm, then climb straight up 
on seams and pocks to the left of the heather crack. A Friend#2 protects the top 
section, a Rock#6 can be threaded just below it. The route was gained by abseil off 
chockstones at the top; traditionalists can reach the start by two pitches of grassy 
grooves. 

CIR MHOR, Lower East Face: 
Papinootme - 40m HVS Sa*' W. Hood, C. Moody. I st August, 1998. 
The crack between South Ridge Original and The Crack. Start just right of S.R.O. 
Climb up then move right to gain the right side of the flake (it might be better to start 
further right and climb direct to here). Climb the flake, step left and climb the 
crackline; towards the top avoid twin grassy cracks by pockets just left. Easy for 
the grade. 

LOWLAND OUTCROPS 

GLASGOW SOUTH AND AYRSHIRE, Neilston Quarry, The Right But
tress: 
Hyperreality - ISm VS 4b. D. Crawford, S. Burns. 19th September, 1998. 
Immediately to the right of Fornication is an undercut slabby wall. The route 
follows a direct line to the top. A scoop leads to an overlap at 3m, climb this and 
the wall above to a bulge (crux) which is taken direct. 

Whitehorse Rib - ISm Severe 4b. D. Crawford. September, 1998. 
Right of lig-Saw li ve is an undercut blunt rib. Start directly below it. Pull on to the 
slabby rib where unprotected moves gain easier ground (but no protection). Fini sh 
left up the upper groove of lig-Saw live. 

THE GALLOWAY HILLS, Craigencaille, Main Wall: 
To the right of the Main Wall is a huge roof with a smooth corner (Old Mortality) 
on its right side. 
The Whirling Dervishes- SOm E3 6a** A. Fraser, A. Murdoch. 19th August, 1998. 
A sustained but very well protected climb with some excellent moves. Easy for the 
grade. 
I. ISm 6a. Start as for Old Mortality and climb this for Sm. Traverse left across a 
steep and difficult wall for 3m to holds on the edge, above the big roof. Move up 
then left across a slab to a prominent flake under the roof. Layback up right into a 
niche, then move up right to belay. 
2. 3Sm 4b. Traverse left for 3m, then climb an easier but mossy wall to a ledge. 
Continue up the left edge above then follow the trail of bones up to, into and out 
of an impressively large nest ( the crux in the nesting season) to the slope above 
(3Sm-4b) 

NOTE: Old Mortality (SMC) 1995 p. 688)and The Heretic (SMC) 1996p.113) are 
the same. 
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THE DUMFRIES OUTCROPS, Clifton Crag, Jigsaw Buttress: 
Liptrip - 10m VS Sa. S . J . H. Reid, D. Bodecott. 24th April , 1998. 
The obvious groove between Lipsti ck and Hotlips had previo usly been ig nored due 
to a large bramble bush in situ. Thi s has now been removed. The main groove, I m 
right of Lipsti ck, is gained by strenuous jamming over the roof (thread in lip). 
Fini sh more eas il y up the new ly gardened chimney/groove. 

THE SOUTH-WEST SEA CLIFFS, Portobello, Shark Fin Bay: 
At the top right end of the bay, reached up a grass slope, is a buttress w ith a large 
roof at mid he ight. 
Walking the Plank -20m HVS 5a** A. Frascr, A. Murdoch , A. Tay lor, I. McGill. 
August, 1998 . 
A sustained and interesting route with a sensational crux. Start at the le ft toe of the 
buttress and climb a right-curving crack just right of the left edge of the buttress and 
leading to the A-shaped recess at the top. Step right into the recess, then swing down 
and out onto the lip of the overhang. Climb the head wall to the top. 

Larbrax (MR 966 608): 
These cli ffs are situated on the coast about fo ur miles south of Kiln 0 ' the Fuffock, 
reached alo ng the idyllic beach at Larbrax . The climbing to date is on a series of 
greywacke slabs above the beach. The rock is perfect, the cli mbing is ve ry fi ne and 
the situatio n superb. Al so o f note is the excellent bouldering on the beach 
underneath the cliff, one of the few good boul dering areas in Ga ll oway. 
From Glasgow fo llow the A 77 to Stranraer, then go west on the A 71 8 to Leswalt. 
Turn left in the village (s ign posted to Portpatri ck) and take thi s for two miles to a 
junction . Foll ow the main road left fo r one-and-half miles to Larbrax. Take the 
track immedi ately opposite on the right, signposted to Bay House, then follow this 
down to the beach. Walk north (a long the beach) for 10- 15 minute to a series o f 
pinnacles o n the beach. The slabs are just beyond above a grass shelf. Routes are 
described le ft to right , with the seaward slab first. 

Seaward Slab: 
O 'er The Dyke- 15mHVS 5a*. G . Brookes, L. Walker, J. Nel son, M. Dale. IstJul y, 
1995. 
The crack at the le ft edge of the slab, reached directly from below. 

Haste Ye Back - 17m E6 6b/c***. M . Dale, G . Brookes. 1st Jul y, 1995 . 
The class ic of the crag, taking the slab at its blankest. The climbing is excellent and 
thin and the gear is just thin . In the centre o f the crag, where the left overlap meets 
the ground , is a th in crack. C limb the crack for 7m to the first overl ap/ripp le where 
a linc of rcuGonablc footholds lead leftwardG towards the edge of the overl ap. Move 
left along these fo r Im or so until small fin ger pockets and very thin edges lead to 
the second overl ap (RPs in the crack to the right). Move left and up (crucial RP#2 
on the le ft ) until a stretch back right can be made to a good fl a t V -shaped ho ld. More 
extending moves lead to the to p on improving holds. 

Ceud Mille a Failte - 17m E4 6a***. R. McAllister, A. Fraser. May, 1998. 
Another superb route, taking the most obvious weakness in the centre of the slab. 
Gear improves w ith he ight. Start as for Haste Ye Back and climb the initial crack 
of that route for 7m . to the first overlap/ ripple. Move 2m. right(crux) to a rest at 
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a large pocket. Continue directly to start of leftward slanting fault. then move right 
with difficulty to reach and finish up crack at top right of crag. 

Ace is Low - ISm E2 Sc*. G. Brookes, M . Dale. 19th November, 1994. 
At the right side of the slab is a crack leading to a spikel pinnacle. Climb the crack 
and stand on the spike. Tricky although reasonably well protected moves lead into 
the thinner upper cracks and the top. 

The Central Slab: 
Soar Plool11 - 16m E3 Sc**. M. Dale, G. Brookes. 3rd July, 1995. 
Start from about the middleofthe slab. Make a bouldery pull leftwards to start, then 
move up and left to below a very thin crack which splits the overlap (good wires). 
Climb the thin crack to reach an obvious pocket from where moves left gain a podl 
crack just right of the left edge of the slab. Cl imb this via some odd moves and the 
las t protection. then run it out up the arete and the slab to the top. The centre of the 
slab remains dirty (not for longl ). 

Mealy Puddillg - El Sb**' G. Brookes, M. Dale. 3rd July, 1995. 
The rig ht-hand line on the slab. up obvious finger cracks via some nice finger 
jamming with good protection , moving slightly right near the top. 
The Right-hand Slab: 
A last great challenge, blankety blank. Boldissimo. 

Cranberry ialll- 18m Severe. M. Dale. 3rd 1uly, 1995. 
The left-bounding slab and wide crack. 

Laggantalluch: 
Peregrine Corner - 2Sm HVS Sa*. J. Fisher, A. Brockington. June, 1998. 
Between Small Bay and Main Cliff is a mossy raised wall split by a clean corner. 
Sustained and well protected. 

GLASGOW SOUTH AND AYRSHIRE, Loudon Hill, Central Wall: 
The Car - ISm El Sb. C. Pettigrew, T. Burley, H. Bruce. I Dth May, 1998. 
Climbs the Sm steep corner-crack 6m left and up of the o ld drystane dyke. C limb 
the crack with difficulty to the loose block at the top, pull over this and continue 
easily to a belay at the bottom of Young 's Stairway. 

Le Chat- 2Dm VS Sa*' C. Pettigrew, H. Bruce, T. Burley . I Dth May, 1998. 
A direct Start to Young 's Stairway. Climb the front face of the buttress on the left. 
Instead of the traverse right on Young 's Stairway, continuedirectto an obv ious thin 
crack (wi th seep marks) and climb this crack direct on small holds. 

FIFE OUTCROPS, The Hawcraig: 
Hip Replacelllent- ISm HVS Sa. J. Dyble, J. Shanks. 5th August, 1998. 
Start in the recess to the right of the normal start to Toerag's Wall. Pull through the 
overlap without using holds to the left (on the right side of Toe rag's Wall) following 
rounded holds on the right and a thin crack to the left. Good climbing but a bil 
contrived; poorly protected. 

Rib and Groove - J Sm Severe. J. Dyble, 1. Shanks. 5th August , 1998. 
Between Hallelujah Wall and The Whang. Aim for a blunt dark rib 4m up and with 
a thin crack in its lower half. Follow it directly to the top via a thin groove line. 
Climbed before but not recorded . 


